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Block Partiers Arrested

“ Advising

Metro Nabs Five Georgetown Students
By HEATHER BURKE

Caution
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Letter Targets
| By Tim SULLIVAN
| Hora STAFF WRITER

Georgetown University is advising students to exercise caution today in response
to a letter making threats against black
| students that was received in March. The

students

mingled,

listened

to

music and enjoyed the spring afternoon at last Friday’s spring semiannual Charity Block Party, held on
37th Street between N and Prospect.
There were no serious behavioral
incidents at the Block Party or in
surrounding neighborhoods, as
some opponents had feared. However, the Metropolitan Police Department arrested five students outside Block Party for open alcohol
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Students celebrated spring Friday at the Charity Block Party.
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Charities receiving Block Party profits include Sursum Corda, Its For The

success,” organizer Mike Owens
(MSB °00) said. “It achieved all of its
missions, bringing the community
together and raising a good deal of
money for charities.”
Approximately 2,300 students attended Block Party, which ran from

Despite community opposition
and a lack of official university sup-
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extra

container violations.
“Block Party was a tremendous
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Kids, Campaign Georgetown, Habitat for Humanity, Hyde Elementary
PTA, Holy Trinity Elementary School
and Christ House, a soup kitchen.
He added that there were no big
problems, including underage drinking. “I think the controls we put in
place worked,” he said. Besides reducing the number of beers with ad-

to
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between $15,000 and $18,000. Last
fall’s Block Party raised $18,000;
however, Owens said the event in-
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curred higher expenses than past
Block Parties because of delays and
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| letter names May 2 as the day that black

.

students should “look out.”
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Last Friday, Dean of Students James A.

|

| Donahue, along with several on-campus
leaders, sent an e-mail to the entire under-
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also advised students to take precautions
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of gay, lesbian, bisexual and

(2) who walked in the march from the Federal Triangle

students will be on the board.”

ing upon

10 a.m. “People asked where
areatothe Capitol Buildingat
the Georgetown contingent was. I explained that I wasn’t
with them. Let’s be blatantly honest; Georgetown hasn’t
done anything [for the gay community]. It is so counter-

The document also outlines the
committee’s reasons for advocating a
student board member, stating in the
introduction that “the addition of a

board, as it exists now, is an external
board, meaning that those who sit on
the board are not affiliated in any
official way to the university, although

student representative, with full vot-

there are alumni and parents of stu-

’00), who himself ati
:

vidual with [GU]Pride, you get 50 little recognition on
campus, especially from administrators. [Many gay]

ing rights, to the board of directors
will serve to strengthen the bonds

dents on the board, as well as several
Jesuit members. There are exceptions

people on campus are not members of [GU]Pride.”

between

With topless men and women, the crowd spent the
sunny afternoon primarily lounging on the Mall or inside

and present, and the university.
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members, charged wit
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managing the long-term

Several members of GUPride attended, according to
had never participated

productive to be a member of [GU]Pride. Being an indi-

[in a gay rights

rally] before,” Stevens said. kt was fun to be in the
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ments in a case involving partialbirth abortions.
Keyes opened his remarks by
speaking on the end of this millennium and Georgetown University.
“It’s one of the great symbols of
our time that we live in such an era of
egregious lies, that we have to lie

| Briana, Parco
Republican presidential
and former Ambassador
Keyes spoke to a crowd of
| in Gaston Hall yesterday
. The speech came during a

d of

| in which the Associate

n.

rt
;

rs
after
n that

candidate
Alan L.
about 500
evening.
campaign

ited Keyes with two out of a possible
2,066 delegates for the. Republican
presidential nomination.
In the speech, Keyes outlined his
views about morality in America focusing on the Declaration of Independence and abortion but speaking
on many issues related to his cam' paign. The speech comes on the
heels of recent Supreme Court argu-
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of the millennium,”

about the end

Press cred-

Keyes said, eluding to the many millennium celebrations that occurred
this past year. He also expressed
discontent having to “follow in the

footsteps” of Larry Flynt, the publisher of Hustler Magazine, who spoke
at Georgetown last year. He strongly

disagreed with the speech Flynt gave
last year and express his criticism
saying that it was “an example of just
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Student Handbook
The proposal will grant club sports
organizations the financial backing of
provided fs creas
fis wiiversity,
tions comply wth

regulations

out

by the OSP and create both an advisory

.

board and a code of conduct specific to
club sports.
“I think it’s an exciting moment for

draft of a proposal giving Georgetown
club sports the ability to apply for all
benefits that are afforded to other student organizations. The decision grants
club sports a position on the level of
any other student club or organization
at Georgetown, and will subject the
club sports organizations to the same
.
:
:
rules and regulations laid out in the
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students,” Dean of Students James A.

Donahue said.
Jim Goodfellow (COL ’00), of
Georgetown Rugby, was pleased by the
decision. “It’s nice to finally see the adSee CLUB SPORTS, ». 10
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The truth is, we knew
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_ Martin Weiss,
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Holocaust with both students
and members of the outside
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America was in a moral crisis. “We
have redefined freedom,” he said, “so

H
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how far gone we are.” He said that
allowing by allowing Flynt to come
and speak when he last did last year,
it undermined the credibility of the
university as a Catholic institution.
Keyes called the 20th century “the
worst century in the history of the
human race,” emphasizing that he felt

that it encompasses now the kind of
licentiousness that can no longer distinguish between good and evil. And
that kind of licentiousness is the death
of freedom.”
Much of the rest of his speech
focused on the Declaration of Independence, and the outline of rights it
See KEYES, ». 9
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its by-laws to allow a permanent seat
on the board for a student representative with full voting rights. Polkey
said he is “extremely confident that

president. Simon Stevens (SFS
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tended the rally.

Tu kat also said that the MPD will have
| officers on campus, though he did not
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dragged kicking an screaming into a lawsuit [regarding
the formation of GUPride]. However, a lot of the prejudice
is out of date. That S partly why we wanted to go down.”
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In the first gay rights march on Washington since 1993,

taken and to further
Williams said that the most important thing
in combating problems is to be aware of the
sindation

—JohnR. Kennedy (CAS’52)

person, Aaron Polkey (COL °02),
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Sunday night, safety officials as well as

Director of Public Safety
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| graduate and graduate student bodies
updating the situation. The letter said that
| the Metropolitan Police Department will
me a visible presence on campus and

tory department introduced the
two speeches. Roshfeld spoke
about the difficulty of discussing such painful events in

strictly concrete terms.
For the
g

Holocaust generation as well as

today’s

men

and

women,

the

Holocaustsurvivor '. Holocaust has evolved into a
i
highly svmboli
ymbolic and d emotional

Sponsored by the

Auschwitz as well as smaller

ng

Jewish Student Association
and the history department, the
lecture, entitled “Survivor-Liberator: Personal Stories about
the Holocaust,”> was presented
Monday evening in Copley
Formal Lounge.
Relating the experiences of

forced-labor camps during
Al
II. Gen.
War
World
Ungerleider, a 36-year veteran
of the United States Army, told
the audience about his participation in the D-Day invasion of
Normandy and the liberation of
23 small slave-labor camps in

quence, current political and
jdeological discussion of the
Holocaust necessarily involves
such questions as the existence
Isi
of of evil,evil compulsion
versus sa >
dijsm and A
of collaborators. Commenting that we often
“shy away from things that hor-

Aviel Roshwald of the Jewish
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Holocaust survivor Martin Weiss, who spoke Monday

night in Copley Formal Lounge.
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money to charity, having a good time, and

Threatening Letter Handled
Appropriately by University
Last Friday the Dean of Students broadcast a
message via e-mail to all main-campus students,
reminding them to consider threats posed against
black students in an anonymous hate letter received by the university during spring break. The
letter stated that the university will not tolerate
acts of threatened violence and that they will try
to do everything they can in order to ensure the
safety of all students on campus. The procedure
taken by the university in response to this letter
was admirable. Students must be kept aware of
potential danger to themselves and their peers.
On numerous occasions this year, such as the
menorah vandalism and the incidents of racist and
homophobic threats and slurs directed at students,
the university’s reaction to student concerns has
" been delayed and disappointing. In the past, the
university has not worked closely enough with its
students to find a solution to problems. The handling of thisbroadcast message has given students
a precedent for their continual working relationship with the administration. The reaction of the
university is the textbook response that groups like
the Georgetown Unity Coalition have been looking
for throughout the past year. Sending out the
message and warning the student body of the
threat was the right action to take in trying to

drinking beer in a controlled environment...
In other news, SEVEN
children are shot at the

National Zoo...

protect the students’ well being and safety.
The fact that the broadcast message was signed
by not only faculty and administration, but also
campus-wide

student leaders,

ay

is indicative of a

trend of students and administration working closer
together, and more effectively. The more students
and administration work together, the more likely it

is that our campus will become a place where the
students feel as though they have a voice within the
community.
With the upcoming arrival ofa new vice president
of student affairs, this communication process hasan

GOR 3 NES

opportunity to continue to improve. If this person
focuses on the interaction of the students and the
administration, and acts as a true voice of the student

body, positive communication between the two key
forces could be the rule rather than an exception.
Threats against any segment of the student body
are important to the entire Georgetown community
because they involve the entire student body —
not just the people directly under attack — as
members of this community. The university has
acted appropriately in this situation and their response to this threat is hopefully a sign of a trend
of students and administration coming together and
working towards a common goal of a safe and
secure community for everyone.
3

Confidentiality Violated
This past week, Georgetown’s search for a new
vice president of student affairs took an unfortunate
turn. The ongoing and involved process, screening
dozens of candidates with the assurance of confidentiality, was made public through an unauthorized
leak which was subsequently featured in last week’s
issue of The Georgetown Voice. The unfortunate
decision of the anonymous informant to leak the
information, and of The Voice to publish a story
based on it, could severely damage both the search

committee process was a prime example of the
budding partnership of students and administrators, and the increased role of students in the

administrative decisions on campus. Student inclusion on search committees such as this one were
a longtime dream of student activists; it took years
of hard work and lobbying to reach the level of
involvement students now enjoy.

Letter To The Editor

1

Students Working to Better Club Sports
|

To THE
The
Office
sports

EDITOR:
Student Association is excited to announce that the
of Student Affairs has decided to acknowledge club
as an official activity of Georgetown students. For

the intramural sports teams to continue to work out details
of all the specifics of the program.

months now, members of the Student Association and other

there remains much work to be done, this recognition alloys

groups have worked tirelessly to push the university to
recognize intramural sports. This recognition will secure
funding, space and travel means for Georgetown’s many
intramural teams.
Although club sports will now be recognized, the efforts
‘to make such a program work well are not complete. There
are some details that still have to be worked out. Many of
these issues must be addressed with the Athletic Department, which oversees all varsity teams. Because of the
limitations of space and funding, it will be very important for
the Student Association, the Office of Students: Affairs and

We

thank Dean

students who

Donahue

participate

for considering the scores of

in intramural

sports. Although

students to begin the long overdue process of including
club sports on the radar screen of Georgetown actives,
Also, special thanks to Dominique Burzacchi (MSB 00) and
Brian Walsh (COL 02) who for the last eight months have
worked endlessly to see this initiative to completion. This
is just another example of students working for studentsty
improve our Alma Mater.
Tawan W.T. Davis (COL °01),

GUSA PRESIDENT
May 1, 2000

Though the identity of the leak is unknown,
fingers have already been pointed at the students
involved. inthe process, and whether ornot such:

committee process and the relationship between.

allegations are proven, the case for student involve-

students and administrators.
Though “the public’s right to know’”is the most
basic principle of journalism, it is difficult in this
particular case to see any positive result or reason

mentin confidential proceedings has been dramatically set back. If the purpose of the leak and article
was to make students more involved and informed,
the exact opposite is now the likely result.
If students want to be involved in the confidential proceedings that shape their university, they
must act responsibly. The public’s right to sensi-

for the publication of this information. With the
impending announcement ofthe new vice president,
and no opportunity for public involvement in the
process at this late date, there is little evident use for
its being published. The source should not have
violated the confidentiality of the committee, out of
respect for the privacy of the candidates named, and
the decision is all the more regrettable without a
clear purpose or benefit to the community.
Georgetown’s reputation has been tarnished, as
have the reputations of those named (in particular,
those who will ultimately be passed over). The now
dubious promise of confidentiality during the application process might lead many of the best and
brightest to refrain from applying; the quality of
Georgetown’s administrators may suffer. The search

tive, confidential information must not take pre-

cedence over the ethical duties and respect for
the privacy of those involved. Overall, the vice
president of student affairs search committee
was a success, exemplifying the positive contribution that students can make to the process. The
overwhelming majority who helped interview
and compare the candidates admirably performed
their duties. It is hopeful that this general success,

rather than two unfortunate decisions, will be the
legacy of this process, and that the trend of
greater student involvement will not be reversed.
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Hoya Staffers Look Back on Their Time at Georgetown
Education Is Never Complete

People Enhance Time on Hilltop

Perspective Will Show What Was Truly Learned
AM A MEMBER OF THE MILLENNIAL CLASS,
no matter how you cut it — whether

you think 2000 is the last of year of
the 20th century or the first of the 21st.

Life smacks us around for a while.
I have tried not to have any illu-

sions about the last four years. My
parents

slapped

down

~more mature,
114

in

learned. We're freakin’

dential

have

to

the

But why? Some kids I
started

M

7f

h

— You're right. I will never have a cooler boss. Henle 34 —

We're just way too easy. Andrea — If we had a nickel for
eren

0SCO

vi

C

every time Tommy Boy has mysteriously found itself in the

x

VCR on a Saturday morning ... Brownlow — Where do I
.

ths J
o- oe

dents
;

HoYA EDITORS ARE CRINGING IN ANTICIPATION OF MY

begin? I owe you a pack of cigarettes. Jim — Fancy a pint?

third piece of journalistic writing in four years. Many
of them don’t even know who I am, actually. Most of

Meet you at Habitat. Alex — Boobies! (Can I write that in
here?) Tim — You have more enthusiasm than all your

my time up on the fourth floor of Leavey was spent behind

predecessors combined. Most of the rest of us became
disillusioned much earlier in the year and found ourselves
sitting in the stairwell and chain smoking while desperate

T

a mysterious revolving door that everyone imagined led to
adank, dark cave of terror. It did. It led to the darkroom. There,
my fellow photographers and I squirted water down each
other’s shirts, chilled beer in the wash bath and blasted
Arrow 94.7, singing along and forgetting that everyone in the
news room could hear our off-key rendition of “Turn the
Page” or “Layla” — the REAL one, not its bastardized MTV
version.
However, the point of the senior viewpoint is not, I
| suppose, to recount late-night Hoya madness, but to reflect
upon our life-changing experiences at Georgetown ... right?
I guess. Well, Georgetown didn’t change my life, nor did I

page editors combed

Leavey

in search of Campus

Op

photos. Evan — Thank you for inspiration and confidence.
Bobby — I marvel at your patience. Kareem and Paul — Who
else could possibly share our passion for Must See TV and
Margaritas? Everyone in photo — We're done!!!
That’s what I can’t get over — that we're done. Here’s
where I give in to sentimental drip and lament about my lost

youth and how life will never be the same again. I talk about
how it seems like we just got here, how the people I met will
always have a place in my heart and how nothing will ever

experience some sort of radical personal transformation, an

compare to those care-free college days, when beer flowed

Isee-the-light type of moment. I didn’t find myself or un-

like wine and my little brother could wake me up by callingmy
"apartment at 3 p.m. Tthen write a tribute t Georgetown’s Att,
Music and Theater department or the Women’s Studies

cover the hidden seoretsyfite
th universe. I did, however,iT, meet e
‘some very funky people.”

Some of these people (in chronological order) are the
following: (By the way, for anyone who thought they were
important enough to be included in this, I apologize for
leaving you out, and for anyone who thinks they are super
important because they WERE included in this, I urge you
to remember that it’s only a senior viewpoint which I had
completely forgotten about until several hours before it was
due). Anyway, as I said ... Elizabeth — We’ ve lived together
for three years now, and you're one of the only people who
knows the kind of strange noises I make when I sleep. Suz
— 8:50 a.m., five mornings a week. Need I say more?
Stephanie — Road trip any day, baby. Graham — The guy
who knew the true meaning of chill. Gougion and Redmond
— Who ALWAYS knew what they were talking about. Dave

Georgetown

who

some advice for you. Maybe
you’ll have some for me.
Maybe we'll continue to live
sheltered lives and never actually have anything much
to contribute save a few
comments about how much
fun it was in the good ol’
days. But just when you

value.

i

00)

election,

tadpoles

haven’t even shed that tail.
Maybe in five, 10 or 20 years I'll

for me to go here. Georgetown accepted this money, promising me an
education in return. I'm the focus of

Class of 2000 has taken on
some kind of symbolic

K.

.

babies —

Everything, from the first
baby born, to the presi-

fi

.

of-the-millennium

date. Domes were built. Parties raged a
little longer on Jan. 1st.

Keren Moscovitch and her camera.

isn’t

cultural abyss of turnAmerica, the media has attributed some
kind of mystical significance to the

it detals

maturity

James @G. Di Liberto, Jr.

And out there, in the

ts

But
.

although we have studied, and indeed
learned much, that education is hollow. We can
hardly appreciate the
philosophy, literature
and history we have

lots of money

It doesn’t really matter.
2000 is a nice, round

number. Complete,
some odd way.

etc.

“

“education. Maturity occurs — it is
part of life. It is not learning. And

learn a thing or two about
this life you become just old

with

four years ago graduated
early, and others took time
off and will graduate next
year. Are they any less
significant than their
peers who are lucky
enough to graduate in a
year easily divisible by
1000?
Not really. Sorry to
break it to everyone, but
the class of 2000 ain’t
that special — at least no
more special than the
classes of 1999 and 2001.
Sure, one day you may
be able to look back and
say that the kid sitting
next to you at graduation became president,
but, most likely, you're
going to say he became a
mid-level bureaucrat.
And the guy spouting

enough

to

be

disregarded

by the next generation. Life
is a funny thing.
Let us not have any grand
illusions about being the

Class of 2000. We're not predestined for anything. Our
education is in its nascent
stages. Our future is truly
unknown. Let us share the
spotlight gracefully come
the end of May, and fade

away. Life indeed awaits.
Writer’s note: In a longstanding Hoya tradition, I
am now required to thank all
those who aided me in my

quest for Hilltop immortality: 1998’s Henle 23, 3523 R
St., 3336 P St apts. 1 and 2,
Raposo, Miguel, Matt, Jeff,
DeMar, Wall, Curry, Dennis,
Bill
Jordan,
Khalil,

heSinderbrand ;EHekay, Diesel,
CorneliusX, Dano, Dawg,
Scotsman, Nick, Tom. To
A OJ Jil2i1& Stephen’ Balletta,'SM, who

off
about how much, he: in : pian! This BROS Says somettiti abut the duality
learned at Georgetown —
is

don’t listen to him. He ~ofman:
CAE

HESHOH

tt FON PEG

doesn’t know his rear end’

and

Professor

John

tees my place here and I work to make
sure the education part of the deal
comes through.

Glavin, who has continued working
with this work in progress. To my parents, who raised me with guilt, fear,

or

And I've tried to keep it in perspective, to think of it as a business deal. I

Georgetown, that will somehow better

certainly wouldn’t be here if my parents

your life? Not much.
But the truth is, none of us can. We

didn’t front the cash. And, as my mother

forgiveness,
my dearest
known, saw
and dorky

and

underestimated,

if I ever make more than $7.50 an hour, I'll donate money to

expand both the Women’s Center and the Walsh Gallery,
two spaces which are entirely too small for such important
purposes. But most importantly, I say that I had a pretty good

time. I think I’m ready to face the world of adults and jobs and
paid vacations. I'm not sure about how long I'm willing to
stay there, but I'll give it a whirl. One thing’s for sure, though
— no matter how much fun I had here, there’s no going back.
Keren Moscovitch is a former assistant photography
editor, photography editor and contributing editor
for THE HoYA.

I tell you about life, or existence,

can’t tell you what to expect, because
we haven’t been “out there” in the
“real world.” All I know for sure is that

come May 28, most of us are going to
have our fiscal umbilical cords cut and

will be left screaming as Doctor Real

‘guaran-

writing

‘the

what did he learn? A little bit about
government? A smidgen about finance? How to tap a keg? =
And what can I offer you? What can

underappreciated

money

me

from a hole in the ground. Honestly,

both

the

got

as

well as occasionally abused and disrespected. I promise that

Program,

transaction;

il 2x

PART

says, I can go and get Cs at places a hell
of a lot cheaper.
None of us can attest to what we
learned while we were here. We all lack

one quality essential to true education: perspective. True, we’ve learned
quite a bit in our books, grown a little

laughter and love. And to
Alex who, for reasons unpast my temper, curly hair
exterior to the little boy

within.
James G. Di Liberto, Jr. is a former
editor in chief, senior news editor,
senior guide editor, web editor,
contributing editor and member of
the board of directors for THE Hoya.

A Contribution Made to Community Through Information
some think I should be committed).

Heather Burke

I sacrificed hours I could be sleeping, hanging with my friends or putting more
time into my schoolwork for THe Hoya. I spent way too much time listening to
cheesy music, people cursing at crashing computers, ordering Chinese and
checking

out inane Web.

sites. I became

nearsighted from all the hours

spent

AND

staring at a flickering cursor. I even volunteered to drive the delivery van one

chatted with both close friends and more-distant acquaintances, some old,
some new. It’s amazing the amount of connections you can forge in four
years, the way people’s lives intertwine on the Hilltop.
But a scary realization accompanies this pleasant thought. While I will always

semester. But I have had the chance to work with incredible, talented people,
develop my writing and editing skills and see the paper evolve technologically,

keep in touch with some friends, most will fade into memories of classes, parties,
vii, Hoya production nights, conversations while pretending to study in
Leavey or encounters while drinking at The Tombs. They are the pages of a mental
scrapbook of the crazy, hectic, sometimes painful, sometimes wonderful, but most

or had any effect. But when I see someone reading one of my stories, I feel a sense

“"HIS PAST WEEKEND

I WENT

TO MY

LAST

Dip BALL.

I DANCED;

TOOK

PICTURES

improving its quality and scope in the process. If anything, I wish I had been more
involved in the paper. I sometimes wonder if I have made a mark at Georgetown
of pride because, in my own little way, I’ve played a part in keeping the
Georgetown community informed of local and campus issues and events — and
educated myself in the process.
Things have not always been rosy at Georgetown. I have seen many things that

Gefinitely all-too-short four years I spent at Georgetown.
| Life is a series of changes, some cycles good, others bad. Some things you can
|i
others are just fate. Hating high school in Philadelphia, I was ready to go
laway, and I really liked GU. But then my parents dropped a bombshell: they were

have disillusioned me —

support they need, community

of the most difficult choices I ever made. I rejected Stanford and the West Coast
for a chance to stake out my own space here in D.C.
Four years has allowed me to search for this space and, in the process, I can
honestly say. that I have grown and matured (at least a little). I was a wide-eyed,

tonfused, somewhat naive 18-year-old, looking for fun, enlightenment and some
stability. Now I am 22, still a bit clueless as I look for a job and try to figure out

What the hell I want to do with the rest of my life. But I have rejected the notion
that life is stable. Instead, it is crazy and ironic, and nothing ever seems simple
0 me. But you have to keep your sense of humor. Things happen for a reason.

For some reason, my Georgetown experience has blessed me with some
Wonderful opportunities, challenges and realizations that I couldn’t have expe‘enced anywhere else. I got to intern on the Hill when the Lewinsky scandal broke
relations firm now,

scandalizing

my

father in the process

‘becoming a Democrat. I got to see Clinton’s inauguration. I got to
a the Russian Embassy. I got to swelter during two hot summers in
drunk on the Mall while watching the Fourth of July fireworks.
Something alive, that is with us right now,” said Joseph Hernon, my

professor, and I have had the incredible chance to live in a city where history is
Constantly being made every day.
My Georgetown experience has blessed me with some incredible professors

and courses that have opened my mind and taught me to think and write. Thank
you Margaret Stetz, John Glavin, Michael Collins, Ted Gup, Emmett Curran, Jim
Lengle, Joshua Mitchell, Rev. William McFadden, S.J., and a host of other

professors for challenging me.
~My Georgetown experience included leaving for a semester to go study
Victorian literature and British history in London. Only there could I have eight
ours of class a week, pick up for a month to go travel in Europe, go to the theater
once a week and the pub four times weekly and actually have time for myself to
fiscover one of the world’s most fascinating and beautiful cities. Those five
honths were a fantasy, and I'd go back in an instant.
My Georgetown experience has blessed me with some wonderful extracurricu-

dt opportunities, where I have learned as much

as I have in the classroom.

Tutoring disadvantaged students at Our Lady Queen of the Americas and Sursum

members

and

that don’t respect students and students

anything. Your sick sense of humor and patient listening will forever endear you
to me. Ashley: You keep me sane and crazy at the same time. We may try each

others’ patience, but I know I can always count on you for a drink, good sarcasm
and a talk. Steve: Thanks for lending a steady ear and always making me smile with

by

swing dance
D.C. and get
“History is
Irish history

classes, talented

that don’t respect the community, the university or each other. On a personal side,
I have made academic and emotional mistakes, lost my focus and been depressed.
I have hurt others and been hurt. I have my share of regrets of things that I wish
I had done or done better. One thing I've learned the hard way is carpe diem —seize
the day. If you want to do something with your life, go for it — don’t hold back.
Georgetown has blessed me with some wonderful friends, a cornerstone of my
Georgetown education. Bill; You have challenged me, always been there and had
faith in me when I didn’t deserve it. You know me better than myself. You are my
best friend and I love you. Mike: I knew when I talked your ear off after that
freshman theology class that I would be talking to you about everything and

‘Moving to San Francisco. Did I go to school in California or stay East? It was one

jad at a public

a distant administration, overcrowded

student and faculty groups/initiatives that don’t get the university money

Heather Burke pauses in front of Dahlgren fountain.
Corda, sorting food at the Capitol Area Food Bank, going on ESCAPE, watching
GU theater and a capella and attending Model UN conferences with the International Relations Club are just a few. I'll miss Uncommon Grounds coffee, Father

your dry wit and humorous commentary on life. Celeste: Thanks for your patience
in putting up with my messiness and endless crises. You are a saintly roommate
and wonderful friend. To the Gnomes: Thanks for memorable cafeteria conversations, random e-mails and for not letting me take myself too seriously.
To Jeff, Leila, Jenn, Joe, all my friends, both old and new, faded and current:

A high school interest in journalism led me up to THE Hoya where then-editorin-chief John Keenan and senior news editor Missy Willard convinced me to write

You have put up with my complaints, my temper, and my occasional bouts of
neurotic behavior. You guys keep me sane and have made my Georgetown
experience infinitely more rewarding. Thanks for crazy memories.
Finally, to my parents: Thank you for your trust, support and sacrifice. You
have always believed in me and I don’t tell you enough how much I believe in you
and appreciate you.

news. I sold my soul to 421 Leavey for the next three years. Dozens of stories later,
I have written in every section except sports, covering everything from block

Well, this viewpoint is already way overdue and over the word limit, showing
that even as a graduating senior I can’t kick my procrastination habit. I wish I could

parties to zoning overlays to sexual assault to crucifixes in the classroom. I have

impart some big, insightful piece of philosophy, worthy of Plato or Kant, to sum

covered the important (such as student/community relations) and the mundane
(pretty much anything involving GUSA). There was some energy that still keeps

up my four years of education at Georgetown. But $120,000 doesn’t buy as much

King’s

Masses

and Thursday

nights

at The Tombs.

drawing me up there. I love journalism because I love to have the scoop. I enjoy
the challenge of finding the facts and getting the story. I'm an extrovert and love
talking to people. But I also like to be lost in my own world in front of the computer
screen. My sense of perfection even makes me love to copy edit (a love for which

as it used to anymore. The biggest lesson that I’ve taken from college?
That I still have so much to learn.
Heather Burke

is a former assistant news
for Tue Hoya

editor and news

editor
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SENIOR REFLECTIONS
Hoya Staffers Look Back on Their Time at Georgetown
Seven Things that Should Never Be Done
During the Course of a Georgetown Career
Colin M. Newman
:

COULD

WRITE

ABOUT

ALL THE FUN TIMES

I’ VE HAD AT

Georgetown and all the wonderful friends I’ve
made while working at THE Hoya, but I’m sure
all the other senior viewpoints will do plenty of
that. Why should I write about people
that

you

don’t

know,

about

never have any fun. So much of your college
experience comes outside the classroom and
academic environment, and rightfully so. All
colleges look the same from inside their libraries. So get out, meet people, explore campus
and the surrounding city and leave the books
behind.
3. Don’t get so caught up with your social life
that you neglect to attend class. The flip side

good

times

you

your

friends.

Instead,

sober.

So

much

of

college

is

sons. This can be done in classrooms, in coffee shops, even at

on-campus parties. But I'll bet
you your cellular phone and the
glitter on your cheek that it’s not

time I was dancing drunk and naked in

the Dahlgren fountain. Some of these
“dont’s” may be obvious, but they all
need repeating:

gonna
happen
in a smelly,
sweaty, crowded dance floor sur-

rounded

1. Don’t just focus on one activity
for all four years. The favorite pastime
of Hoya editors is only leaving THE
Hoya office for food and sleep. I spent
most of my sophomore year working
for THE Hoya, usually around 40 hours
a week. This was a great time in my life,
because I was part of a team that created a wonderful product twice a week.
I made friends with a lot of nice people
and improved my writing skills at the
same time. But let me remind you that
this was just one year of four. I also
participated in other campus activities during my freshman and junior

by mirrors.

arou
Ban

7.

Don’t

miss

the

to have internships
learned more in the
State Department
ernous halls of the
ship compliments
room education.

like the College

Ti
poli
the
Bi

|

AM

DEFINITELY

GOING

TO BE ONE OF THOSE

OLD

PEOPLE WHO

SIT AROUND

TALKING

about the good old days. Especially considering that I already sit around
and talk about the good old days. So recently, when I think about
graduating from college and moving on to the next thing in life, although
I am sad, I try to look on the bright side. I am going to have a lot to
rhapsodize about when I am 80.
An assignment that calls for reflection and excruciating self-examination does not sound like a huge stretch for me. After all, anyone who
knows me knows that I can spend hours on end thinking about the value
I have derived from each and every life experience I have had. Whether
the years of my life have been arranged in a proper or an improper order,
what would have happened if I had chosen that other school, that other
internship, that other major, that other study abroad. And that ubiquitous
“Remember when?” will get me every time.
The possibilities are absolutely infinite. Some days I find myself awash
in memories, so much so that I can hardly breathe. Most likely to be pulled
—

that’s me.

opportunity

in D.C. I’ve
bowels of the
and the cavCapitol than

to studying

too

much

a good

class-

then

is not studying

at all. I

know. It’s tempting. But it doesn’t work either.
Go to class — that’s half the battle — then
finish your assignments and go hang with your
friends. The more organized and efficient you
are at doing your work, the more time you will
have to socialize.

by

all

means

ignore

the

words: above. On the contrary,
you may just learn something fsem thisiold
senior and help save yourself from making the
same mistakes many others before you wish
they never made.
Colin M. Newman

4. Don’t drink too much. You won’t remember
what you do at night and you won’t remember all the

senior

news

is a former news editor,

editor and associate
for THE Hoya.

editor

How to Succeed by Trying Everything
Overextension Helps Improve University Experience
Board. There were many constituencies to balance, and making the right
decision was not always easy. While college is considered to be a time where
there is little actual responsibility, it certainly served to teach me what the

Matt Reilein
C:=

world will expect of me.

TO POPULAR BELIEF, I AM NOT ENTIRELY COLD-HEARTED.

IN FACT, I

think of myself as somewhat of a sentimentalist. It is just that there
are very few things that I deem important enough to attach myself
to emotionally. I guess you could say that Georgetown is one of those
things. For the longest time I
didn’t know why I love it here so
much. To be honest, I am still not
entirely

sure —

This year Tue Hoya had its 80th Anniversary. What made so many
alumni come back to share their experiences with the current staff and
reminisce about their years at the paper? It boils down to how it shaped
them. Why am I sentimental about Georgetown? Because beyond my
parents’ love and guidance, it has been the most formative experience in
my young life. Every challenge, every decision and every mistake that I
made slowly transformed me.
Those

the day

foot on campus
intrigued.

and I probably

pact on me —

that I stepped
at home

right

away. I had very similar feelings
when I first ventured into THE
Hoya office, after taking the slowest elevator in the world to the
fourth floor of the Leavey Center. I was entirely unaware of

So,

how much my life would soon
revolve around the newspaper.

professors.

late and being able to watch TV,
anxiousness

have

when

a sense

I am

of

idle.

While I have been involved in
other activities at Georgetown,

THe Hoya is unique. It is the one
Matt Reilein in front of Healy.
place where I knew that I would
be challenged every time I stepped in the office.
As teenagers and early twenty-somethings, THE Hoya staff is responsible

for the

one

medium

that

do

I

love

portrays

Georgetown

to the

campus,

I heard

things

at

church and from friends that
gave me pause to think. Most
important, however, I was
given the chance to incorporate all that I have learned into
my life at Georgetown. Being
“overextended” gave me more
opportunity to learn and grow.
While I did not realize it at the
time, and probably do not fully

Tombs every day and getting up
I always

why

Georgetown so much? I am
very different person from
when I first moved onto the
eighth floor of Harbin. What
changed me? No one thing.
Life, as one of my professors
says, is not simple. It is complex and there is no one answer. I went to class, learned
a lot and met some brilliant

Before I knew it, I had been convinced, or perhaps coerced is a
better word, into taking on a
much larger role than I ever
should have — and so goes my
life at Georgetown. Overextended is the word that best describes my past four years.
But now, I have more free time
and as much as I thought that I
hated being so busy, I truly hate
being lazy. I like going to The
but

listen and learn

in class or in church, reflect
and grow internally and with
your friends and then act and
work with new understanding and goals. THE Hoya,
among other activities, gave
me an opportunity to act and
demonstrate what I have
learned at Georgetown, while
simultaneously giving me
cause for reflection.

I found myself

I felt

experiences,

coupled with the ideals of a
Jesuit and Georgetown education have made a true im-

never will be. I am not wise
enough to ever discern that and
certainly not wise enough to impart that on anyone else.
From

B:
den
fo
Lc
day.
ing
Mor

Sloane Starke

So there you have it: seven
simple rules. No advice is impeccable, and if you think I’m wrong

Colin Newman on the Village:A rooftops.

2. Don’t study too much. I see some people
in the library sitting in the same seat every time
I’m there. It seems like they never leave and

Wor

ton,

I have in any one class. Professors will agree. A good intern-

one you like.

“\
Ann
don

The ‘Good Old Days’
Are Already Here

in by the undertow and remain in an unending trance-like state of nostalgia

6. Don’t stay on campus all the
time. You’rein a city. Explore it. The
walk between New South, Leavey
and The Tombs does get old.

‘so much more out of Georgetown by diversifying
your activities here. You have the rest of your life
to spend focusing on a single activity; college is
a time when you test them all out and see which

prot

5. Don’t just try to meet people

about meeting people, making life
friendships and learning life les-

rewarding in its own right. You will get

note

For One Senior;

when you’re are inebriated at
Champs. If you’re looking for a
one-night stand — yeah — they
got that. But more substantive
relationships will more likely
blossom if started while you are

you don’t care about and about selfindulgent experiences that mean as
much to you as a half-full cup of warm
keg beer? Instead, I'll give you advice.
Since I'm graduating in a month, I
think it’s about time I give something
back to Georgetown, in the form of a
list of what I think students should not
do here. This is something you can
hopefully learn from, at least more than
you would learn from reading about
late nights at THE Hoya office and that

years at Georgetown,

with

|| Ban

———

realize now that you can, sometimes, have fun without alcohol. Stop laughing, I’m serious. On nights
and weekends, occasionally do things that don’t
involve alcohol, like going out to a movie. Even if
you do spend most of your nights at parties and local
bars, once in a while try it without beer goggles on,
and you will view the Georgetown social scene much
differently.

things

Academic Council, the Lecture Fund
and the Student Activities Commission, each of which was immensely

had

LE
Mic!

realize it now, THE Hoya gave
me the outlet to exercise what I have learned and how to be a true student

in life, because without action education is not complete.

Sloane

Starke returns to childhood

... at least for a moment.

So graduating, to me, means yet another passage and another placeI
am leaving behind. As much as I say I am ready to move on, I already know
I am going to spend a lot of time thinking about all the good and less-good
times I have

had here at Georgetown.

Most of all, I don’t
to visit campus. After
on a lovely but small
inextricably bound up
place where I broke up

know how I will react someday when I come back
spending most of my waking hours for three years
patch of real estate, my memories of college are
in this physical place. Everywhere I turn I see the
with a boyfriend, the place where I first met a friend,

the place where I helped make a newspaper. This entire campus i$
saturated with my past.
:
Once upon a time, I was less of a nostalgimaniac. About halfway

through high school was when that all changed. Something worth looking
back upon occured:
I left home and went abroad to Barcelona for my junior year in high
school. That year, aside from being the best of my life, was when I became
myself. In truth, nothing too interesting had happened to me before that
year, or at least nothing worth spending hours reminiscing about. Before
that, I lived in the present and, to a much lesser extent, in the future.
These days, when I leave a place behind, I know what to expect. Next
year is going to be very hard for many graduates, and a lot of us are going
to wish we could turn back the clock. Who doesn’t know that feeling?

Sometimes I think I know it all too well. But another thing I know is that
my life is immeasurably richer for having experienced this place. It scares:
me to think of all the good-byes I will soon be saying, while at the same
time I am

very excited

about next year and beyond.

More

people,

more

places, more discoveries and an ever-increasing bank of memories. Mote
things to talk about when I'm 80.
Now comes the part where I acknowledge those who made my four years
at Georgetown something worth reminiscing about — possibly at unprecedented length. And I would be remiss not to begin with my colleagues at
Tue Hoya, especially Lizzy, Reilein, DeMar, North, Goldstein and Ann. That
said, thanks to all the inhabitants — and I do mean inhabitants — of 421
Leavey. You have consistently challenged and encouraged me, and I can’t
wait to see you at the

100th Anniversary

Gala!

Special thanks go to the girls of Henle 16: Thanks for everything you
have shared with me — tears, laughter, hearts and groceries. I will surely
miss our apartment/menagerie. (The catch? Next year I am altogether
unlikely to be living with a camel, a polar bear and the rare ostrich-1lama,

though each of you can always buy a cute kitty).
To my Tuesday morning sisters, past and present: I love each and every
one of you, and you are forever in my heart and prayers.
And to my parents, where could I even begin? I love you.

the

community and the world. I quickly learned that there are very few easy
decisions. Virtually everything that I did had some implication that I had
to be able to justify to the rest of the staff, my peers and the all-wise Media

Matt

Reilein

is a former

editorial page

editor,

contributing

editor,

advertising manager and member of the board of directors
Jor THE Hoya.

Sloane Starke is a former features editor,
assistant features

editorial page

editor and member of the
for THE Hoya

editorial

editor,

board
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~ World Bank President’s Commencement Speec h Protested
about how poor old Elian ended up in the middle
of what was a very contentious, but also very

MICHIGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY

Nn

interesting, propaganda battle,” he said.
Jowett and Montana State University Profes-

sor Victoria O’Donnell are already discussing
how the case will be worked into the next edition
of their book, Propaganda and Persuasion.
While the government may have downplayed

{ EAST LANSING, Mich.; April 28 — When
Michigan State University announced World
Bank President James Wolfensohn as the keynote undergraduate commencement

the potential for violence, Jowett cited colum-

speaker, it

nist William Safire’s use of language to emphasize how close the operation came to shedding
blood.
Despite the belief that it is possible for the
public to wise up to these tactics, Jowett cautioned that as long as propagandists appeal to
people’s emotions, they will never learn from
their mistakes.
— By J.R. Gonzales, The Daily Cougar

probably didn’t expect to see signs posted
asking students to “Spank the

around campus

Bank” before he arrived.
«We don’t agree with him speaking,” said
relations

a social

Ball,

Annie

senior.

“We

| don’t support his views or the policies of the
World Bank.”
Ball is one of many

students

and area resi-

dents who plan to protest Wolfensohn’s visit
to MSU.
Local groups began organizing a protest Monday, one week after they returned from protest| ing against the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund spring meetings in Washington, D.C.

Ohio State Braces For

Those who oppose the World Bank say its
policies hurt developing countries and destroy
are bogus.

them

against

charges

(ING
und
out

officials say most of the

Bank

But World

They

refute

the protestors claims and counter by calling the
protestors uninformed.
Protest organizers plan to hold a rally from

ugh

noon to 4 p.m. Friday at Demonstration

L to

Reposted Racist Fliers
Spark Protest, Rallies

Field,

where special interest groups from across the
nation are expected to speak.
Protest organizers will ask graduating seniors
10. wear armbands to show they oppose World

navho
ue
her
ler,
her
ous

Bank policies.
However, Donaldson

said he and the 10,000

If protesters and

World

Bank officials sat down together, they would

ash
led
gia

find out they are fighting for the same cause,
he said.
In response to the Washington protests,

Donaldson said the World
e-conference Web site to
critics,’ The site will be
www.worldbank.org and
throughout the month.

“Don’t

Bank is launching an
discuss policies with
available May 1 via
is scheduled to run

MSU has launched its own Web site. The site

By

Avoid

AIDS!”

Relations Questioned

WRC by 2003.

OF MICHIGAN

Consortium,

more than 20 members

Labor

Practices

OF

Elian’s Story to Change
Media

fr

SORE

Williford, Assistant Athletic Director
ds

Yo

Curriculum

HOUSTON,

The nature of the announcement has left both
anti-sweatshop activists and athletic administrators across the country wondering who is
coming out on top — and what the future is for
Nike and other WRC schools.
Knight first withdrew funds from Brown
University’s hockey team and then cancelled
personal donations to the University of Oregon
— his alma mater.
Dave

H/

Man-

ing to the WRC.

of the

of the

UNIVE

ager Simon Pestridge.
But the end of the partnership between
Nike and the university is the third incident
of Nike CEO and founder Phil Knight detaching his company from universities belong-

Anti-Racist Organizing Committee, the Black
Student Alliance and the Anti-Nazi Action
jointly called the Black Students United Against
Racism and White Supremacy convened in
front of Faulkner’s office with a letter, demand-

Matt Treadwell, The State News

said Nike

on the development

— By Hanna Lopatin, Michigan Daily

sion not to renew its contract with the University of Michigan was based on bad business
rather than the university’s membership in the
national anti-sweatshop group Workers’ Rights

of the Anti-Racist Organizing Committee.
Last Monday,

said, will depend

ANN ARBOR, Mich., May 1 — Nike’s deci-

cans on campus, said Robyn Citizen, a member

MSU officials are also working with World
Bank ‘officials to set up a panel discussion
with Wolfensohn, protest organizers and faculty. No discussion had been finalized as of
Thursday.
7

blacks,

Future of Nike-School

academics and $20 million in athletics.
Williford blamed the matter — which could
potentially halt the planned expansion of
Oregon’s football stadium — to a “failure to
communicate to (Knight) our intentions.”
The future of Oregon and Nike, Williford

posted again during the week of April 20, igniting a sense of insecurity among African Ameri-

office.

|

with

decision will cost the university $30 million in

After students tore down the fliers, they were

' MSU homepage, www.msu.edu.
SU President M. Peter McPherson said he
will deliver all messages posted on the site to
Wolfensohn along with any letters sent to his

|

sex

across campus, sparking a protest and several
rallies. The fliers included incorrect statistics
about black men and the HIV virus and cited the
names of three men who allegedly “lied about
being HIV positive and had sex with dozens of
white women.”

is available through the WebTalk link on the

|
|

have

for Media Services at the University of Oregon,
said that the university’s contract with Nike
does not expire until 2003, but that Knight’s

ing their “right to exist on this campus free from
racial harassment and intimidation.”
— By Remi Bello, Daily Texan

AUSTIN, Texas, May 1 — University of
Texas-Austin president Larry Faulkner issued
his official response Thursday to controversial
racist fliers disseminated on campus in April,
but representatives from several student organizations said his statement fails to satisfy
demands to ensure a safer environment for
minority students on campus.
Three weeks ago, the white supremacy group
National Alliance distributed fliers that read

others employed by the World Bank are trying
to fix the problems caused by the organization’s
leaders 40 years ago.

Possible Union Strike

UNIVERSITY
oF TEXAS,AUSTIN

the environment.

April 28 — University of Hous-

ton Students can expect some changes to the
Propaganda and Mass Communication curriculum the next time the course is taught on campus
thanks to the Elian Gonzalez case.
It may be a political, legal and immigration
issue, but communication professor Garth Jowett
said the five-month custody dispute over
Gonzalez will provide fodder for propaganda
researchers for years to come.

COLUMBUS, Ohio, April 28 —Having trouble
finding a restroom or catching a bus on campus?
You might if a last-minute solution can’t be
reached next week over university labor wages.
Due to a possible Communication Workers of
America

union

strike

starting

cleaning and trash removal,”

dock dumpsters,

Lo) As bhyhs Fog:
0

Graphics

’

Technician

— Compiled from the University Wire

“It’s clearly a very interesting case study.

Anam

alts

The Office of
Student Programs
would like to

for the Fall Semester

all the
|

|

2000-2001

tudent Leaders
Please call 687-3947

for more

info

said.

Stevens said. In some cases,

congratulate
No experience necessary
Get paid $6.50/hour

Stevens

off-campus trash collection services may be
employed.
— By Travis James Tritten, The Lantern

FA

CR

Ohio

More than half of university restrooms will
be marked with “Out of Service” signs and will
not be cleaned or stocked during the strike,
according to Stevens.
Trash collection services will be affected in over half of the university buildings. OSU staff will be encouraged to
empty their trash in trash barrels or loading

vib

Trae Hoya Advertising Office

Monday,

State’s Department of Physical Facilities could
be understaffed by as many as 2,000 employees,
which could impede its ability to perform custodial services, transportation services and building maintenance, according to the department.
The union is asking the university for a $2 an
hour pay hike. “The university has a welldefined plan on how things will be handled in
case of a strike,” university spokesman Lee
Tashjian said.
James Stevens Jr., associate vice president of
Physical Facilities, said that only buildings employing contract custodians will avoid service
and maintenance changes due to a strike. Less
than half of university buildings employ contract
custodians. “We will provide limited restroom
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Georgetown Increases Security

Housing Lottery

Black Students Told to Exercise Caution, Not to Panic

Moved to Fall
decided

By Liz CARTEN
LETTER,

From Pp. 1

After a Friday meeting with students, the housing office announced
next year’s housing lottery will be
held during the fall semester rather
than the spring semester, as it has
traditionally been held. Problems
with this year’s lottery and a housing crisis prompted discussion about
changing the selection period.
Freshman dormitory presidents
Heath Carter (COL 03) of Village C
West, Gilbert Cruz (COL *03) of Village C East and Jess Melton (COL
’03) of Harbin polled their respective
dorms as to when they would prefer
the housing lottery. The e-mail poll
showed that an overwhelming majority of students, 403 as opposed to

a car positioned at the front gate.
Tucker advised students to feel free
to call DPS if they feel threatened in any
way. “Don’t hesitate to call us because
we will certainly respond.” Tucker said
that

students

“should

have

fear; but

cautious fear.”
Donahue said that the university has
offered parents and students two phone
lines, 7-4056 and 7-4343, to voice their

concerns and have questions answered.
For students who do not feel safe on
campus tomorrow and choose not to
attend classes, Donahue said that they
should call the Provost’s Office, who

will notify professors.
Tucker and Associate Director of
Public Safety Darryl Harrison also told
students what they should do in the
event they receive hate mail. Harrison
said that students should avoid handling hate mail as much as possible
because it could impede investigations.
In the

letter,

several

students

were

threatened by name. According to
Donahue, specific steps have been
taken to ensure their safety.
Former NAACP Chapter President
Aaron Polkey (COL ’02) and GUSA
President Tawan Davis (COL ’00) also
addressed the students. Polkey recom-

mended

students to pray and to “be

safe, but don’t be afraid.”

Polkey said that he felt “uneasy” about
the situation. “I’m ready for tomorrow

When

along with Cruz,

to come and pass,” he said.
He said he was unaware how many
students would choose to remain on
campus or leave for the day.
Davis said that he will go about his
regular business today, spending the day
in classes. He said that he thinks the university “is handling [the situation] well.”

Donahue

was

not able to attend the

meeting because of his son’s birthday,
but Associate Dean of Students Bethany
Marlowe

was present in his stead.

The university received the threatening letter on March 7. DPS reported the
incident to the FBI, who are still inves-

tigating the letter. In March, Sgt. Michael

Farish,

of the

Second

and

Carter,

District Metro-

attempt

to

devise

a new

Shirley

Menendez,

“seek

On Friday night, Domino’s came to deliver —
and more was taken than a pizza.
According to Lt. Patrick Burke of the Second
District Metropolitan Police, a Georgetown student, Michael Tomon (COL ’01), stole a Domino’s
pizza delivery car from outside a party, but was
soon apprehended by police.
Burke said MPD received a call Friday night at
approximately 8:30 p.m. for a car-jacking. Accord-

ing to Burke, while a Domino’s driver with a blue
Toyota delivered pizza to a party near the corner
of 37th and R Streets, Tomon jumped behind the
wheel of the Toyota and drove off. The driver
called MPD and Tomon was apprehended with
the car in the 3300 block of Prospect Street.
Tomon was taken to the station block, processed, arraigned and charged with felony unauthorized use of a motor vehicle, according to
Burke, who added thatthe complainant, the driver,
positively identified Tomon as the suspect.
Felony unauthorized use of a motor vehicle

out the best

interests of fy

students and allow them more in
to search for housing if denied inthe
lottery,” which he hoped to fulfi]
Students expressed mixed vies

when they heard of the chang;
Susan Powers (SFS 03) said, “Ta
not sure what to think. It make

sense for students to be informe

ahead of time that they did or they | 1
didn’t receive preference, butaly
|
can change in a semester. If my
take a whole semester to realize
you don’t mesh as well with yoy
current roommates at the end of the
semester as you did in the beg.

ning. Unfortunately, I don’t think
there is a cut and dry easy answer,
all of this.”
Mary D’Ariano (NUR °03), though

system

the new procedure would be berefi
cial for rising seniors but “less so fir

rising juniors. Sophomore year is 3
transition year during which may

students make new friends and tniy
find their niche. It will be difficultfy
determine so early in the semesterwho |
I want my future housemates to be”

of

Junior Arrested for Car Theft
By HEATHER BURKE

carries a sentence of five years, according to
Burke. However, he doubted Tomon would serve
that much time if convicted.
In addition, Burke said that, at the same party
at 8:45 p.m., officers investigating the car theft
encountered a “combative” student, James Noone

(MSB ’01). According to Burke, the officers
sprayed Noone with pepper spray and arrested
him for disorderly conduct.
“This incident was not related to Block Party,”
Burke said, although he added alcohol may have
played a role in these two incidents.
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call placed yesterday.
Carter said he was happy with tye |
changes and that the team’s goal,

Housing Services, and set the new
dates for next year. It was officially

Hoya Starr WRITER

for

person who could answer the que.

also

director

asked

tions. Frank did not returna phone

that would prevent a housing crisis such as the one experienced
this year from occurring in the future, and hoped a new system
would prevent this.
On Friday, the group met with

of the previous hate crimes,” which have
taken place on campus this year.

housing

dent Housing Karen Frank was the

president of InterHall, presented
their data to the Office of Housing
and Conference Services and petitioned a change of dates. The students decided to collaborate and

politan Police said that the letter threatened “severe bodily harm.”
Polkey said that the university’s response so far has been “pretty good.”
He described it as a “pretty good legacy

year’s

p—-

Menendez would not, saying Exe. |
tive Director of Facilities and §,.

A group composed of GUSA
representatives Marty Lafalce
(COL 03) and Pat Hurley (COL *02)

RUTHIE BRAUNSTEIN/7
HE HOYA

next

on Nov. 27.

60, voted to move the lottery to the
fall semester.

Above, students met Sunday night with members of the
administration and public safety officials. Right, DPS
Director William Tucker addresses the students.
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be ready after Thanksgiving bres
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The ball bearing.
Just think. Trains. Planes. Cars.
The world couldn't run without it.
If you'd like to learn more about a career that fosters this type of
innovative thinking, consider this an open invitation for open minds.

Goldman Sachs welcomes-Georgetown students to.

= Ju

attend the following events this summer in NYC
Minority Reception and Presentation

Thursday, July 6th
Women in the Workplace Panel and Reception
Wednesday, July 26th
Georgetown Summer Reception
Thursday, July 27th
Please e-mail: summerevents@gs.com

Indicate which event(s) you would like to attend and
include your name, summer address, phone,
school, year of graduation, and e-mail.

e Invitation and details to follow.

Minds. Wide Open?
WWW.gs.com

Goldman Sachs, an equal opportunity employer, does not discriminate in employment on any basis that is prohibited by federal, state or local law.
52745 Georgetown July 13.3125x21
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GU Students Arrested after Block Party
Commission,

Streets,

rroMm Pp. 1

controls

included

hav-

near

the

entrance

to

Block

side at 1251 37th Street. Both were also
arrested for open container violations,

drink. In addition, MPD officers and
Georgetown Emergency Response

according to Burke. Both houses are
located near Block Party, and Burke

Street, his house, and another male
student was arrested at 7:15 p.m. out-

Medical Service was on hand.
“[Block Party] met all my expectations,” said Advisory Neighborhood

said it is most likely that they attended.
The five students were processed and
released from Second District headCommissioner Art Schultz, a vocal
quarters, after being charged a $25
supporter of Block Party. “It was wellfine for the misdemeanor charge.
managed and everyone was well-be“By putting a wagon there, I’m sethaved.” Schultz is part ofa Georgetown
ting the tone that I won’t tolerate any
community task force working to curb * unlawful drinking or disorderly conunderage drinking and excessive alduct in my neighborhoods,” Burke
cohol consumption.
said. He added that, for every student
Several

university

Dean

Donahue,

of

officials,

Students

Assistant Dean

includ-

James

A.

of Students

Jeanne Lord and Assistant Vice-President for External Relations Linda
Greenan attended Block Party, as did
ANC
commissioners
including
Schultz,

Matt

Payne

(COL

°01)

and

Peter Pulsifer, who opposed it.
But there was also another presence

just outside Block Party — an MPD
paddy wagon and several officers.
According to Lt. Patrick Burke of the
Second District Metropolitan Police,

stead of the three initially planned by

Party. One male student was picked up - on Georgetown’s campus. This deby MPD at 7:07 p.m. outside 3607 N
bate was intensified by several seri-

ing volunteers undergo Training for
Intervention Procedures, to assist
spotting fake identification and in seeing if someone has had too much to

ing

Pulsifer termed a “culture of drinking”

he had

arrested, there were

10 more

he told to dump

out their

students
beers.

Owens
MPD

was

said

he

overly

did

not

harsh

feel that

in their

re-

sponse to drinking outside Block
Party. “They have to be strict in a
situation where there are thousands
of people to make sure it doesn’t get
out of control,” he said.
Block Party has caused controversy

who attended the Block Party, three
students, two females and one male,

in the community over the past few
months and was almost canceled. The
battle over Block Party approval comes
in the midst of police crackdowns on
underage drinking and a debate on

were arrested for possessing open
containers at 6:30 p.m. at 37th and N

role of alcohol in student life and what

campus and in the community over the

ous

events,

including

the

death

the

students

and

of

spect for the law.” In the past, neigh-

borhood

the ABC

had

particularly

in

vandalism and unruly behavior after
block parties, a major reason why several ANC commissioners and the
Burleith Citizens Association opposed
the event. However, he said there were

no Block Party related major incidents
after Block Party in either Burleith or

commis-

denied

residents,

Burleith, have complained about noise,

Georgetown,

sioners hotly debated Block Party itself and the larger issue of student
drinking and its impact on the surrounding neighborhoods. Commissioners and residents opposed to the
event claimed that supporting Block
Party would send a bad message in the
wake of Shick’s death.
Initially,

organizers.

While he does not oppose Block
Party per se, Burke said he worries
about what happens after the Block
Party, such as after parties and “disre-

junior David Shick on Feb. 22.
In February, Donahue refused to
write his traditional letter of support
for Block Party, saying that his office
could not support the event at the
time. Block Party is run by a nonprofit
foundation,
independent
of
Georgetown University.
Block Party approval caused a
heated debate at a Feb. 29 ANC meeting, resulting in a close 4-3 vote
supporting Block Party. At the meeting, residents,

DIRECTORS,

adding

that, in general,

he was pleased with attendees’ behavior. Burke commended the university administration on assisting with
Block Party and related incidents.
“I’d like everyone to have a good time
at Block Party,” Burke said. “It’s just a

matter of where the good time is.”
Burke said that MPD cracks down
on student drinking for safety as well
as legal issues. He pointed out Harvard School of Public Health statistics that
cite alcohol-related incidents asthe
leading cause of death for young
adults. “It is not so much drinking but
what happens with drinking that I am

the

Block Party’s one-day alcohol license
because the board felt that underage
drinking was a serious problem and
their policy was to not approve events
where people under 21 were present.

However, after a fact-finding hearing, the ABC granted the one-day
permit with two stipulations: that the
organizers should charge a $10 admission fee that would allow patrons
21 and older to have two beers in-

concerned

about,”

Burke

said.

Schultz said he will urge the ANC
approve Block Party in the future.
“Why change something when it is
working so well?” he said.

rroMm P. 1

on the board as ex officio members,
i.e. they are automatically members
because of their posistions.
The report calls upon the board
to amend its by-laws to allow a
fourth ex officio member, namely
the student

director,

to sit on the

board. According to the proposal,
an 11-member panel consisting of
six GUSA officials, as well as representatives from the Student Activities

Commission,

the

Media

Board, the Performing Arts Advisory Council, Volunteer and Public Service and the Georgetown
Program Board would suggest candidates for the position. The President of GUSA would then appoint
a student director and student director-elect from among these candidates. The student director-elect
would be a observer at board meetings until he or she took over the
current student director’s office at
the end of his or her term.
The current campaign to gain student representation on the board of
directors dates back to last November, when

GUSA

passed

a resolu-

tion calling for a student seat on the
board. The next day, GUSA

sent a

letter to Kennedy, asking for an
opportunity to present their ideas
before the board. In January,
Kennedy replied, granting GUSA
permission to make its proposal.
In response, GUSA and the board
of directors committee began re-

searching the topic more they.
oughly. They concentrated oy

finding precedents

for studens

representation among universities
comparable to Georgetown as we||

as gauging

student

support fy

the idea of a student board me.
ber. The GUSA proposal cites up.
versities such as Duke, Comg]]
and Stanford as examples of sf.

asking

students

favored
board
1,511

whether they

a student

seat on the

of directors. A total of
(90.3 percent) students

voted in favor of the proposal,

while 174 (9.7 percent) vote
against the referendum. Polkey
stated that student support for
the recommendation resulted

from “the general sentiment thyt
students

are

not

satisfied

with

their representation. It’s no se.
cret that students don’t feel
they’re part of the process.”
GUSA’s recommendations haye
now been officially been presented

to Georgetown’s board of direc
tors. The student association
hopes that the board will act upon
the document at its next meeting,
which will occur. on May 10.
The university has issued no
official statement. regarding the
proposal as of press time.
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RALLY, From P. 1
| the Millennium Festival, a seven-block festi-

val vending food and drinks. Watching speakers and performers on giant screens, flying
rainbow-striped kites and cuddling on blankets, those in attendance seemed to enjoy the
friendly, picnic-like atmosphere while campaigning for civil rights.
“It was a lot younger crowd,” said Stevens.

«lt was definitely a wider cross-section in
terms of age. There were high schoolers, older

people and parents with kids. It was also a
pretty ordinary-looking crowd.”
“There was very little activism after the
march,” Siddiqui said. “Everyone broke up
"into their little cliques [which did not have] the

and Anne Heche. Urging celebrities to be
open with their sexual preferences, DeGeneres
said, “We need to walk away from [the march
today] and spread this. This is political, this is
who we are. We are treated like second-class
citizens.”
“It would [be great] if at the next [rally] as
many straight people were here as gay,” she
said. “These things have two sides, the political and the “unity,” Stevens said. “While the
latter doesn’t really affect big cities, most of
the people there were from small communities,
close-knit but isolated. It’s hard for most of
America to understand isolation and what it
feels like not even to be able to reveal what you
are. That’s something no other minority faces.
I saw people there from Tulsa, Oklahoma. OK,

unity, of the march.”

“[The march] is managed better and more
people were here [than at previous marches],”

| said Charles Carson, 45, from New York. “I

| think it is going very well. You can see that a

lot of pre-planning went into this. I wish more
people were here.”
Among the speakers were Ellen DeGeneres

That’s not a gay-friendly place.”
U.S. Representative Tammy Baldwin (DWis.), the first openly homosexual person
elected to Congress, spoke as well. She encouraged “march[ing] to challenge the cynics
and naysayers and to inspire future generations of advocates.” Agreeing with DeGeneres

Recreates

and Heche in advocating that gays should be
open with their sexualities, Baldwin also encouraged

attendees

to

have

“faith

in Con-

gress,” saying that legislation enhancing gay
rights would come eventually.
The rally occurred at a potentially pivotal time.
According to Stevens, the march is the “first held
in an election year. Most opinion polls indicate
the gay

vote

is five

percent.

Democrats

Ancient

Athens

are

definitely moving our way, and Republicans are
as well. [Republican Candidate] John McCain
was the first Republican to sit down [with gay
activists] and ask for support.”
“I did not think the march incorporated straight
people as much as it should have,” Siddiqui said.
“Straight people are the majority, and inevitably
they’re the ones who will be involved in [expanding civil rights]. There werent really any practical

By EmiLY NasH
Hoya Starr WRITER

Despite low turnouts at many of the
events planned for the second annual
John Carroll Exposition, coordinator
Blake Roberts (COL

suggestions as to what else you could do.”
Also speaking were Corey Johnson, a Mas-

sachusetts high school football captain who
told his team of his homosexuality, and Dennis
and Judy Shepard, the parents of Matthew
Shepard, who was murdered in 1998.

RuTtHiE HRAnaren Tiree

Two ralliers at the Millennium March Sunday

offers. Keyes said the foundation of American government and
beliefs rest on this platform, and advised the audience not to forget
these principals.
Keyes spoke little of his presidential campaign but did mention
Senator John McCain. (R-Ariz.) Specifically, Keyes said he disliked
| some of McCain’s foreign policy after the senator said he would have

no problem toppling foreign governments, if necessary. Keyes joked
that covert operations should not be announced.
During the second half of the speech Keyes commented on
abortion and related it to his earlier discussion of the Declaration of
Independence. But before moving to the issue of abortion, Keyes
railed against President William J. Clinton (SFS ’68) as an example of
the immorality of the America. “This is a representative government,”
he said and continued by saying Clinton “represents who we are.”
“The great and greatest evil,” Keyes said, “that is perpetrated by

abortion is, as the Pope has so ‘wonderfully expressed, is not the
killing of these human beings, it is the destruction of our moral soul.”
Keyes continued, saying that the nation was founded upon the
belief that there was a God, and the abortion issue and the moral issues

pull the foundation from the nation. He questioned the idea of
“abortion rights,” as he said, because he believes the basis of those

rights to be in the Declaration of Independence saying “if you have
a right to abortion, you have turned your back on the principle that
allows you to coin any rights at all.”
After the speech, Keyes led a question and answer period for
approximately 15 minutes, during which a student spoke saying that
he found the principles of our nation in the words “we the people,”
as he said, and asked Keyes about his ability to define whether a fetus
is a life. During a second part to the question, Keyes interrupted and
said, “This is the problem” and went on to discuss how he defined
a fetus. When the student asked if he would let him finish his question,

he said that, “I do my best to answer the question but you were also
asked to be brief,” which was greeted with applause from the majority
of the audience. After Keyes finished answering the question, the
student tried to follow up but was asked to leave the microphone and
eventually did. No other students spoke out against Keyes.
Before the speech, THE Hoya was able to obtain a brief interview
with Keyes. He would not comment on his speaking abilities, even
though a campaign official called him “the foremost conservative
orator of our time.” He went on to say that he felt the role of college
students in the pro-life movement was “very important” and later said
that he didn’t believe that Texas governor and likely Republican
presidential nominee George W. Bush was doing enough to promote
the pro-life cause.
The speech was sponsored by Georgetown Faculty for Life, GU
Right to Life, the Georgetown Council of the Knights of Columbus
and the College Republicans.

’02) said he con-

sidered
this year’s
theme
of
“Geogetown as a modern Athens” to
be a success.
“Our purpose was to propose a new
model for Georgetown and to give
people a new way of thinking about
what

Keyes Speaks on Personal Freedom, Morality
KEYES, rrom P. 1

Expo

we

should

strive

for,”

Roberts

said. Citing the importance of the common good as an essential element to
the Greek way of life, he described why
the Athens theme was chosen for this
year’s exposition.
“When

as a community we are en-

couraged to pursue what we’re interested in, not only do the individuals
benefit, but so does the entire commu-

nity,” Roberts said, explaining that in
planning the weekends events he and
others tried to hit on many different
aspects of campus life.
One of the weekend’s most popular
events was a reading of Homer’s The
Odyssey in Red Square, which drew
between 55 and 60 readers over a
period of several hours on Thursday.
Also popular was a picnic with mock
Olympic games for children involved
in the D.C. Schools Project on Saturday and a series of debates on abortion, gun control and environmental
issues conducted in the classical
Greek style from Thursday through
Saturday.
Perhaps the most popular event was
a game show held on the Village C Patio
Sunday afternoon. Organizer Michael
Tubman (SFS 03) said the contestants
were asked questions about Greece
that fell into categories such as “Mediterranean Marine Biology” and “Democracy.” The prize for the winning
team was an $80 gift certificate to
Paolo’s

restaurant,

while the second-

and third-place teams won lesser
amounts to the Peacock Cafe and

Booeymonger, respectively.
But according
“events

Call
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Or choose your favorite seat online.
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its easy to find an incredible deal even on a students budget.
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©2000 Sabre Inc. All rights reserved. Travelocity.com and Sabre are service marks and/or trademarks of an affiliate of Sabre Inc.

were

more

to Roberts,
successful

some
than

others.
Both a tug of war and a
Frisbee competition had to be canceled

due

to

lack

of attendance,

a

problem Roberts said was probably
due to lack of publicity and the timing of the exposition.
Though he will not run the event
again next year, Roberts said he hopes
to work with next year’s coordinator
Nathan Richards (SFS ’03) to make
some improvements. One of his hopes
for next year is that the event will be
held earlier so as to avoid conflicts
with the spring block party and the
Diplomatic Ball, two events he believes
detracted from student participation
this year.
“Despite difficulties with a couple
of the events, I would consider [the
exposition]

a success,”

Roberts

said,

“and the mistakes we made we will
learn from next year.”
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GU to Fund Club Sports

Auschwitz Survivor and Liberator Share Memories
General and Holocaust Survivor Tell Tale of War Experiences
HOLOCAUST,

from bp. 1

rify us,” he said that survivors and
liberators
such
as
Weiss
and
Ungerleider “come to us as eyewitnesses ... [it is their] lived experience
more than anything else we give respect to and learn from.”
In only the second time he has ever

spoken aloud of the wartime experience that claimed most members of
his family, Weiss’ reflections included the themes of witness and
remembrance. Some of his opening
words included, “I hope to shed some

light on the past and bear witness of.
World War II and remember those
who didn’t survive.”
Born in 1929 in then-Czechoslovakia, Weiss was 14 years old in 1944
when he and his family were arrested
by the German-allied Hungarian
troops occupying his region. After a
period in a Jewish ghetto in a neighboring city, he and his family were
transported in cattle cars crowded
with 125 to 135 people to the infamous death camp, Auschwitz. Saying they were “hopeful the Germans

would be too civilized to kill us,” he

brought up the point that none of
the prisoners had heard of concentration camps such as Auschwitz
and had no idea of the atrocities
committed there. Stressing this
point,

he

said,

“The

truth

is,

we

knew nothing. All experience we had,
we learned as we went along. It
wasn’t something you had a chance
to practice.”
“I am a liberator but I think I too am
a survivor,” Ungerleider said of his
experiences in WWIL. In his 36 years in
the army, he served in WWII,

the Ko-

,rean War and the Vietnam War. The

general began his speech by calling DDay, June 6, 1944, “the most important

day of the 20th century.” If it weren’t
for D-Day, none of the camps would
have been liberated. Ungerleider joined
the 29th Division of the 115th regiment
in 1944, and his regiment was part of
the US troops that stormed Omaha
Beach in Normandy. Highlighting the
significance of D-Day, Ungerleider
said, “We didn’t realize [it] until the
50th anniversary [of D-Day] in
Normandy in 1994 when [President]

Clinton said ‘You men saved the war.’
And we did.”
After working their way through Belgium and Holland, Ungerleider’s troops
were involved in the Battle of the Bulge,
a conflict that resulted in 56,000 U.S.

casualties in two weeks alone. By the
spring of 1945, his regiment had moved
into Germany, where, while searching
for an encampment site for his troops, he
stumbled across the first of what would
be 23 labor camps he would liberate. “In
the barracks there were people just lying
there dying ... It was so unbelievably
horrible to see people in that condition,
like walking cadavers,” he said. “There
is something about the human psyche
that says when you have slaves, don’t
take care of them,” he said.

Before the military government specialists came to the scene to administer to the weakened and emaciated
prisoners, he led the Jewish prisoners
in the traditional Jewish prayer of the
dead for all those who had not survived. Ungerleider said that living
through WWII was an experience that
strengthened his faith and religious
commitment.

ministration do something that’s really
going to benefit the students,” he said.
“At a school that has varsity athletics,
to not have another level of competition is ridiculous.”
Director of Student Programs Mary

The event, coordinated by Jami
Feinberg (SFS ’02), Salomon Kalach
(COL ’03)and Jessica Albietz (SFS 03),

prompted enthusiastic responses from
the audience. “I thought it was very
insightful to have both a victim and a
liberator speak and see both views at
once, instead of seeing the Saving Private Ryan view of D-Day or the
Schindler's List view of the Holocaust

the pages from the student handbook
referring to student clubs and organizations. The document, which came just
three days after a group of 60 students
sent a letter to Donahue asking for
university recognition of club sports,
called for the formation of an advisory
board for club sports to act as the
governing body of club sports. Initially,
Donahue had decided to defer his decision. The largest part of the draft focuses on the formation of an advisory
board for club sports, which will need to
be formed from the leaders of the different sports organizations and will oversee the budgeting of each club.
The funding for club sports will
come from funds from both the Main
Campus funds and the extra money
set aside for student clubs following
the Report on Student Life last year.
Donahue said that no clubs or programs will lose funds because of this
proposal.

It was a wonderful way to make students aware of what happened and
bring views from the outside to campus,” said Kara Ethier (COL ’03). Albietz
extended her gratitude to the speakers,

saying, “We are very fortunate to have
them speak for us. It was a very enriching and moving program.”
Albietz also urged the student body
to participate in today’s Holocaust
festivities,

which

She

in-

clude a reading of Holocaust victims’
names from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. in Red
Square followed by a memorial service
at 7 p.m. in Red Square. There will also
be a lunch discussion session from
12:30p.m. to 2 p.m. on Copley Lawn.

Former

senior GUSA

was

also

pleased

with

Donahue’s decision to reverse his
initial decision.
“I made the decision and determingg
that club sports should have funding
I’ve always been a believer that clip
sports should be a part of the universiy
landscape,” Donahue said.
Donahue said that he doesn’t wap
students to be “overly euphoric”
because of the challenges which

Kay Schneider released the draft, citing

by itself,” said Audrey Barrett (COL
’03). “It was a very moving program ...

Remembrance

tive Dominique Burzacchi (MSB()
who worked on the proposal, ws
happy with the results. “It’s fants.
tic,” she said. “Its nice to know thy
these people who do so much fy
Georgetown [club sports athletes]
will be getting something in retun,

CLUB SPORTS, from p. 1

must be overcome before the agree.

ment is official.
The committee will fall under the

governance of the OSP but will be
subject

to

coordination

with the

department of athletics for schedyling for the use of athletic space,
Donahue, who is leaving the posi.

tion of dean of students to become
president of Graduate Theological
Union in Berkeley, Calif., said he

considered leaving the decision op
club sports to his successor, byt
decided that he was the best perso
to make the decision because of his
involvement with the process.
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I'll be the first to admit that I went to the
. IMF and World Bank protests over the April
16 weekend for all the wrong reasons. I
didn’t go because I hate the IMF, because I
| think the government is ruining other
people’s lives or for any of the causes represented. No, I went to the protests for one

h the
hedulCE.

> POsiCome

ogical
id he
on on
r, but
Erson
of his

| simple reason: When 10,000 people
into D.C., there’s money to be made.
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flood

So I went to the protests with a backpack full
of film, disposable cameras and a hand-made
sign advertising my wares — $5 for aroll of film,

HN

ay pL Slee

doesn’t sound like much, but for me, at least, it

By MARK THORNBURG
SpeciAL TO THE HOYA

er the
vill be

$10 for a camera; memories of the protest:
priceless. It was a beautiful capitalist scheme in
an anti-capitalist movement, and I was set to
make a fortune.
At 10 o’clock on Sunday morning, I made
the trek to 18th and Pennsylvania (“protest
central”) to begin selling my wares. I was
alone; I didn’t want to drag someone with me
who would end up getting bored and cut my
venture short. In retrospect, that was probably a mistake — there were an awful lot of
people there who were very anti-profiteering. In fact, the very first clump of protest
signs I saw read, “Let’s give capitalism a readjustment!” and just past them was a somewhat unruly mob waving a “No More Capitalism” banner. Somewhat cowed, I kept my
intentions quiet for a while.
We’ve all seen the TV footage and pictures of the protest, and we’ve read the
reports that the newspapers give of the proceedings, but the simple

fact that I discov-

ered is this: Until you’ve been to a huge
event like that first-hand, you can never
really understand

The
protest
a group
| cluster

what

it was

like.

first thing that struck me about the
was that it was eerily quiet. There was
of 100 or so people standing in a huge
and no one was talking. There were no

| chants, no cat-calls to the police, no IMF heck| lers, no anti-World Bank shouts. There was

only a tense hush, as 100 people stood together, humming. Thats all. Just humming. It

made far more of a statement than disorganized
chanting would have. It was protester solidarity
at its finest.
I decided that there were no cameras to be sold
and moved down the block to another intersection. There, protesters were sitting in the middle
of the street, blocking the road so that delegates
and police buses couldn’t drive through. It was
there that things began to get dramatic.
A line of police officers in full riot gear is an
impressive sight, and when they stand face-toface with a group of protesters, gas masks at
their side and clubs drawn and ready, it’s a fairly
intimidating thing to behold.
I watched at the next corner as the police,
formerly standing right next to the protesters,
began to back away from the mob. Cheers came
from the crowds, who thought they had scored
a victory, and as the police moved backwards,
the protesters surged forward, gaining ground.
And then the police charged, beating the
protesters back with their clubs. Not 15 yards
from me, a man was thrown to the ground, and

a policeman fell on him, nightstick across his
throat. It was a sudden attack, and it changed

the entire character of the protest. It was no
longer an anti-IMF rally; it quickly became
astruggle against police brutality. And all of a
sudden, I was no longer just a camera salesman
on the side of the road. I had long since thrown
down my sign and was screaming at the police
to stop. Tear gas was released, and it dawned
on me as I ran away in the crowd, petrified, that
I hadbecome one of the people the police
needed to subdue.
It turned out to be fake tear gas. The police
put on their masks and let fly, knowing that
crowds would disperse at the sight of the gas.
It didn’t faze the heartier of the protesters, all of
whom had come prepared with their own gas
masks, and the streets of D.C.

looked uncom-

fortably similar to something out of a war.
As the police continued their charge, a few
rocks and bottles were thrown, and it looked like

things were going to get more violent. But then
the order came from somewhere in the crowd:
“Sit down! Nonviolent protest!” And the crowd

sat down. A few protesters ran around to stop
the people throwing rocks, and everything became peaceful. It was an amazing transition.
I retrieved my sign but stayed on the corner
to watch. The police retreated a block, and the
street corner broke into anarchy. The anarchists were by far the largest group present as
far as I could tell. They were dressed entirely in
black, most of them were wearing a bandana or
scarf across their face, as well as a hat, so that

only their eyes were showing. A good number
of them also were carrying the black and red
anarchist flag.
Once the police had moved a block away,
general chaos ensued. The goal on the street
corners was to prevent traffic from coming
through, so that police buses and delegates
couldn’t get through to the IMF building. As
I watched, 15 or so people gathered around a
car, picked it up and dragged it to the center of
the road so that no buses could get through.
Shortly thereafter, the back window of a George
Washington University campus police car was
smashed out.
In the name

of free speech,

one anarchist,

swathed in black and completely anonymous,
painted the anarchist’s circled “A” on the car’s
hood in black spray paint. A group of stronger
protesters dragged a dumpster out from behind
a building, pushed it into the street and rolled
it over. It made a huge amount of noise, and
garbage

went

everywhere.

The police returned. Two stood guard next to
the defaced police car, and an uneasy peace was
resumed. I decided it was time to move on.
From there, I moved to the Ellipse, the center

of the registered protest. Everything there was
of a completely different character than in the
streets — it felt more like a giant Phish concert
than a protest. An odd array of people were
milling around, handing out pamphlets for various causes and listening to a nearly incoherent
speaker ramble on the microphone.
It was there that one of the realities of the
protest really hit home: When people arrive en
masse for a rally, they don’t necessarily come
for a unified purpose. The number of groups
represented was amazing. The Free Tibet group

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE Hov4

Demonstrators move a dumpster at the IMF - World Bank protests.
was out in force, as was the Free Burma Coali-

tion. The militant vegetarians were holding
strong as well, with representatives from Vegetarian Times, Vegetarian Weekly, a few
Vegan organizations and MeatStinks.org all
present. “Meat’s no treat for those you eat,” I

was told. I’m still not exactly sure how this
relates back to the IMF, though.
' There was a group of people protesting work
entirely, screaming, “We don’t want equal jobs!
We want no jobs! Forever!” China’s persecuted yoga sect Falun Gong was there as well,
giving free breathing lessons to anyone interested, and there were enough socialist newspapers being circulated for everyone to have as
many as they wanted.
The slogans these people came up with were
probably the best part of the entire ordeal.
“World Bank and IMF are Shaking: Yesterday’s
Pig Is Tomorrow’s Bacon!” I don’t have a clue
what

that means,

but

it seems

so

brilliantly

appropriate.
Anyhow, I got bored with the Ellipse fairly
quickly and decided to move back to the front
lines of the illegal protest. By this time, all the
student photographers had run out of film, and
I was making a killing off Kodak.
The rumor ran that the police were using

pepper spray a few blocks away, and the air was
tinged with the sharp smell of vinegar, which
neutralizes it. There were bottles set out on a few
of the corners for public use. A girl next to me
told me that to be sure to hide my eyes if they
came for me. She had a scarf loose and ready, to
wrap herself in if the police opened fire on her.
Another striking feature of the protest was
the people there: It was mostly college-aged
people, of course, but there was a solid representation of older generations. The oldest person I saw there was a tiny old lady, at least in her
70s, wearing a T-shirt that read, “I am not a trade

barrier.” It made me wonder how many of the
people present would come back once they hit
their golden years.
By this point it was getting late, and I had to
get back to campus. I still had my sign, and as
I walked away, the last thing I heard was someone heckling me for trying to make money. I
most assuredly had turned a profit — I was
nearly $100richer for a few hours work — but at
the same time, I got a lot more out of the
experience than just extra cash. The things I saw
on the news later that night were the same
things I had seen in person, and I can’t help but
feel like I know more about the world for having
been there.
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Apathetic Capitalist Turns
Into Activist at IMF Protests
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Monday Night RAW at The Tombs: | Activism Examined
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posters
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People’s
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sported officially

licensed

In addition to the legions of male college students

King”

Lawler and J.R.’s

4

suburban, white teenage boys, the crowd con-

Wilde

the story, not because

they recognize

boxing as the real deal.

DJ Scribble were in attendance at the Phonebooth,

Wrestling fans are not easily fooled by the fake

along with

stunts,

of Georgetown’s

finest.

president Aaron

air punches

and

table

holds the impression

communication

it as a legiti-

mate athletic event. Not to worry, the Georgetown

many

NAACP

Polkey (COL

’02) agrees with

| ”

protested there is now a structure that is more effective.”

It seems to be unanimous that people watch it for-

ladies. Celebri-

Georgetown

io
@ 2
fe!

back my youth. Also, it’s the absurdity that makes

because

we

at the university.

tend

2

that there is not an effective structure fo
“My

sense

to use the protest model

is no there

as the normal

ep

is not a structys

model,”

he said, |,

Efforts of rally participants came to fruition immediately by way ofa town ha]
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meeting the following day and the formation of the Georgetown Unity Coalitiop, 4

bombings.

Sub-committees

formed

to address

issues such as the Student Code

of Conduct

by

I 2

“I watch it for pure entertainment value,”

oiled, rippling physiques do. These guys —

Nagle said. “I used to make fun of it but a

to the Department of Public Safety, are now turned over to the Metropolitan oe

radiant orange skin and lack of any body hair

up watching. And every time I watched, I

“Those are concrete results of student activism,” Stevens said. “I'm really

are quite impressive. One cannot fathom the

kept watching. It’s like a soap opera.”

trumps

friend of mine, Rich, watched it, so I ended

of time spent in gyms, tanning beds

watching

it at home

which is in the process of being approved.

Also, any bias-related crimes reported

do not transmit well in a live setting, their well-

That

or in front of mirrors.
Another aspect of the live show which

might just

be

the

appeal

Police

is the electric

hot

of the

girls and sweaty, muscular guys —

Department.
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proud of what the Unity Coalition has done.
harder to come

WWEF for Hoyas, male and female. You've
got athleticism, plot lines, competition,
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atmosphere whizzing around an arena full of

there anything else you could possibly
want?

rallied for the same

Stephanie McMahon-Helmsley is a good
deal more satisfying when tens of thousands
of wrestling devotees join voices to battle

Well, maybe more of the hot girls, according to some avid WWF fans out there
who watch it down at The Tombs on

participants were able to maintain their time in the spotlight for significantly mer
longer this year.
:
a
‘Stevens believes that this rally solicited more attention from the commu. Jac

evil with megadecible force.

Monday

nity for two reasons. “I’ve talked to alumni of GUPride who had similar rallies

testosterone. Chanting “Slut! Slut! Slut!” at

D.C. fans packed MCI Center to watch

The aforementioned organizations, in addition to other student groups, hae 1Ude

nights.

“The girls add to it — yeah, I watch it

causes

in past years.

However,

in the February rally, sudy

*'®

in the past, but those rallies were different in two ways: number one, they i

The Rock, aided by the Rattlesnake Stone

solely for the girls,” David Schwartz (MSB

were not focused on concrete changes and number two, they were not.cross- ©,“

nasty in-laws, the McMahons, who also
happen to own the company. Fans were

Georgetown fans weighed in about the
posters ‘that the faithful bring to the

the community as a whole. The rally we had was the first time students of different
interest groups have gotten together and have come up with a concrete

i

arena (which are carefully screened upon

Solon”

ps

Cold Steve Austin, regain the Heavyweight
Championship, defeating Triple H and his

’00) said.
Always attentive to detail, several

also treated to The Big Show’s turn as “The

|
i

Former

tiegJike Smashing Pumpkins’ Billy Corganand MTVs

amount

|

WWF?

people watch.”

and girls — are huge! The muscle definition,
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Wilde's perspective on protests, but emphasizes, “There was not an effective gn :
structure of communication — that’s why we decided to protest. If students hy fo.
felt that one existed they wouldn’t have protested.
Actually, because ye | gs J

jsted of a large contingent of families with young
sons, and a few scantily clad young

is with

on campus and to submit a proposal to the administration detailing a course of

“I watched it when I was little, it’s continuity,” Leo
Hurley (COL *00) said. “I am more of a fan. of WCW
than WWF but guys like Hogan, Ric Flair, it brings

convincing narrative, to sell the slapstick shadowWhile the awesome power of the wrestler’s moves

|

| Stu

gros |

who

camera shots and effective sound and light scheme

|

of minority

inflicted.

clothed

biggest

place

The protest solicited the participation and support of several student activi
organizations on campus including the Black Student Alliance, GUPride, the
Georgetown Chapter of NAACP, the Jewish Student Association and MEChA

were

and

the

So why has the WWF and pro wrestling captured
Hoyas? Why do crowds gather at The Tombs on
Monday nights to watch Monday Night RAW?

ww gear, claiming allegiance to De-generation X,
pe Rock, Stone Cold or asserted their status as a
jerichoholic.

fans

discuss

touting, “I’d rather be in Chyna.”
While several large groups of young men spelled
ut “The Rock” across their shirtless chests, those

Rock

biggest

of intolerance,

feet away. Years of rehearsal and endless hours of
landing on their backsides pay off when millions of
home viewers believe that serious pain has been
The

WWF’s

their condemnation

action for creating tolerance and dealing with the consequences of intolerance ary

punch

are the

chant

males

Masters of illusion, the WWF’s carefully angled

|
{

noon protest in Red Square provided a forum for the Georgetown community,

is marketing their product to; 18 to 34-year old

target market.

huge

the

memorable

year, students gathered in F ebruary to ignite a campaign against intolerance, The fora

Actually, the Georgetown male is exactly who the

Rieed Section,” “INS 3:16,” “I came for the Caps

mattress.

|

down,” he said.
In response to acts of intolerance on campus, specifically vandalism of the
menorah and other racist and homophobic incidents which occurred over fe By E

playoff game” and a few dozen teenage boys proudly

every

and

of the

of Backlash’s more

I

non-stop

reality,

Bottom

art

Some

, From p. 14

punches to the midsection when standing twenty

In

Rock

of the

“landed” on Triple H came about three inches short
of looking remotely authentic, and a dropkick from
Jericho would hurt as much as walking into a feather

{

.
ing

a

:

rr

gains

Pedigree,

:
IN

. 16
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Showster,”

Hulk Hogan.

a

near-perfect

P

re-creation

CourtesyKaren Travers

of

:

2

;

}

Karen Travers (COL 00) left, and Carly Minner (SFS 00), right,

cultural,” he said.
= of J
Glickman echoed Stevens’ conviction, “JSA did a really good job of uniting hoy

entry).

T

are great with their signs,”

A

it

to see a new relationship

between students as a resultof

“It’s created a strong sense that ween

|,

[1S

accomplish our goals together as students,” he said.
be
He also notes a new sense of community as students and administrators begin it |
to develop a working relationship. “In the beginning the administration’s respoiise Hi
was not up to par, but as the year has gone on, it has gotten much better,” he sid.
io

daughter, on her rear. They hooted and whistled

eorgetown

approvingly when Lita defrocked Chyna, forcing

her to strut around the ring in her thong, and

Walking through campus, you may not see the

larly men’s lacrosse player Peter Velepec (COL *00).

millions and millions of The Rock’s supporters, the ~~ When not dodging opposing defensemen, you can

roared even

Dudley

Jericoholics or any true-blue WWF fan at first glance.

find him in the Nevils community room, dropping the

put Trish Stratus through a table, even after she
tried to escape her fate by making out with him.
This gave one satisfied customer the opportunity

That is because the Georgetown fan is probably
different than what you would think is the typical
WWF fan.

People’s Elbow on roommate and teammate Tom
Tamberino (MSB 01).
“I love it, it gets me all fired up. I take Tambo and

to parade around with a poster which proclaimed, “I

Yeah, there are stereotypes about who is the

usually throw him around a bit,” Velepec said.

paid to see Trish Stratus put thru a table.”
In fact, no wrestling event is complete without

typical WWF fan, we’ve all heard them — think
trailers and trash and you are probably on the

“Generally, [my roommates] are pretty scared of me.
My roommate Art (Price) is 6-5 and I can pin him.

that the foundation for improvement in the relationship between students and
the administration has been laid. “At this point, it seems that the university isn't is

fans holding insulting, witty or self-promoting signs

right track.

Yeah, he’s definitely scared of me.”

giving the run-around to students, and that’s the way it should be,” he said

louder when

Buh

Buh

Ray

e

ia

1s satisfied

the Unity Coalition’s efforts this year.

The crowd taunted, booed and threw
with MTV's DJ Scribble, center, at WWF Backlash this Sunday
Nick Cohen (SES ’00) said. “My favorgarbage at the Heels — wrestling terminolite was the guy holding one that said
ogy for bad guys — and squealed with delight
‘Drunk 24-7.>”
when Linda McMahon knocked Stephanie, her
Georget
d the
WWE
But there is still an athletic element to wrestling

an

;

ickman

that is not lost on its Georgetown viewers, particu-

Polkey says that the university has been reluctantly receptive to student |. N
concerns in years past.

“They weren’t nearly as receptive to our concerns in fie

three years that I’ve been here as they are now,” he said.
He attributes some

of the university’s motivation

to work

more closely
wi

In addition to an emerging unity among students, Polkey is very happy tos
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ciate the students efforts, because they want to learn
and these are interesting topics,” Jackson said.
“I like teaching and I like working with the students. The university will make the decisions that
it has to make, but sometimés it takes young
people to arouse the older people.” He also added

African-American history is important to all races.”
The petition will be available for signing both in
Jackson’s classes and in Red Square on Wednesday

have to convince the history

students
in the
study of AfricanAmerican culture,”

Solages said.
Jackson’s classes
re something
imique, according
© Epps . Instead

forward,”

Jackson

efforts with the recent petition. “I, of course, appre-

Professor

“We have to convince the history department that there is an interest at the
university by students in the study of
African-American culture.’
’

— Carrie Solages (COL
Jackson brings

in

someone

who was part of the Black Panthers to speak to the
dass, Epps said.
This semester, this former leader of the Commu-

ist Party and “radical

activist,” as he refers to

himself, taught a class entitled Black Radicalism.

He has also taught classes at Georgetown such as
African-American History and History of the Civil
Rights

Movement.

Jackson has quite a remarkable past. He grew up
in Newport News, Va., and in rural Alabama. He
itended Fiske University, and is in the process of
receiving his Ph.D. from Georgetown. He has been
involved in countless movements

and causes, such

i the rights of workers, the protests against the
Vietnam

War,

the

petition implies a hostile relation-

ship, and the students are addressing the university in a respectful tone.”
Jackson also
praised the level of

civil

rights

movement,

voting

rights in the South and the rights of undocumented
workers.
In addition to his activism, he is an avid jazz lover
ind worked on a CD entitled “Steal Away” with jazz

’01)

activism
that
Georgetown students of all races
have shown this

1.

7.Sevenyear
10. Lassie
12. Opposite of Yes
13. There are seven
15. Begone! (imperative verb)
16. Mentaily exhausted

19. State next to California
20. Without people
21. A ballerina dances here
22. Madman

24, Wily
25. Long ago times
26.
31.
35.
36.
38.
39.
41.
43.

Hair color
Rose
The highest point
Spain and Portugal
To neaten
The conscience
Carmen, e.g.
Baha

46. Obliquely
47. Tibetan priest
51. Unwholesome

583. “In the same book”
55. A clam

56. Overly showy
57. A tide

letter received in
March,
various

60. Prods
61. A major star

the Jewish
Square.
“This year I’ve seen a level of activism and spice
and hope for the future that I’ve never seen before,” said Jackson. “Whether or not I stay here is
secondary. What’s important is that the students
become decent human beings, and are able when
they wake up in the morning to know that they’ve
done something to help someone and made a
difference.”
“We’re also hoping that this will lead to the
creation of an African-American studies program,
not just an African Studies program,” Epps said.
Jackson agreed with this, saying, “I think they
should have an African-American studies program.
It’s not just the study of the civil rights movement;
it’s the history of all people of African descent. Most
other universities of Georgetown’s caliber have a
program like this, but these things can only be
established if the students want them.”

21

Before the storm

year despite the
problems on campus such the hate

written slurs and
the defacement of
Student Association menorah in Red

of just reading
bout the Black
panthers,

said.

Jackson is greatly appreciative of his students’

that, “the word

ACROSS

and

nofessor Jackson’s classes.”
Jackson also echoed these sentiments and said,
|The best classes that I have are the classes in which
Ihave black, white, Latino and Asian students. The
mportant thing is that it should be understood that

it the university by

S, have

This

reworking of African-American spirituals, earned
both Hayden and Jackson Grammy nominations.
Jackson hopes to bring more jazz music onto
Georgetown’s campus through both classes and
concerts if he returns next year.
He also teaches a course entitled “Strong Black
Men” to inmates at Lorton Prison. The course centers on the idea that “the history of African-American men is of one struggle, not one of crime. It is the
struggle of men who have used their frustration and
ambivalence to move both themselves and their race

here is an interest
—

album.

students have started a petition asking that the
\niversity permanently rehire history Professor
\aurice Jackson, who temporarily took the place of
nofessor Marsha Darling. Darling has been on
gbbatical for the past two years and students would
lke to see Jackson rehired regardless of her return.
The petition, begun by Jammal Epps (COL '01),
(iatta Bayesh (COL 01) and Carrie Solages (COL
01), has been circulating since last Thursday.
“We’re aiming for around 500 signatures, and we’ ve
sked for name, major and optional race/ethnicity on
fie petition,” Epps said. “The last column is there
pecause we wanted to show the university that it’s
not just the black students on campus who are taking

md Thursday. “We
lepartment that

15

23. Malt beverage
26. Hotel parent company

58. Present indicative of he

27. “Leamitto”
28. Roman Goddess of plenty
29. A degree

62. Hair style

30. Pass this and get $200

63. Eye ailment

31. Female
32. Rage

DOWN

Of wf ~j

Ce. The

PHEGCEW IRE

1. Piece of garlic

33. Young swine
34. Portuguese saint
37. To occupy a space

2. False name

39. A stamp

3. Opera singer Jerry
4. Change from one stage to another
5. Actinon chemical symbol

40. Where ashes lie
42. A NY lake
43. Military supplies

6. One not living on campus

44. A peopie of Northern Thailand
45. Sicker
48. Island in the New Indies

7. Managing Editor of “Sports Night”
8. Sea bird
9. Percentages of Irish farm crops
10. Whining speech

11. Nabisco cookie
14, Whirl
17. States of being free
18. Elongated fish

20. One puts this on first

47.
48.
49.
50.
52.
54.
58.

br

of the
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p
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Students Petition University
To Rehire History Professor
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A 30's dance
A traditional saying
Allot
Singing brothers
Priestly garments
After shave brand
Thus
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WHO ALWAYS SAYS,
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ALUMNI AND STUDENT
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

GUASFCU will be open for the following hours
during the exam period:
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|
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Monday, May 8" to Friday, May 12%;
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Tune into Nibblebox.com for the most cutting edge, innovative
irreverent entertainment.

3-7p.m.

and

All created by students, with the help of

some of the hottest names in the film and television industry like
John Leguizamo, Doug Liman and Steven Soderbergh.
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Over a Year and a Half, Georgetown Students Unite and Make a Difference
Students
1999,

hold ‘a rally on May

4,

in support of increased funds

to the department of African studies.
A task force is created.to address the

issue shortly thereafter.
:

Students

hold

rallies,

HOYA FILE PHOTO

Students volunteer to stand by the
Jewish
Student
Association's
menorah after it is vandalized on
Dec. 4, 1999. These students later
catch the perpertrator of the second
act of vandalism on Dec. 11, 1999.

meetings

members

O'Donovan's office from

sit in

Feb. 5 to 8,

1999, to protest Georgetown's clothing
licensing policy.
A compromise is
reached at 1 a.m. on Feb. 9, which ends

the 85 hour sit-in. Other schools begin
to follow Georgetown's example.

, From p. 16

A similar explanation for student participation
was emphasized by Simon Stevens (COL 00),
president of GUPride. “People might get involved
in organizations, but then there is the reality that
they have to graduate. In that sense, maybe 500
out of 1,000 students is not a bad ratio. Activism
on campus is very dependent on the academic
calendar,” he said.

The consensus among many leaders
dent activism on campus is that student
pation in rallies and protests depends very
on the issue at stake. Parish holds one

A A

RRA

of stuparticiheavily
hypoth-

sic, food,
entire

100

It has

rides and fun for the

Georgetown

community,

students

meet

O’Donovan

on

Due to the efforts of the Solidarity
Committee, O'Donovan decides to
remove Georgetown from
Labor Association to the

the Fair
Workers’

Rights Consortium. A celebratory
rally is held in Red Square on March
31, 2000.

The community gathered in
Dahlgren Quad to celebrate the
first annual Fountain Day, in
which Jack the Bulldog ceremonially started the Dahlgren fountain, on April 5, 2000.

HOYA FILE PHOTO

A rally is held on Feb. 7, 2000, in order

Before a speech given by NRA Presi-

to condemn acts of intolerance on
campus, and to submit a proposal
drafted by the then nascent Unity
Coalition containing steps the administration can take again intolerance.

dent Charlton

of a common

battle,

because

Heston

on March

29,

2000, students and legislators, with
the Million Mom March organizers,
gather on Copley Lawn to voice their
support for gun-control policies.

nuity in CDEP’s membership supports the notion

esis which explains the attraction to issues such
as the death penalty. “I think people see it as an
overall fight for social justice,” she said.
CEDRP has joined the efforts of other campus
organizations such as Georgetown Right to Life
in promoting what Parish views as issues that
transcend party lines. “There isn’t an official
alliance between Right to Life and the Campaign
to End the Death Penalty, but we have co-sponsored a couple of events together,” she said. “For
example, Erin Carney (SFS ’00) of Rightto Life was
very involved in our cause this year,” she said.
In fact, Parish suggests that the lack of conti-

there

is such

a

diverse pool of participants who take the same
issues to heart.
Stefan noticed that the recent Millennium March
for gay rights attracted students who are otherwise conservative but believe in social justice
issues that might be considered traditionally
liberal issues, issues which he believes people
can share an overlapping concern for regardless
of their political perspectives.
Rev. Kevin Wilde, S.J., says that there seems

to have been a rise in student participation. “My
perception is that there’s been a real increase in
student activism this year — increased concerns
about the quality of life,” he said.
This year in particular, concern among students surrounding the issues of tolerance and

alcohol use was heightened by specific incidents. “A lot of it depends on the issue — people

Block Party took place on April
28, 2000, in spite of university
disapproval and media scrutiny
through the perserverance of its
student organizers.

again in December and February to voice their
dissent. Parish believes that this type of protest.
ing is the most effective way for students, ad

have to get personally connected to an issue,”

Wilde said.
Without dismissing the predominately negative consequences of the menorah vandalism,
racist and homophobic acts and the death of

Americans

David Shick, Stefan said, “Sometimes it takes bad

that other methods aren’t effective, but senators

in general,

to voice

things to happen for people to realize they have
overlapping concerns.”

get so many letters that you have to take a more
active approach,” she said.
Wilde disagrees with this idea in part. “Tak
ing absolutely nothing away from any rally or
protest, I have to say that we as a communi
as a whole can do better by working througha |
structure for communication. The rally or pro- |
test ought to be there for when you feel like the
normal communication system has broken

Does the Fight Culminate?
“They say death row, we say Hell no!” chanted
10 Georgetown students in front of the Supreme
Court in early October 1999. These impassioned
members of the Georgetown Campaign to End the
Death Penalty joined protestors atop Capitol Hill

Red

oli BGI RA Re IRA
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

,s NURSING

Sao =

their concems

over legislative issues. “I was talking to one ofmy
professors the other day, and she said that [rallies
are] the only way people can be heard now, not

See ACTIVISM, ». 12

He]

I

SCHOOL

Day to

HOYA FILE PHOTO

Healy Circle on Feb. 10, 2000.

A Look at GU Activism
ACTIVISM

Georgetown

been advertised has a day of mu-

In response to the denial of 237
sophomores’ of their preferred third
year of housing, Students Demanding
Housing Solutions is created and over

1999.

At the Supreme Court on Oct. 4,
1999, 10 Georgetown students, in
conjuction with members of the
Georgetown. Campaign to End the
Death Penalty, protest against the
U.S.’s stand on this issue

HOYA FILE PHOTO

Solidarity Committee

in May

First annual

take place on May 3, 2000.

:

with the administration, a “protest
Mass,” a candlelight vigil and a
letter campaign in reponse to the
firings of several campus ministers by University Chaplain Adam
Bunnell, OFM,

On March 30, 2000, 3,758 flags
representing the number of abortions each day in the United States
are placed on Copley Lawn by GU
Right to Life

[oe
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Freshman Year Is Just One Giant Concert
; JRKE

far end, the masses

,FROM P. 16

part exhibit, and thus has several
gillion lost persons searching for
ifferent places (don’t ever follow

the near end, in front of the stage,

iow where they’re going); run

backward, I would squirm up a little.
It was like being in a stifling “Heart
of Darkness” jungle. People fell on
top of me as they crowd-surfed, and
people fell under me as I wandered
through the mosh pit. The entire time
the sweet smell of stage smoke
mingled with the damp smell of
sweat, singing mingled with screaming and darkness mingled with
sparkling Technicolor. My senses

the throng crashed against bouncers
and stairs. I wanted to be part of the

mdom strangers when you don’t

crash, so whenever the mob

ound acres and acres of land
arching for a “Patriot” center and
nally we get where we need to be.
1d never really been to a concert
wfore, but I thought I knew what to

apect. I was utterly wrong. Walking
{ito a concert arena is like walking into
Jhigh school gym to see a basketball

ame, only you’ve paid about $30
more. The scoreboard is still flashing

were

qupid comments, ‘the cheerleader

It’s incredible. And then you celebrate

Christmas with your family or spring
break with strangers in the Appalachians, and you get a chance to

saturated, and I loved the

engulfing drench.
Being in the front of the surge is
really exhausting because no one

fypes are still chanting random praise
unison and no one quite knows
shat is going on. Then the lights dim,
fe stage starts glowing and you
inget everything I just mentioned.

;

wants to drown, but everyone wants

to be in the same place — one moment
from the stage, and there’s only room
for some to fit. You fight and push and
shove and try not to iritate anyone,
just like everyone else. And then the
concert is over. You have to back out

The band started, and the gym just

ort of swirled away. I don’t recall
tmembering the banners or advertisenents or plastic chairs until long after
fie lights were turned back on. Pure
music is beautiful that way. It curls

«o

fell

of the swarm and breathe. When I did,

ound you like San Francisco fog, but
jou’re not muffled and you’ve never

thought so clearly: You are immersed.

it was chilling to experience the
sudden gasp of air that froze my sweat
soaked clothes. I hadn’t even realized

* ] was standing in the back when the

they were wet.

It’s just like my experience with

first song began, but I started to

squeeze towards the front. The crowd

Georgetown.

To get to college I had to wait

sreamed like waves in a pool. At the

Page
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breathe. It’s slightly bizarre to notice
that you’re still you, but different.
Suddenly you remember all of the time
it has taken to reach whatever place
you are at. You’ve been there only a
little while.
Occasionally you have a chance to
really study the change, but most
times you have only a moment to
notice the transformation. Then you
go right back into the throng of the
concert. For at least four years. It’s
absolutely crazy, but I wouldn’t have
it any other way. Because even
though a concert is hot and smelly
and loud and blinding, the experience
is once-in-a-lifetime. I have three more
years to go. I'm so glad.

VILLA

be as close to them as I did with those last

, FrroM P. 16

second time.”
double-duty:

semester.

So, some

caveats

about

Secondly,

But I also knew,

stupid

inside jokes,

kind of cool to know

think, “Well,

can be

thinking to yourself later, “Oh,
great, another croissant,” or, “If
one more scooter tries to cut me

after a while, you appreciate your
parents more and your friends too
(especially when they send you lots of
mail, or, better yet, completely tasteless

off,

I’m going to clothesline them.”Okay, it
can be enough to make you think violent

email forwards).
Although this is all based on rumor,

too.

the end

of the semester, if your group is going to

Balze made me an adult, made

You

wonder,

as close when

towards

me appreciate all walks of
life and cultures, helped me
quit smoking, raise my
energy level, lose ten
pounds, find a new job (after
being unemployed or underemployed) and finally get the
monkey off my back!

you are all back on

semesters,

though,

is even

second

semester

abroad.

All

of a sudden,

you can’t figure out how you ever got
along with some of the people you did, or
why you had such a short temper with
somebody else (basically, you figure that
there must have been something in the
water).

The

details become

blurred.

No,

ike the
yroken
lp. 12
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for two, and I’ve had a great time with all of them.
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assifieds
$1500 weekly potential mailing our
circulars. No experience required.
Free information packet. Call 202-452-

5942

munication skills to help launch our new

| Young, Georgetown grads seeking
to build a family through adoption. Call
collect @ (301)452-5648
| SALES ASSISTANT--Looking for a place
to grow? We are seeking exceptionally organized, detail oriented individuals to join our rapidly growing event
planning and sales staff.

Be part ofa

creative, fast paced team that will test

your limits. Salary ranges $24-28k
w/Full Benes +401kplan. Fax resume:
attn: Asst to 703-837-0737
Stay Here for the Summer--McLean
family offers private room/bath,
board, car, etc.; you provide rides to
camp,

etc,

for two

teenage

girls.

703.532-5915
#1 Panama City Vacations!-- Party
Beachfront @ The Boardwalk. Summit Condq’s & Mark Il. Free Drink Par-

ties! Walk to Best Bars! Absolute Best
Price! All Major Credit Cards Accepted!

1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

PROJECT COORDINATOR--Growing
company needs help May to August.
With potential to secure full time posi-

|

INTERNET JOBS FOR ALL MAJORS!
Aroundcampus.com is looking for student representatives with strong com-

tion. Project coordinator and assistant needed. $12-14/hr. Fax Resume,
attn: Asst. to 703-837-0737

personalized, online community for your
campus. Work directly with professors & students to promote the effective use of the Intemet. Flexible schedules for Fall and Summer. Full training
provided.

Fax

resumes

to 610-940-

1520 (attn: HR Director) or apply online
at www.aroundcampus.com/jobs

w+taxes) CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!

Mexico/Caribbean $199 (i/t) + taxes) Call:
800-326-2009 www.4cheapair.com

Counselors Wanted-SUMMERFUN.COM@UCSD, UCLA,
Uof Michigan, Georgetown U, & U of
Vermont. now hiring resident coun-

terested in healthcare or business to

assist research
ness

projects,

manager with busimanage

daily opera-

tions, and other office duties.
MSW@ord,

ence.
or

call

Excel,

Access

Prefer
experi-

Fax resume to 301-652-1250
301-652-1818

or email

to

ncs@mcman.com

Play the greatest

30 games

world on your computer!

575-5707.

in the

Call 800-

364-6911.

Health Care Coalition Assistant--Attention College Seniors and Recent
Graduates! Get your foot in the door
in the health policy arena. Health care
trade

association

amuse-

ment parks, etc. Must be 21 by June
Roundtrip

valid driver's license.

transport

privided.

More

info: Jason (800) 645-6611,
staff@summerfun.com
www.summerfun.com

HOUSESITTING--Arlington, May 16-28.
Feed two dogs, take them out, give
them love, earn $200. Must be a doglover and must, must be responsible.
Please call to arrange meeting with
us and the dogs. Tel: 703/525-8036.
Metro accessible.
WILL WRITE FOR FOOD!
campus-dining

free!

scene

Review your
and

eat

for

Send a letter of interest (telling

us why

you're

the

best person

for

demonstrating your personality to:
dliszt@food.com

pharmaceutical

membership

for

exams?

Get

and

from the Holocaust” to be held
with Professor Ori Soltes.

brance Day 2000.
10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Red Square

Copley Lawn
(rainsite: JSA House)

other

responsibilities.

Re-

interest in government

the presidential campaign
politics,

scandals

and

a mas-

experienced

certified masseur.
271-6000

Call John at 202-

and

Wanted--Personal Care Assistant for
disabled female; WEEKENDS; Fri.
10pm-Mon. 9am (sleep time included);
excellent English; expe-

rience preferred; McLean home; call
(703)448-3314; must love animals

‘eo

Lifeguards--Wanted

5 day

work

week,

some

Congressional

race,

our

training program will teach you every
aspect of modern political campaigning. Apply today to participate in a
nationwide movement to elect Democrats to Congress. Length of commitment July-Nov. Housing and living
stipend.

Wednesday,
@

May 3

An interfaith prayer

fiservice sponsored by
the campus ministry will be
held.

3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.- 5:30 p.m.

Quadrangle

Dahlgren Chapel

American
or experienced

DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN 2000--Political activists needed to help take back
the House in 2000! While working on
a targeted

An interfaith religious
symbols display, spon-

the Senior Class Committee

topics. We will train. Near Foggy
Bottom. Send resume to Center for
Media and Public Affairs, 2100 L Street
NW, #300, DC 20037 or fax (202) 8724014. EOE.

Instructors

May 3

sored by Campus Ministry and

and other,

weekends off. $500.00 per week,
starting immediately. 888-681-1950.

Students get 1/4 off

Wednesday,

controversial

lifeguards interested in becoming in-

regular price from

must speak

place on Holocaust Remem-

maintaining

Political Science, Political Communications
or
Journalism
undergrads preferred for paid parttime positions (20-25 hours/week) for
a study of news media coverage of

structors.

name your own price & save
www.retreatmyrtlebeach.com
1-800-645-3618

sage and relax.

policy,

databases

affairs, excellent communication and
marketing skills. Superior writing skills,
and proficiency in Word and Excel a
must. We need to hire someone
ASAP. Excellent benefits. Salary negotiable. Fax resume to Ted Slafsky
at
202-624-7222
or
e-mail
tslafsky@pgfm.com. EOE

Redcross

MYRTLE BEACH, SC

Stresssed

%_ A brown bag lunch and
§ “Extracting Meaning

recruitment, operating web site, monitoring federal legislative activity on

administrative

possess

2

jor policy conference, membership

quires strong

20th,

well-orga-

Tuesday, May

fivictims’ names to take

nized, motivated assistant to help op-

for 4-7 weeks,

to concerts,

seeks

Tuesday, May 2
vw Reading of Holocoaust

erate non-profit health care coalition.

selors to mentor & accompany teens,

GRADUATION
| Bethesda Health Care Consultancy
seeks an INTERN--flexible hours,
20-25 hrs/week during school yr &
up to 40 hrs/week during breaks, 6
month commitment, paid. Students in-

needed. 25-30 hours/week. $8-9/hr.
Near Tenley. Car helpful. Call Kim, 202-

0

Responsibilities include planning ma-

the job) and two writing samples
BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE $$$-Europe $159 (o/

Summer babysitter for 8-month-old

I will say that, was I offered

the option at this moment of
taking a third semester here, I don’t think that I
would take it. But two semesters was a good deal.
I don’t think that a single semester is so shabby,
either. I’ve gotten to know people who have only
been here for one and others who have been here

In retro-

PANY HC

wait, that’s not entirely

true: I will never be an adult.

spect, it is striking and a little disturbing how
strange a scenario it is to become so close with a
group so quickly, only to separate so soon.
On the flip side, though, for second semester,
foresight becomes pretty clear. In January,
returning to the Villa, I took one look at all these
new weirdos, and wondered if I could really get to

|

I

hear that while they are no fun from the
loneliness standpoint, long-distance
relationships can work out okay, if
only for the sake of the big, sappy
B
reunions.
In short, a full year at Villa le

Two

[rallies
OW, not
enators
a more

ever

kid, who can at least make some
effort at being independent.
And,

stranger. Do you know the saying about
hindsight being 20/20? It’s the opposite,

e of my

who

needed anybody in the first
place? I am a rock; I am an
island,” or something like
that. But you can prove to
yourself that you are a big

campus.

NCES

one.)

you can become jaded and

like that. Whatever you may
face first semester can be new
and exciting, but you may be

remain

ts, and

It’s

you’re more

ones ... well, it sucks. It’s
not as if after one semester,

regulations and routines.
Living within them can be
taxing, to say the least.

sometimes,

deep-

As for missing your loved

beautiful, amazing place,
but it also has rules,

they were.
protest

that, deep down,

(Answer:

an entire

I think,

Nutella,

mature than you’d like to admit.
Also, once you have figured out your foreign
city, there are ways to take advantage of it.
You’re not afraid to go off on your own and
explore your town or country. Even better, already
being fa- miliar with the situation, you can travel
internationally like a rock star. I went
to Switzerland this semester the
same weekend that last semester I
was trying to remember how many
bus lines it take to go to Fiesole

Finally when you stick around for a
year relationships can get funny. Even if
you’re abroad for just one semester, you
quickly realize that some friends from
home just aren’t the pen pals you thought
oe their

not to mention

seated insecurities and respect for each other.

year in one locale might
be too much for your
patience. Villa Le Balze is a

Anywhere,

deep down, that within

a few short months, we would also be sharing

doing

Firstly, missing your friends and family does
not get easier. If you were one of those kids
who always cried at sleepover parties and had
to have your parents come take you home by 9
p.m., maybe a whole year away from your loved
ones isn’t for you. You can get used to it, but
sometimes there are those occasions (such as
when you’re sick from a jaunt to the Middle East
and can only stomach lukewarm tea, because any other
temperature is just unacceptable) when you just
want your mom.

thoughts

“Takally or
munity
ougha
Or pro-

15

Doing Double Duty Abroad Is Worth It

around for people to teach me and
listen to me and help me. I waited a
long time. To get into college I had to
discover where I wanted to be and my
niche in the crowd. I discovered for a
long time. To get into college I had to
work hard — for a very long time. And
then I got into college, and I forgot
about the time.
College is overwhelming and familiar
and amazing all at once. There are so
many people and so much to experience; you're listening and screaming
and waving and moving all at once.

fluttered against

concrete walls with patient joy; at

URES

Career assistance available

upon successful completion of a program. Call 847-864-1008.

Friday, May5
Ws

Carlos Braga of the
#infoDEV will speak on

the internet in developing
countries.

Sunday, April 23
My

“On-Line Culture and

i the Public Interest” program held as part of the Spring
2000 Calling the Question series.

5:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

White Gravenor 204

NPR, 635 Mass. Ave.
(RSVP to 202-783-5277)

—ThHeksHoy ——
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Apathy or Activism’

[’m Living
The Concert

A Look at Student
Involvement
In
Political Issues And
Community Life

Of My Life
Each week this year, a senior and freshman
have written on their perspectives on the Hilltop,
This week Amanda

Burke,

a freshman

in the

School of Business, writes her final column:

By LAUREN MEHLER-CLARK
Hoya Starr WRITER

Amanda
Burke

Campaign to End the Death Penalty President Kay Parish
(SFS °02) sees a frustrating trend of student apathy towards
lobbying in the realm of public policy. “No participation is
not sufficient — we have close to 7,000 undergraduates and
I only have 200 on my e-mail list and only 10 students at each
rally? There is definitely a gap between getting people to put
their name on a piece of paper and getting them to do what
they believe,” she said.
The low participation of students in CEDP can be attributed to a misconception of the power of the youth voice in

Y VOICE, RIGHT NOW, IS ABOUT AS USEFUL AS
the high school intercoms that used to
bless my ears with scratchy, barely
audible mumble jumble every morning at school. I
have been screaming and singing and cheering for
hours. It’s almost like back in the day when my
friends and I would drive around the random hills
at home and sing (until our throats ached) with the
radio blaring and the windows down, only tonight
I was singing with different friends in an open

politics, rather than a lack of interest or motivation, according to Parish.
“I think you have a lot of passionate and

motivated people here. I think that there is a real desire to
make a difference but I don’t think they realize how much of
a difference they can make right now — how important they
are right now. Students are the most vital presence at those
rallies. The youth voice shows that it’s an issue that’s not
going to die,” she said.
Initially, Steve Glickman (COL ’02) of the Jewish Student
Association also noticed a trend of apathy. “In my first year;
I didn’t see the idealism and activism I had expected on a
college campus. However, this year we've seen a lot of
concerned students who’ve wanted to be part of the process,” he

arena, and the music was live.

_ If being at a Smashing Pumpkins concert is sort
of zany, getting there is half the craziness. The
group of people I was traveling to the concert with
grew from three to five to seven to five to six to
nine in a one-hour period. Add in the temptations
of Block Party and the 18.7 miles we had to travel
to the concert, and you enjoy a bit of a mess.
We were supposed to leave from Block Party at
six, but after watching a girl fall up and down the
Lauinger stairs several times, giggling as my
roommate was hit up-on by a very friendly, rather

said.

First-year Georgetown government professor Mark Stefan
has witnessed a lower level of participation in student
activism than he expected to see in an environment such as
Georgetown. “You have a lot of students who live here in
Washington, D.C., who could be active in politics on capital
hill or on campus — and they choose not to be,” he said.
Stefan suggests that part of this apathy can be attributed
to the agenda of the college student. “Students are here to
learn, get degrees and have a good time, he said, inarguably
significant priorities, but goals which may not leave much
time to address their political ideologies.
See ACTIVISM, p. 14

loquacious,

incredibly

inebriated

gentleman,

and

stumbling upon seven million friends, the time was
6:35. We ran to the GUTS
Hora Fire PHOTO

Dr. Steven Sabat, left, listens to then GSC president Andrew Millmore (SFS '01), at last year's sit in.

bus, but made it in time,

and were able to enjoy a brief ride during which the
bus almost ran over a bike rack, and managed to
confuse which university the concert was being
held at.
The rest of the travel was much the same: cram
ourselves into the Metro during rush hours; find
the right bus (green and gold apparently look the
same); end up at the edge of a campus that is
hosting not only our concert but also a play and
See BURKE, ». 15

Hoyas Abroad — Villa le Balze, Italy

Two Semesters Is

Better Than One
By CLAIRE ZULKEY
Hoya Fire PHOTO

Hov4 Fire PHOTO

Students demonstrate against the administration's decision to fire campus ministers.

Kay Parish (SFS '02), center, and others head to a demonstration from Healy Gates.

Hoya Starr WRITER
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Students Appreciate the Time-Honored
American Tradition of Professional Wrestling
By CarLY MINNER
Hoya Starr WRITERS

Finally, The Rock has come back to Georgetown.
In Washington, D.C., a political town known for its conservative suits, talking heads and palm-greasing lobbyists,
this weekend brought a sold-out crowd to MCI Center. The
fans only agenda was making sure that their self-promoting
signs make it on camera.
Wait a minute — maybe they weren’t too different from the
politicians after all.
Too often, it’s the politicians and pundits in Washington,
D.C., who tell us what the people want. We respectfully
disagree and would like to have our remarks recorded for the
record.

:

Take this to your committee, for the people have spoken —
WWF rocks.
We’ve done our homework, some extensive polling that
included on-site reporting and a trip to the Tombs for Monday
Night RAW. The votes have been counted — Hoyas elect the
WWEF as the most electrifying display of sports entertainment.
“I have never seen an event quite like it,” Hoya staffer
John Nagel (COL ’00) said. “It was my first time going to a
live event, and I never thought I would pay for it. I ended
up forking over $54.”
So there we are at the WWF

pay-per-view event Backlash

— staring at a ring that looks smaller in real life but is
showcasing men and women that are definitely larger than

life — wondering does life get any better than this?
For many Hoyas out there, it really doesn’t. We went deep
undercover on a wrestling reconnaissance mission — what is
this phenomenon known as the WWF live event?
Sure we were the only college-age girls there that didn’t have
“ teased blond hair or acid washed jeans and leather tube tops,
but we did proudly display our signs (‘Hoyas love the Hardy’s;’
*Y2J imposed on a big red heart,” and the ubiquitous signs with
our names and an arrow pointing down), that were lovingly
constructed with the help of a friendly drifter on the corner of
9th and G Streets.

of three

Arriving at MCI Center at 5:30 p.m. for the 8 p.m. event, we

THIS

SEMESTER

months

versus

seven,

What

my

mind

was

My

dad

elbowed

me

and

said,

“What,

What if

are you

kidding? ' It’s Italy. Why only have one
semester when you can have two?” And so
there it was.
I’m not going to lie and say that if you can do
one semester, two is a piece of cake. Can you

The live event was dramatically different than what television audiences see. Melodramatically different, in fact. For all
of the WWF’s critics who laud the violence of the sport: get
over it. This stuff is so fake that it makes The Onion seem

even handle
COURTESYy WorLp

"The Rock"

WRESTLING FEDERATION ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

one semester?

I wasn’t

sct
ice

lig
| cig
Co

ifI missed my

my Italian was an utter joke? (Unfortunately, 2
prospect too real to be ignored.) What if my
junior year was to be the most fun year at
Georgetown in recent history, and I missed it?

The Main Event

p. 12

FINISHING

© family too much to go the whole year?

Stamford, Conn.

See WWF,

ABOUT

flooded with concerns.

were a bit eager but we were not alone. The sidewalks were
flooded with people — families, young people, couples, even
a bit of a spill-over from the Millennium March on Washington.
When the lights went down, the music cranked up and the
fireworks lit up the arena, and we jumped on our seats and
became part of the hooting crowd on hand for the latest
production from the geniuses up in WWF headquarters in

‘like The New York Times.

THINKING

with a summary of my year abroad but
decided against it, for two reasons. One —
who cares? I wouldn’t want to hear other people
going on about how much more enriched their
lives are after a year in some weird country.
Who needs that? Two — it’s kind of redundant
to sum up, anyway.
When studying abroad, you
re-evaluate your situation daily, wondering if
you’re happy, if you’re making the most of your
time, if McDonald’s is still open and whether or
not you made the right decision. The experience
is a work in progress, and repeating these
thoughts seems unnecessary.
Instead, I thought I’d address a question
concerning students considering studying
abroad. They must decide whether they want to
stay for one semester or for the whole year
(unless they-are pre-med, since they are warned
that if they leave the country, they will be
banished from the medical field forever.)
I found myself in the same scenario (minus
the pre-med situation), sitting with my parents
in the study-abroad office about a year and a
half ago. After we found that I had the option

For GU, a Grand (Body) Slam
AND KAREN TRAVERS

WAS

nerd

Joh od

a

TT

SE

sure myself,

and there were periods towards the end of last
semester where I thought, “I cannot do this a
Seg VILLA, p. 15
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No. 15 Penn State Too Quick for No. 4 Georgetown

SEANP.FLYNN

Stanwick Scores Sixi in Hoyas Fourth Loss of the Season
By Eric Kim
. Coming off back-to-back wins, the Georgtown women’s lacrosse team traveled to

|penn State on Saturday with aspirations of a
first-round bye in
upcoming
the

top.

NCAA

series of seesaw changes where each team
would trade three-goal streaks a few times.
With the Lions leading 5-1 in the first half,

the Lions widened their lead by two more
goals to make the score 4-0 at the 17:47 mark
of the first half. Three of those four goals
were scored by freshman Colleen O’Hara. In
that span of time, Penn State also managed to
prevent Georgetown’s potent offense from
a single

taking

“tauna-

Awaiting The

the Hoyas went on a run of their own, netting

three unanswered goals to close up the
wound at 5-4. Elbe, freshman attacker Wick
Stanwick and her sister Sheehan

shot.

4

start slow,” Simons said. “During that part of

three straight goals to make the score 8-4. A

“It was a very disappointing loss particu-

the first half, we didn’t play smart and turned

late goal by senior attack Jordan Keating cut

the ball over too much.”

the score to 8-5 before the half ended.

humbling

the No.

ranked Hoyas, 16-13.

at the end of the year

it came

larly because

“We didn’t expect [Penn State] to come
out as strong as they did,” sophomore AllAmerican attack Erin Elbe said. “We had
dumb turnovers and basically our whole team
was making dumb mistakes.”

The Hoyas made up for the slow start in
the first half as they scored three of the first
four goals of the second half. With Sheehan
Stanwick scoring two and Wick Stanwick
scoring another, Georgetown cut the lead to

start by the Hoyas. The Lions burst out to a

“Our defense was struggling a lot and

9-8 at the 23:20 mark. However, before the

into the game,

therefore it made it hard to get the ball down

Hoyas could tie it, the Lions responded with

three

12-0 lead just

minutes

as | compelling Simons to call timeout.

“ felt we were stressed because we knew
| how important this game was,” Simons said.
|

0

Le
, for
4
ills

12-8 in less than four minutes. With 19:47
However, the Hoyas finally cracked the
See WOMEN’S LAX, r. 5S
opposition when Stanwick scored an unasEEE

)

American population, I was brought

with
0
ons
el

h
it
By K
DYot RARE

Hox
Tim LLEWELLYN/THE

her
nd
was
me,
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0
g

am
nd
he
d
rls

and within a month

:

(Soon

had no choice but to be completely

At Toe Hoya we tried to be as professional as possible, yet at the same time

ofson ranging om ek of kaon:

we knew that we had limits, for a variety

1

how to time constraints to homework. I'd
venture to say we spent 40 hours a week
on THE Hova (it could have been more)
trying to make the best paper possible.
Still, there were always the obligatory
mistakes that continue to haunt me to
this day. Like the cleverly headlined
feature about Georgetown quarterback
Bill Ward: “Bill’s Ward’s Excellent
Adventure.” Or the swimming story that
....said “See Page 13” but didn’t appear on
page. 13, or any other page.
Covering sports as a student is a
complicated task, and it is more complicated at Georgetown. To interview a
. coach or an athlete — even if the athlete
is your girlfriend or your next-door
neighbor — you have to go through the
:
sports information department, an
underfunded, undermanned office that is
asked to handle more than it can. Just
setting up the interviews and getting
stats from sports information often took
up half of our time before we had even
typed the stories and laid out the pages.
The other tough task was finding

ecor

someone

to write the stories. Most of the

people who came to write for the sports
section either wanted to write men’s
basketball or write columns, which meant

that of course not everyone could be

Tim LLEWELLYN/T HE HoyA

accommodated. Football, soccer, basketball, baseball and lacrosse were easier to

Senior Peter Velepec had two assists in the Hoyas’ 14-9 win against Rutgers.

See FLYNN, p. 6S

Ey

ies

Win

Hoyas

Seven:

I had written my first

editor, I became senior sports editor
during the second semester of my
sophomore year, and there began a string
of four semesters at that position, where I

In

CREW

Perfect

- |Cadle Points Trophy Again | Along with Top Finishes at Penn Relays

)ople

B Y Scott Homa
| GU Shuts Down Big East Opponents on Potomac | simon

ant
you

By Ep PrzyLUCKI
| Hora Stare WRITER

;

or

Georgetown men’s and women’s crew teams domi-

t to
ed

Johnson

A tured every Big East crew team, with the exception

ahead of Villanova, which finished third.

and is one of the most popular and

The individual races are what really matters to
us. Our women > team looked very good, as did a
lot of the men’s teams we put on the water,
;
J
HEL
Johnson said.
The men’s freshman/novice lightweight eight

claimed first and second in their race with the A-

eight, varsity four and varsity

Tony

Coach

Johnson

said.

“We

had

teams

boat clocking in at 6:04.46 and the B-boat nearly
eight seconds behind. The men’s varsity four
finished more than 15 seconds ahead of second
place Notre Dame, while the varsity lightweight
See CREW,

that

at HE
y, a

Miami,

which

Relays.
Heath started the race with a 2:08.8
first leg before handing off to Penado,

pionship race with a 3:35.07 time, falling behind South Carolina and Texas.

Senior Carron Allen joined the three 4-

x-800 event winners with a swift 52.0

lap. Earlier freshman Jamillah Bowman
took de Boer’s place by running a 55.9
leg in’ a winning heat on Thursday,

who amassed an eight-meter lead with

helping the team advance to the finals.

prestigious events of its kind, featuring not only collegiate runners, but
also top professional talents like
Michael Johnson, Marion Jones and
Gail Devers.

a 2:09.2 performance. De Boer then
widened the lead to 35 meters, runninghertwo laps inateam-low2:08.2.
Spencer anchored with a 2:08.4 showing, allowing the Hoyas to cruise to

Spencer, Allen, Penado and de Boer
also finished third in the Sprint Medley Championships on Friday.
Freshman Erin Sicher, who earned
All-American honors last season in

an easy victory. Comedian Bill Cosby

indoor track, took her abilities out-

20,456 watched on as the relay team
consisting of sophomore Tyrona
Heath, junior Nickay Penado, senior
Katrina
de Boer and junior
Sasha Spen-

was on hand
on their win.
first in the
though, who

doors Friday to combine with j-.or
Emily Enstice, graduate student
Kathleen Linck and senior Lisa Roder
See TRACK. p.8S

On Thursday, a record crowd of

to congratulate the team
The victory wasn’t the
event for the Hoyas,
followed up their wins in

?

.

»p. 8

Hova Sports columnist Sean | Georgetown alum Reggie

Pour athletic teams at
Brown

lf

and

the 4-x-400-meter relay team, also including Heath, Penado
and de Boer, placed third in their Cham-

Hoya Sports Index

y

=

Young

was coming off a win at the Texas

ing highly in other events. The Relays, which span three days, drew
more than 96,000 spectators last year,

| of Pittsburgh, which was unable to attend due to
| graduation ceremonies.
b Rowing under ideal conditions, Georgetown
oats were able to win five of the 14 events the
school entered. The Hoya men’s freshman/nov-

Bringham

Champion-

ship of America Relay title, and plac-

vidual races while downplaying the points trophy. Georgetown’s 85 points placed them 34 points
ahead of second-place Syracuse and 40 points

nts
ightweight eight were all victorious, as were the
a
women’s varsity lightweight four and lightweight
be
ion | | eight,
5
A lot of our teams raced really well,” Head

)

of the indi-

D. Cadle Points Trophy for the seventh consecu| tive year at the Georgetown Invitational Rowing
Regatta. Held this past Sunday, the regatta fea-

us | | pe lightweight

,

stressed the importance

4-x-800-meter

women’s

WE

’

for us.

winning performance also came at the
expense of other national powers like

cessful weekend at the Penn Relays
in Philadelphia, capturing the

and lost. It was a pretty mixed bag of results. All
of the schools involved were good competition

lated their fellow Big East squads to win the Don

five seconds for the title. In addition
to the strong Gator squad, the Hoyas’

The Georgetown men’s and
women’s track teams enjoyed a suc-

ran well and won, and teams that ran really well

our

nce |

1998.
event 1996On andSaturday,
defendingby: almost
out the Gators
edged Florida
cerchampion

|

|
In their biggest home regatta of the year, the

Gormley discusses the

University are facing |
;

;

;

goings on of today's
professional sports.

sanctions for
Pe
reaking Ivy League rules.

Williams is named coach of
.

:

the National Rookie League's
Washington Justice.

The rugby team won the

National Roundup

p. 2S

Capital Cup for the third

By the Numbers

Dp: 28

Baseball
Tennis Feature

p. 4S
p. 38

Golf

Pp.

;

straight year at the D.C.
Collegiate Championships.

;
:

St

:

15 ||| See National Roundup, p. 2S |
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.

Athletic Supporter ~~ p. 8S

:

See Athletic Supporter, p. 8S
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Junior Sheehan Stanwick seta new Georgetown record for career points with 204.

T
| nAVERS

Z0

athletics.

story, a masterpiece of a women’s soccer

5

senior attackman Andy Flick and junior
midfielder Mike Henehan each scored twice
and assisted on a pair of goals.
The Georgetown men’s lacrosse team
“We shot the ball well early in the game.
Eastthe
in
season
inaugural
its
closed out
erm; Collegiate Athletic: Conference, with an. In particular, Steye Dusseau put the ball in
nog woigood spots,” Coach Urick said. “He and
unblemished recesdi roitlicn aver
Henehan broke the defense down and forced
in over
TheiHoyas! cruised tad 14-9:
them to make adjustments.”
the Scarlet Knights in Piscataway, N.J.,
Henehan opened up the scoring for the
Saturday afternoon. Georgetown took a 9
Hoyas with just one minute off of the clock,
2 lead at the
a
an unassisted shot to give the Hoyas a 1-0
halftime break
lead. Rutgers’ Scott Massey responded 52
after a sevenseconds later with a goal off of a Keith
scoring
goal
Cromwell pass to even the score at one.
run to finish the
The Hoyas and the Scarlet Knights traded
second quarter. .
goals again, with Dusseau scoring an unas“] thought our guys did a nice job, we
sisted goal with 10:58 remaining in the first
played a good first half,” Head Coach
period. But the Massey-Cromwell combinaDave Urick said. “We scrapped around
tion struck again, as Rutgers sent a shot
pretty well and that effort plays out on the
past the Hoyas’ sophomore goalie Scott
perimeter.”
Schroeder at the 8:57 mark in the first period,
The win was the Hoyas’ fifth-straight,
evening the score at two.
improving their record to 11-1 for the seaBut the experience and skill of the Georson. Georgetown retained its unblemished
getown offense came through, as the Hoyas
record in the ECAC, improving to 6-0.
controlled the tempo for the remainder of
Senior attackman Scott Urick led the Georthe first half. The Hoyas rolled off seven
getown offensive assault with four goals.
consecutive goals, including a pair from
Sophomore midfielder Steve Dusseau
found the back of the net three times and
See MEN’S LAX, »p. 6S
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before school started my freshman year,
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hating

the end of my four years here, though, I was
>
completely wrapped up in it.
Almost my entire Georgetown career can
be defined by covering Georgetown sports
for ThE Hova. I came up to the open house

Hoyas Continue to Lead ECAC
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three consecutive goals to widen the gap to

to the attack,” Simons said.

,

up

and it was a crucial game,” Head Coach Kim
‘Simons said.
Even an impressive six-goal performance
by junior All-American attacker Sheehan
— | |Stanwick could not overcome a very weak

a

lo

ance

secutive goals. Just when it seemed that
Georgetown would go into halftime on an up
note, Penn State came roaring back with

ment. Instead,
was the No. ise
anked Nittany Lions

Te ke

Ch

scored con-

“When you don’t have control of the ball
for 13 minutes of the game and you have as
good an attack as we have, you definitely

|

amid

sisted goal at the 15:20 mark. This initiated a

The timeout had little immediate effect, as

Hoya STAFF WRITER-

See Williams, p. 3S
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‘Georgetown has a huge tradition here, and it was important to come out and represent and maintain that legacy.’
— Junior Sasha Spencer, anchor of the Hoyas’ 4-x-800 women’s relay team, on Georgetown winning the event at the 106th Penn Relays on Thursday.

/
|

NATIONAL ROUNDUP

NCAA Passes Men’s Basketball Reform Measures ;
By MATT ODETTE

said Spannier, who is the president of Penn State

Dairy CALiroRNIAN (U. CALIFORNIA-BERKELEY)

University.

(U-WIRE) BERKELEY, Calif. — The NCAA
Division I Board of Directors approved a broad
range of measures aimed at reforming collegiate
men’s basketball last Thursday.
The governing body, which is composed of 18
university presidents, pulled a rare surprise move
by approving a proposal that had not been sent to
it by the Division I Management Council. The
board approved a measure instructing the council
to draft legislation that would take away one
scholarship from schools that graduate men’s
basketball players at a rate below 50 percent.
The management council rejected a number of
similar proposals, but Chairman Graham Spanier
and the rest of the board deemed the issue serious
enough to merit legislation.
“My presidential colleagues and I believe that
the current graduation rates are unacceptable,”

Winning time, in
minutes, by Georgetown's
4-x-800 women’s relay
team in the Penn Relays
championship last
Thursday.

Margin of victory, in
seconds, of Georgetown'’s
4-x-800 women’s relay
team in the Penn Relays
championship last

)
;
men’s
:

conference-best record in
i
{i

the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Con ference after

iit
i
on

Saturday's 14-9 victory
over Rutgers
:
?

Total number

il
i

of runs
S

scored by Georgetown’s

current four-game losing.

U)

Record in home games
of Georgetown’s women’s
lacrosse team.

Record in away games
of Georgetown'’s women's
lacrosse team.

Number of games
Georgetown’s football
team will play this fall,
instead of its usual 11.

:

be reduced from 24 days this

summer to 14 days in the summer of 2001, and
eliminated altogether for the summer of 2002.
The NCAA's reaction is partially due to rising
public disapproval with the influence of shoe
companies and club coaches. Recently-indicted
former AAU coach Myron Piggie’s alleged payments to UCLA basketball player JaRon Rush and
former Duke player Corey Maggette have prompted
increasingly shrill calls for reform.
“We are eliminating summer basketball recruiting as we know it,” Spanier said. “We are
determined to eliminate the unsavory influences

i

je

Maggette

Rush

affecting the lives of our young

| five

people a

Gi

restore integrity to the process. The recruiting

decisions will be returned to athletes, to py. | : :
ents, to high school coaches
coaches.”

and to universiy | 3

Spanier said the Basketball Issues Committee |
which has been created to deal with problepy >|

Jo
con

_ related to men’s basketball, will work to replace|
|! pr
the summer recruiting process with an alter.

tive by the summer of 2002.

|
i

cial aid from the foundation in question were re-

BROWN

OUT

Freid said.
According to the report, a volleyball coach contacted a foundation to endorse the scholarship candidacy of an athletic recruit. Phil Estes, Glen Miller
and Mike Noonan — head coaches of football, men’s
basketball, and men’s soccer teams, respectively —
provided prospects with information about the foundation.
Also, a member of the university’s governing body
had talked with a prospect’s family at a football
banquet during an official visit to campus. Alumni are
not allowed to have contact with prospects and their

Over a four-year cycle, 35 matriculants on average
come to Brown to play football, Roach said, but this
number will be reduced by five over the next two
years. Volleyball, men’s soccer and men’s basketball
teams also had their number of official visits reduced
by one for the following year.
The report also recommends that three coaches
receive letters of reprimand. Two coaches will receive
letters of admonishment requiring them to clear any
source of financial aid with the Department of Athletics and the Office of Financial Aid. Four administrators will receive letters of advisement about their

and an alumnus who represents athletic interests at

one alumnus will receive a letter about his role in
supplemental financial aid.
All football coaches will be required to participate
in extra NCAA and Ivy League rules education,
attend a spring 2000 NCAA compliance seminar, and
take this year’s required NCAA exam closed-book.
Zucconi has to attend individual NCAA rules meetings, take periodic NCAA rules examinations and
submit monthly reports of all job-related activities to

for campus life and student services, found that
fin
‘aid from a particular foundation had been
woffered
and given only to athletes;
Leto than five alumni

have

set up such

outside

of those involved.

and the NCAA strictly regulates the source of any aid
for athletes, a news release said.

Two first-year athletes who were receiving finan-

these prospects are coming to Brown in the fall,

families during the recruiting process, Roach said;

Brown

had

improper

contacts

with

prospects.

As a result of the investigation, an alumnus has
resigned from his committee assignments at Brown.
Brown’s football team will be permitted approximately 10 percent fewer official visits from prospects
for one year. On average, 50 prospects visited Brown
for each of the last three years, Roach said. No more
than six football coaches may participate in offcampus recruiting during any one week for the 2000-

Brown University athletic teams that school
officials say violated Ivy League rules:
Football
;
Men's Basketball
Men's Soccer
Volleyball

.01 academic year.

—

|

I

|

E

shif

oversight with regard to outside scholarships and

senior

administrators.

By JunJi Noba

says he had no “off-the-field relationships” with

Kunert.

(U-WIRE) EVANSTON, Ill. — You see coaches
slapping butts and dishing out high fives. You see
athletes huddling around their coaches for a brief
talk at crunch time.
Well, that’s not the whole story.
The relationship between players and their
coaches often goes much deeper.
that athletes have spent countless hours conditioning and practicing under the watchful eyes of
their coaches. The quantity of time is regulated by
the NCAA, but the quality depends almost entirely
on the coach.
Indiana basketball coach Bob Knight takes a
hands-on approach with his players. His denials
aside, eyewitness accounts and videotape show
him grabbing a player by the neck.
At Northwestern, six players have quit the men’s
basketball team in the past year, and some blame the
in-your-face coaching style of coach Kevin O’ Neill.
But not all relationships are so combative. At
NU, player-coach relationships seem to fall under
three categories:
® Dysfunctional — “I didn’t get along with him
at all,” says former soccer player Jon Cantwell of
coach Michael Kunert.
Bm Professional — “My objective is not to be their
buddy,” says football coach Randy Walker.
® Harmonious — “He’s probably the best thing
I’ve got going for me here,” says wrestler John
Giacche of coach Tim Cysewski.

Some coaches and players simply don’t get along.
Former field hockey player Tess Burigatto decided to major in dance after her sophomore season,
a move that didn’t please coach Diane Loosbrock.
According

to Burigatto,

Loosbrock

feared the

change of majors would hamper Burigatto’s onfield play.
The former coach threatened to bench the player
if she sensed any decline in play, Burigatto says.
Burigatto quit on the spot.
“I’m supposed to be a student-athlete,” she
says. “I didn’t understand why I should be limited
to what I want to do as a career just because I'm
playing a sport for (Loosbrock).”
Loosbrock declined to comment.
Some members of the men’s soccer team have
trouble relating to coach Kunert. A senior member
on the team who asked that his name not be used

Some players have ventured to criticize the
coach’s professional tactics as well, saying he
plays not to lose instead of to win.
Seemingly senseless substitutions and a willingness to play for 0-0 ties frustrated team members, Cantwell says.
“I didn’t get along with him at all,” Cantwell says.
“I always found him having no style. I questioned
if he ever had a plan.”
After a home loss last season, Loosbrock made

some of her players run sprints immediately after
the game — in uniform, with parents, friends and
the opposing team all watching.
“She’s just sitting by the side and embarrassing
them,” Burigatto says. “The girls were crying. No
other Division I coach would act like that.”
With three national championships to his credit,
Knight can get away with behavior like that at
Indiana. But last season, the NU field hockey
finished without a conference victory on its way to
a 4-14 record.

Loosbrock resigned after the season.

Strictly Business
Some coaches — Walker and men’s
Paul Torricelli among them — maintain
sional distance.
They are coaches who try not to
relationships with athletes grow into
“I’m

not going

to go

downtown

tennis coach
their profesallow their
friendships.
and

have

a

couple of beers with anybody,” Walker says.
Recognizing his players as student-athletes remains one of Torricelli’s top priorities.
“My personal philosophy is that you’ve got to
relate to your players,” Torricelli says. “Without
that it’s an uphill battle.”
The athletes who play for these coaches embrace their philosophies.
“He may say that he is all business,” quarterback
Zak Kustok says. “But at the same time players
don’t want a coach who’s their best friend or one
who’s all buddy-buddy.”
Sophomore Joost Hol, one of Torricelli’s top
players, says he thinks their relationship is normal.
Hol won’t stop into Torricelli’s office to chat
about his personal life, but still appreciates that
Torricelli treats him and the team with respect.
“He’s not naive about what people our age do
— interpret that anyway you want to.” Hol says.
“He treats us like adults. We have our own responsibilities.”
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s bowl agreement

:

must select teams located in the|!{

bowls’ specific geographical
i
region. That means the Mobile
Alabama Bowl is entitled to the |
WAC champion should that
team come from the Eastern
|
geographical portion of the
conference.

If not, then the

Mobile Alabama Bowl has its
pick of the remaining bowleligible teams.
The Silicon Valley Football
Classic played in San Jose,
Calif., gets the WAC champion
should that team come from the
Western portion of the confer-

A Delicate Balance
Dairy NORTHWESTERN (NORTHWESTERN U.)

Bowl

go

Some Coaches Befriend their Players. Others Maintain their Distance. Both Approaches Call for ...

The Cold War

Georgetown’s men’s
lacrosse team’s record in
one-goal games this
season.

tact recruits—will

proposed sanctions.
According to the report, violations include improper offers of financial assistance from non-university sources to athletes and recruits and recruiting
activities by several coaches that went against NCAA
guidelines.
After a recruit reported the infractions to the Ivy
League athletics office in late January, the university
launched an investigation into its policy of awarding
supplemental financial awards to athletic prospects,
according to Laura Freid, executive vice president for
public affairs and university relations.

For every minute of competition, it’s a safe bet

season opponent.

evaluation pe-

viewed by the NCAA and were promptly reinstated,
said Athletic Director David Roach. Although the
students’ financial aid packages will not be changed,
funding from the foundation will be discontinued,
Freid confirmed.
Eight athlete prospects who had received promises of support from the foundation were also cleared
by the NCAA to compete on Brown teams. Five of

The Ivy League prohibits athletic scholarships,

Combined series record
of Georgetown's football
team against its 2000

In order to do so, the summer

riod—the time in which college coaches can con-

—
(U-WIRE) PROVIDENCE, R I. — Four Brown University athletic teams — football, volleyball, men’s
basketball and men’s soccer — were found to have
violated Ivy League recruiting regulations, university officials said Thursday.
The teams will not be disqualified or required to
forfeit any games until the NCAA approves the

she could not release the name

Consecutive years that
Georgetown has won the
Don D. Cadle Points
Trophy in the Georgetown
Invitational Rowing
Regatta on the Potomac
River.

message throughout the country and to the schools
that graduation rates matter.”
Since the board has only instructed the management council to draw up legislation, no timetable has been set for implementation of the
measure.
Meanwhile, the board unanimously approved
the eight measures forwarded it by the management council. The boldest move was the board’s
decision to reform the summer recruiting process
by reducing it for the summer of 2001 and ending
it by the summer of 2002.
The board also approved measures that grant
men’s and women’s basketball players attending
summer school financial aid and limit men’s basketball teams to five scholarship allotments per
recruiting class.
The summer recruiting measure is expected to

Gets New bs

~ foundations affiliated with Brown, Freid said, though

Total number of runs
allowed by Georgetown’s
baseball team during its
current four-game losing
streak.

have the most far-reaching effect of the proposals
the board approved. It is aimed at reducing the
influence of corporate-sponsored camps and traveling amateur teams. on recruiting, and instead
shift the emphasis to the high school season.

strong

Four Teams Could Face Sanctions Pending NCAA Decision

The review, led by Janina Montero, vice president

baseball team during its
streak.

a very

WAC

report filed by Brown detailing its violations and

i
i

send

Report: Brown Violated Rules
Dy Sanu NT

The Georgetown
lacrosse team’s

to

add

Thursday.

!
i
i
i |
i
i

want

ence. If that condition is not met,

then bowl officials would have
their choice of remaining bowleligible teams from the WAC.

Missouri’s Dooling
“She cared about how you grew and
developed as a player. But more
importantly, she invested in you as a
person.”
— Junior Erica Westrich,

on Northwestern women’s soccer
Head Coach Marcia McDermott

Declares for Draft
COLUMBIA,

returning

The Buddy System
For an athlete, a coach can represent more than
an unapproachable authority figure. For some players, their coach

can become

a good

friend.

The

women’s soccer team shares such a bond. Erica
Westrich, who was selected Big Ten Freshman of
the Year, struggled during her sophomore year.
The adjustment from being a fresh face on the
team to a respected leader wasn’t easy.
But coach Marcia McDermott was always willing to listen, Westrich says.
“She cared about how you grew and developed
as a player,” says Westrich, who was awarded Big
Ten Player of the Year her junior season. “But more
importantly, she invested in you as a person.”
Women’s tennis coach Claire Pollard embraces
the same philosophy. As an NCAA doubles champion at Mississippi State, Pollard played for a
coach who “didn’t want to speak to anyone” —
even on long road trips.
Pollard espouses a different philosophy at NU.
“It’s really important for the players to know that
you care about them

as a human

being,” Pollard

says, “that you’re not just about that ‘W’.”
There are times when Pollard acts as a friend —
not just a coach.
“Claire’s everything for us. Anything we need,
she does,” junior Shannon Duffy says. “We're
basically her kids and she babysits us. Whenever
we whine, she’s always there to listen — it doesn’t
get any better for us. It sucks for her because she’s
the one pampering us.”
For some, the relationship carved as coach and

player can come to last longer than a mere four years.
“I’ve enjoyed the process. I’d like to think that
we are friends after all of this,” Duffy says, “and

that I can call her
perhaps, invite her
“It’s the ideal
doesn’t get much

up in a couple of years and,
to my wedding.
player-coach relationship. It
better.”

Mo. —

Mis-

_souri sophomore point guard
Keyon Dooling announced his
eligibility for the NBA draft ata
press conference last week.
Dooling said he would not
hire an agent in order to leave
open the
possibility of
to

MU. Dooling
is projected a
middle to late
first round
pick.
In two years
as a point

"Dooling

guard at
Missouri, Dooling averaged
12.1 points, including a teamhigh 15.3 this season. He led
the Tigers to an 18-13 record
and sixth place in the Big 12
conference. Dooling’s individual honors included being
named second team All-Big 12
this season and to the Big 12
all-freshman team in 1999.
”I have a chance to take my
life to another level,” Dooling

said. “Not just financially but
also fulfilling a dream that I
thought about as a child.”

High-Jumper
Sets Record
PHILADELPHIA — As
expected, Texas’ Mark Boswell
notched his 17th straight
collegiate high jump victory at
last weekend’s Penn Relays
Boswell, the defending

outdoor NCAA
champion,

high jump

set a new competi-

tion record by clearing 7-feet, 6 |
1/2 inches.
Boswell became the fourth
athlete in Penn Relays history

to win three collegiate high
jump titles.
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BASKETBALL

WOMEN’S TENNIS

GU Alum Williams
To Coach in League

2, 200)

A Full House
~ With Two Pairs

By MerepiTH McCLOSKEY
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Former All-American basketball player Reggie Williams

— Hoyas’ Double-Double

(CAS

Gives Opponents Trouble
By STEPHEN OWENS
Hoya STAFF WRITER

This past season was a unique one for the Georgetown
women’s tennis team in that it featured the unlikely
combination of not just one, but a pair of twin sisters.

Sarada and Missy also held up the fort at No. 2 doubles

ple ang | for the majority of the season, winning 10 of 13 matches

“CIUllng | hen paired with each other. Lucky, the team’s top
x F- 1singles player, was paired with sophomore Caroline

niversity

Marshall at the No. 1 doubles position, where the tandem

won over half their matches despite playing the fiercest
competition their opponents could offer.
The Ravindra and Mendes sisters collectively partici-

mmitfeg,
roblems
) replace
|

pated in two-thirds

of the total contests this season,

RUTHIE BRAUNSTEIN/T HE HOYA

so

playing with each other in doubles earlier this season
either. Although they often played as a tandem during
high school in junior amateur competition, they did not
play doubles together while at Texas Tech. Earlier this
year, however, they experimented playing together again,
but did not fare very well, losing seven of 12 matches.
“We played throughout the juniors together,” Sarada
said, “but when we play together now it’s not as smooth
as it used to be.”
“We would yell at each other,” added Lucky, “which
disrupted the communication, and it was all downhill from
there.”
While the Mendes sisters have been members of the
Hoya tennis team for the past four years, the Ravindra
sisters joined the team during their junior year after
transferring from Texas Tech, where they played during
their freshman and sophomore years.

to have grown up with a sister to motivate them and share

their ups and downs, on and off the court. Their relationships seem to go beyond that of average siblings.
“We’re best friends,” Lauren said of her relationship
with sister Missy. “We both want each other to succeed

more than ourselves.”
Missy was in agreement with her sister on this point,
adding, “If one of us loses and one of us wins, we can
always share in the other person’s win and count it as a
win for ourselves.”
Remarkably, despite all their years of playing tennis with
ll
and against each other while growing up, the Mendes twins
The | insist that there was never any sibling rivalry between them
ce | | | that was detrimental to their relationship.
“We've never been competitive with each other in
Chat | |

WV

al

vom | | either tournaments

The quartet of twin sisters was put on hold last year,

or during high school,” Lauren said.

however, as Lauren Mendes was forced to sit out the entire
season after being hit by an automobile. For Missy, the
presence of the Ravindra twins during practices and matches

"Just as the Mendes sisters have never allowed compefition to upset their relationship, the Ravindra sisters have
made a point of avoiding direct competition between

one-

intensified the absence of Lauren as she eagerly awaited
her sister’s recovery and return to the courts.

themselves so that they would not cause any conflict or
tension.

an

never liked playing

“We’ve

Lucky

| tournaments,”

'ND

'
|
|
|

ent

other made me miss [Lauren],” Missy said of her sister’s

year-long hiatus from the team.
With their tennis careers at Georgetown now behind
them and graduation just around the corner, all four senior
athletes have taken some time to reflect on their experience at Georgetown and specifically their involvement
:
with the tennis program.
“It has been such a privilege to not only play a college

To ensure that they never played each other, Lucky and
Sarada would enter separate tournaments, even if it meant
that one of them would have to play against an older age
division. They took turns playing in older age groups so
asto be fair.
While the Ravindra twins do not enjoy playing against
each other competitively, they also were uncomfortable

ad

o
T
‘ON
—
t
ion

“Seeing the way [Lucky and Sarada] talked to each

against each other in

said.

|

1 te

The Continental Basketball Association,

Seniors Lucky and Sarada Ravindra

Seniors Missy and Lauren Mendes

jy i certainly no overstatement to say that the success of
the entire team rested in their hands more often than not.
Each of the four athletes noted how fortunate they felt

allem:

“We re best friends.

The NRL,

We both want each other to succeed
more than ourselves.”
— Senior Lauren Mendes,

on her relationship with her twin sister
and teammate Missy.
sport, but to just play for such a classy program
Georgetown,”

Lauren

as

said.

Each athlete also expressed deep gratitude to their
coach,

Rich

Bausch,

who

performed

bile ||
the
|

R|

Congratulations

|

double

duty this

season by coaching both the men’s and women’s programs. More than anything, the players respected and
appreciated Bausch’s patience and understanding.
“[Bausch] understands that we’re not just athletes
here, but we’re also students,” Lucky said of her coach.

Bausch led the women to a 14-13 record this season and
an eighth-place finish at the Big East championships.
As is the case with many graduating seniors, the
near future is still a question mark for both the Ravindra
and Mendes sisters. Sarada and Lauren expressed
interest in eventually attending law school, while Lucky
and Missy say they would like to continue participating
in athletics.
One thing is for certain however, and that is the fact
that the women’s tennis program will be losing a wealth
of talent when the Ravindra and Mendes sisters graduate later this month.

scheduled to start play this June, was created

a Washington

area attorney, is also the commissioner

the finances necessary to play NCAA

met,

y
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wi:
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Class of 2001
Andrew W. Amend
Max Melnick Coslov
Mary B. Diss
Deborah A. Gonzalez Del Solar
Laura Rose Hall
FahirG. Han
Michael G. Kattah

Robert P. Delonis
Michael S. Diamant
Melody N. Drummond
John J. Eichmann
James Matthew Ellis
Aziz El-Tahch
Katherine J. Emig
Catherine Anne Erlinger*

Timothy T. Howard
Robert Leo Hruby*
Kenton A. James
Margi T. Joshi
Erin Elizabeth Joyce
Nicole Clare Kamine
Jonathan P. Kastellec
Darius Graves Kharabi

Daniel W. Krebs

Irina A. Feldman

Adrian Kohn

Japa Pallikkathayil

t

Siddarth Sudhir
Christopher J. Testa
Amanda L. Thompson

Ve

Anthony L. Uccellini

Won-Kyu Lee
Oliver Daniel Ledesma Liao
Jason McMillin Manoharan

\

Greta R. Valenti

become

Aasil Kazi Ahmad

|

an essential step on the way to the NBA,

causing

Baltimore, New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Norfolk, in

addition to Washington. The teams delegated to play out of
Boston and Norfolk are scheduled to play as traveling teams
through 2001 and will practice in New York and the Baltimore-Washington area, respectively.

|

Eric Castillo

Jeffrey M. Glasheen

d

Mark Y. Choi
Megan Marie Citarella*
Cara Cottonaro

Charan Gowda
Alison Dawn Habiger
Nathaniel D. Hansen

j

Scott W. Coyle

William R. Hauk, Jr.

\g

Christopher Craig
Monique E. Cueto

Eric A. Heilman
Ana Maria Herrera
Adam S. Heyman
Patrick J. Hlubik, Jr. .

:

|

,

d

’

i

Edlira M. Curis

|

Maryann C. Deak

Jason A. Sosnoff
Seunghyun Surh
Nathan Swem
Ramsey Carol Tate
William Ward Tatlock*
Andrew Torre
Stephanie Troyer
Karen Melissa Uretsky

Richard T. Vagas

Alessandro Valentini
Polina Vasiliev
Daniel P. Wald

Stefanie L. Weiland
Victoria Williams
Elizabeth Farrell Zimmerman

3

Stephen Mark Friedman

Rachelle Monastra
Patrick W. Mufarrij
Bevin T. Murphy
Juliet Jeanne Montague Nisley

Elizabeth Orzano
Tyler J. S. Osgood
Aisling R. O'Shea
Adele F. Paynter
Denise Hope Perlroth
Jonathan M. Pettinato
Thomas Michael Pilkington*
Irena E. Politzer
Raphael A. Prober
Jennifer A. Rikoski
Katherine Robert
Nora Griffin Rogers
Joshua Cory Rubin*
Preetmohan S. Sabharwal
Stephen A. Sawchuk
Bonnie J. Schreiber
Jennifer L. Seidenberg
Jeffrey D. Skinner

|

2000 Phi Beta Kappa
Electees!

per

Drew Brinkman

Jeffrey Usman

ny
ng

vell

&
Recipients of

Benjamin Melman
2
>

i

|

ut

I basketball

athletes to enroll in universities with that as their sole
intention.
The league, however, does not plan on discouraging the
continuation of education after high school. It has formed a
partnership with the University of Colorado at Denver,
where’ NRL players will be encouraged to attend classes in
the off-season.
The league is comprised of six teams, playing out of

Ryan M. Mehm

Wk

Class of 2000

|

Rebecca Shireen Matthews
Laura M. McSpedon
Bob Arun Medhekar*

=

Kristin C. Alfano
Matthew D. Algeri
George J. Audi
Sarah H. Barensfeld
Lauren M. Boccardi
Robert M. Brewer, I11*
Jonathan A. C. Brown*
Rosalia L. Bucaro
Jane V. Bushey
Lindsay E. Calfee

12

John Kugler

Jason S. Purcell
Karla K. Sabin
Neil R. Seyffert

|

ata

:

Division

an opportunity to continue to play after high school without
making the immediate jump to the NBA. The NCAA has

Jerry Sisul

ion | |
the
er-

of the

league. The purpose of the league is to give talented
athletes who may not meet the academic standards or have

to

°

1

rd
his

in 1946, has

to fill the role ofa minor league for the NBA. The NCAA had
been serving as a breeding ground for those wishing to
expand their experience before entering the NBA, but that
system has produced several drawbacks. The numerous
regulations of the NCAA make it extremely difficult for
athletes to get the most out of their college experiences,
both academically and athletically.
The NRL was founded by Bruce Stern as an independent
developmental summer league for 17- to 24-year-olds. Stern,

it

-

founded

been the NBA’s Official Developmental League for 20 years.
The CBA began as a developmental program for referees and
eventually expanded to include players in 1980.

CONGRATULATIONS

|

al

its

Justice

rebounds (886) and career steals (206) and is third-highest in
all-time scoring with 2,117 points. During both his junior and
“senior seasons, Williams led the Hoyas in scoring and
rebounding and received the Francis “Reds” Daly Memorial
Trophy as the most valuable player.
Williams was drafted by the Los Angeles Clippers in first
round of the 1987 NBA draft and eventually went on to play
for the San Antonio Spurs, the Denver Nuggets, the Indiana
Pacers and the New Jersey Nets before retiring in 1997.
The NRL is not the first attempt at an NBA farm system.

success on the court this season, but did so by collectively occupying four of the top five singles slots.

:
[te

coach for the Washington

second on the list of most points scored in a season (802)
behind Allen Iverson (926). Williams is fifth in both career

and Sarada Ravindra and Missy and
not only contributed to the Hoyas’

Seniors Lucky
Lauren Mendes

87) has been named

of the National Rookie League. The NRL is to function as an
unaffiliated minor league for the NBA, giving prominent
basketball players across the nation the option of developing
their skills as a professional rather than in the NCAA.
Williams, along with the help of teammate Patrick Ewing
(CAS °85), led Georgetown in holding off Houston to capture
the 1984 NCAA National Championship. As a talented
shooting forward, Williams accumulated a long list of
impressive statistics in his four years at Georgetown. He is

* Inducted last year

The Tombs

Scholarship
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BOX SCORES
B.C.11,HOYAS2
April 29 (Game 1)
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Eagles Fly
Away With
Three Wins
Over Hoyas
By Mike Hume
Hoya Starr WRITER

Despite the seemingly endless blue
skies that graced the D.C. area this
weekend, the Georgetown Baseball
team continued to find themselves
under their personal rain cloud, dropping three games to Big East foe
Boston College.
Georgetown

0
Seen
in oR.

000 000 120 — 3 44

Olson,

SO

6
4

0

1

RER BB SO
g

ae]

3.006

nT

TF

2.0501

050.01

TD

2

was

outhit,

out-

pitched and out-fielded by the
Eagles, losing 11-2, 21-5 and 16-3
this weekend for a combined total
score of 48-10.
Consistency was the key to victory
for the Eagles. Boston College
seemed capable of putting up runs at
will, pounding the Hoyas’ pitching
staff into submission with 12 home
runs over the three-game span. With
the lone exception of a five-run first
inning in the second game, Georgetown struggled to push runs across
the plate, stranding a total of 26 runners during the series.
In game one, Georgetown led off
the bottom of the first with three

consecutive

singles

loading

the

bases with no one out, but failed to

score anyone. It was an ominous
harbinger of things to come for
Georgetown.

BIG

EAST

Sophomore Eric Sutton started the
game on the mound for the Hoyas
and kept Georgetown close for five

STANDINGS

Conference

innings,

giving

up

only

four

runs.

However, the Eagles rallied in the
top of the sixth inning, tagging

Overall

Team

W
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W

L

Pct.

Rutgers
Notre Dame

17
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3.850
Bid
S7

32.
36

13
11

43
.766

Seton Hall

12

7.632

28.13

.683

their lead
one more
inning on
left fielder

Boston College
Connecticut

11
11

9....550
9
550

31.14
25:
15

674
.625

man

posted four more runs in the top of
the seventh off of reliever sopho-
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more Paul Perillo to put the game out
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S10
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7
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1
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A

Hoyas 10. 2B: Langone 2, Gambino, Quiros,
Hubbard, Carlini, Corman, Santana, Boice,
Wade. HR: Macchi 2, McCarthy, Olson, Mackor,

Nolan (W, 2-3)
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caseesert
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2021-000

McCarthylf

oz
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AB

Sutton for three more runs to extend

to 7-1. Georgetown
run in the bottom
a one-run single by
Marc Carlini to score

Jason

Boice,

but

the

added
of the
junior
freshEagles

of reach. Carlini led the Hoyas at the
plate going 2-4 with an RBI, while
junior Brian Cassese and sophomore Mike Green posted two hits
apiece.
Game two got off to a promising

It’s Time
to Take

Tm LLEWELLYN/THE
Hoy

Georgetown’s offense lagged, as they
start for the Hoyas, as they jumped
out to a 5-0 lead in the first inning.
Carlini continued to swing a hot bat,
sending a ball into the right-centerfield gap for a lead-off double. After
a walk to Cassese,

a sacrifice bunt

by senior Josh Corman and a walk
to clean-up hitter junior Jim
Vankoski, junior Eric Santana
cleared the bases with a three-run
double to right. Boice scored
Santana with a double of his own in
the following at bat. Junior catcher
Pat Wade fought off a pitch, popping

one

over

the

first

baseman’s

head and landing it just inside the
foul line to score Boice.
Unfortunately for the Hoyas,
those five runs would be their only
ones of the game. Boston College
chipped into the Georgetown lead in
the second inning on a two-run home
run by Neal McCarthy. Vankoski
managed to hold Boston College
down for one more inning before
giving up five runs in the fourth,
including

three

on

another

Eagles

homer.
Boston College never looked
back, allowing the Hoyas only four
more hits for the remainder of the
game, while pouring it on for 12 runs
over the final three innings of play,
including a grand slam in the top of
the ninth.

were outscored 48-10 by B.C.
—

The third game in the series wy
decided

early

on

run landslide for the Eagles.
Boston College’s pitching sup. Hoy
dued the Hoyas’ bats with lie Goo
difficulty in game three. Bost outs
College starter Stephen Lange beat
went six strong innings allowing lead.
no runs and limiting the Hoyas f | toWr
two hits, bringing a no-hitter in same
the

fourth.

Langone

worse

for

Georgetown,

reliever

ton College improved to 31-14, 1149 | .
in the Big East, while Georgetown

slipped to 13-38
conference play.

take on Delaware

overall, 1-21
The Hoyas wil

State on Tugs: |

day and George Mason on Thurs
day before closing out their sea
son with a three-game series
against the Connecticut Huskies
home this weekend.

orld

for less than the best.

Please forward your resume to: College Relations Department, #00106CRE, 633 Third
Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10017. E-mail: browna@mskcc.org. EOE/AA

Memorial Sloan-Kettering
The Best Cancer Care. Anywhere.

first

comebacker.
At the end of the weekend, Bos:

Here you'll learn all about the many opportunities that await you, from a competitive
salary and benefits package, to a prime location in the world’s most dynamic city. Join us
and discover why MSKCC is a choice destination for talented graduates who won't settle

GLIA

struck

sophomore P.J. Martinez left the
game in the eighth inning after gt
ting hit in the elbow by a shap

www.careermosaic.com/em/mskee/mskeci2.html

7,

also

out six en route to his seventh capt
victory of the season.
Goo
As if things could not get ay fens

ease

Cancer Center

|

prov
whic
fecti

Get ready to take on the world by visiting our website at:

>
Jd

contest

fense as a costly error by shortstop
Corman turned what should hay
been two-run inning into a seven

of cancer. We offer state-of-the-art facilities, a world-class professional staff, and a working

Ey

the

Woc

environment of mutual respect, continuous learning and unlimited growth potential.
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Starting junior pitcher Randy Enyj
received no support from his ds

Congratulations! After a lot of hard work, you're finally graduating. Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center offers bright graduates like you an exciting and meaningful
direction for your future. We're leaders in the research, treatment, education and prevention
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WOMEN’S LAX

Georgetown Wins Capital Cup

Upset to Penn State Drops GU to 10-4

By Eric Kim
Hora STAFF WRITER

WOMEN’S LAX, rroM Pp. 1S
remaining in the game, the Hoyas crawled their way back
up to 12-11 by way of another three-goal run produced
by junior midfielder Sarah Oglesby, Sheehan Stanwick
and sophomore attack Kate Ahearn.
Unfortunately, just when it seemed like the momentum was shifting for good, the Lions matched their
counterparts with two more goals including the gamewinner, O’Hara’s fifth goal of the game. With the score
14-11 and 9:51 left on the clock, the Hoyas could only
manage two more goals, as they had no juice left for
another run.
The inability to hold the Penn State offense when the

| For the third consecutive year,
Georgetown can call themselves the
pest rugby team in D.C. On Saturday at Catholic University, GeorgeAmerican

own blew away

29-5

in

the finals of the Capital Cup, the
D.C. area rugby championship.
I" Georgetown came into the tour-

sament as the No. 1 seed in the four-

tam field. All'ready to face fourthceded George Washington, the
Hoyas ended up getting a bye when
GW dropped out due to injuries.

the finals were set.
“It was good for us to have the
came

bye so we

sup-

Jim

Goodfellow said. “American was
tired because Catholic had taken

p

he bite out of them.”

8

Receiving the opening kickoff,

|

Georgetown

[}

fullback

senior

porting

fresh,”

out

oi:

out

strongly

Burke.

Comple-

started

with hard runs from freshman lock
Erick Madrigal and sophomore in-

—

side center

es was

mented by the play of junior flanker

ontest,

James

Erwin Woods

Ryan

Hill,

and

ls de |Apostolides,
ortstop

senior

senior

these

provided the wide

flanker

No.

Mike

8 John

five players
running

game

l have which Georgetown would use efseven- | fectively throughout the game.

g sub
1 little
Boston

1ngone

lowing

yas to

er info
Struck
eventh
any

Ten minutes into the game, the
Hoyas
struck
first
when
Goodfellow took a pass from junior
outside center Carl Ludwigson and
beat the cover defense for the 7-0
lead. Ten minutes later, Georgetown produced again on the exact
same play used successfully in their
first score. Off a pass from senior
captain flyhalf Chris Bletsch,
Goodfellow got past the cover defoes and expanded the lead to 12-

>liever
er get:

sharp

yetown

21 in |

0. Goodfellow missed the touchhline
conversion,

which

would

have

given the Hoyas two more points.
Before

the

half,

American

was

able to put five points on the board
when they capitalized off a penalty from freshman scrumhalf Garret Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald made up
for his mistake with defense and
passes, setting up runs for the
Hoya backs.
With the score reading 12-5 and
American taking momentum into
halftime, Georgetown rudely took
the opposition out of its confident

state when

sophomore

lock Hugo

Tzec delivered a crunching tackle to
the American lock who had fielded
it.

With

Tzec’s

textbook

hit,

the

Hoyas grabbed back the momentum
which was characterized by the domination of Georgetown’s forwards

Bob Lenihan along with freshman
hooker Dan Williams provided the
push, which set up the offense. With
a scrum 20 meters away from the
Georgetown line and American look-

ing to close the lead, the Hoyas’
scrum stole the ball and immediately
went on the fast break. Bletsch
passed to Ludwigson who assisted
on Goodfellow’s third score which
made it 19-5. From then on, it was all
Georgetown.

Once again, Goodfellow provided the offense when he converted on a penalty to make the
score 22-5. With the game decidedly

in

the

favor

of the

Hoyas,

Tzec broke a long run out of the
American defense and passed off
to Hill who finished off the movement

with

a 25-meter

run

to

Georgetown’s size and fitness
clearly lifted them another level above
American. Consistently strong
scrummaging led to the Hoyas’ next
score. Senior props Dan Oldroyd and

district,” Goodfellow

over

American’s.

said.

~ Collective-Noun Professional
~ Sports Team Names Since
1920

series |

Penn

tournament,

State game,

Sheehan

Simons

has been

game,

goals,

it’s not

late,” Elbe said.

the past, will play their next game
where they are undefeated.

frustrating for Simons.

concentrating

when

one

exactly

player

scores

a great
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(R.I. Ave. Metro)

The

Hoyas,

“We

tend

who

have

to thrive

responded

when

well to losses

dug

for ourselves,”

challenges

are greatest,

Simons

said.

301 N Street, N.E.
(3rd St. & Florida Ave., N.E.)-
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CAPITAL SELF STORAGE
543-1400

Florida Avenue

g

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
PRIVATE STORAGE ROOMS
24 HOUR SECURITY
MOVING AND PACKING
SUPPLIES
LOCKS AVAILABLE
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

eed A

RYDER TRUCK RENTALS
VISA
PIL

EASE.

10% Discount on any storage room with
payment in advance for entire Summer
ai]

gs

EN

ToT

H-1
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ADWERTIS

EMENT

Looking to Live
in NYC this
summer?
Beautiful Summer
Sub-let Available
Full
Access
5th Ave.
Double

Bathroom
to health-spa
and 50th Street
Occupancy

One space available
Looking for a female
Please Call 784-5939

in

on Kehoe Field,

and I want to see if we can get out of the hole we’ve

NATIONAL SELF
SERVICE STORAGE

2

team

offense.”

SUMMER STORAGE FOR STUDENTS
A
3
>}

on

effort. I wanted to see some players step up more on

The loss dropped Georgetown’s record to 10-4 while
Penn State improved to 8-9.
“Penn State didn’t let up for 60 minutes and never let
us get into our typical game,” Simons.

NATIONAL SELF SERVICE|
STORAGE CO.
636-8282

the

defense in practice recently, along with making the
team a more cohesive unit.
“[The game against Penn State] was a pretty poor
performance on our part,” Simons said. “While
a good

as will
Tues |
Thurs:
ir sea
|
kies at

is almost a lock for the NCAA

had

the

tryline. A Goodfellow touchline
conversion finished off the scoring at 29-5, concluding the team’s
season.
“We’re in a tough league so this
is where we assert ourselves in the

town

game still has postseason implications as the Hoyas
are trying to gain the highest possible seed.
In order to remedy problems brought forth in the

half of your

got close was

Hova Sports: Railing Against

eft the

1, Bos:
4, 119

PHOTO COURTESY OF JAMES GOODFELLOW

GU proved too strong for American in its Capital Cup win.

when they close out the season

at home against No. 18 George Mason. While George-

“We could not get the tempo of the game on our side,”
she said. “We’d get close and then we’d relax, giving
Penn State the chance to get back.”
“When we started to get momentum, it was just too

Hoyas

| | With American winning the other
semifinal over home team Catholic,

The Hoyas hope to regain their form with a must-win
game this Wednesday

Z

2 pe

;

MakeTheMove.com makes transferring
your utilities the easiest part of the move.
Trying to finish up your finals and move? Transferring your services is the last thing you want
to think about. So let us. Just log on to MakeTheMove.com, enter
your-old and new addresses, and select the services you want
to transfer, cancel or set up - phone, gas, electric, cable
and more. It's totally FREE and gets you off hold - giving
you more time to focus on really important things,
“Qiove.com
like getting your security deposit back.

! Make

We'll hook you up.
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By KAREN TRAVERS
Hoya Starr WRITER

Urick, to take a commanding 9-2 lead.
“We played a second attack for the last
five minutes of each quarter, to get some
other guys in,” Coach Urick said. Freshman
Mike Hammers junior Jamie Sharpe and
sophomore Doug Staab played on that second attack unit.
Georgetown maintained its lead in the
as Dusseau

and

Flick each

added a goal. Cromwell and Ken Springer
scored for Rutgers but the Hoyas still
led 11-4.
The Rutgers offense put on a late surge
in the fourth period, cutting the Georgetown lead to 13-7 with 4:28 left in the game.
Georgetown responded with a goal by
Flick but Rutgers scored the last two goals
of the game, at the 3:14 and 2:32 marks, to
come within five goals, 14-9.

However, the Hoya defense hung on,
to preserve the win. Schroeder finished
the day with five saves.
After some poor recent performances
in the face-off circle, Georgetown won 12
of the 24 face-offs Saturday. The Hoyas
also held the Scarlet Knights to just three
goals on 11 extra-man opportunities.
Georgetown

finishes

off

its

season

Saturday at the Carrier Dome against the
No.

2 Syracuse

Orangemen.

Syracuse

is

11-1 for the season, with its only loss
coming at the hands of up-and-coming
Cornell, 13-12.

Syracuse is lead by All-American
and Player of the Year candidate
attackman Ryan Powell, who has 74
points for the season on 32 goals and
42 assists. The Orangemen also return
starting goalie Robbie Mulligan, with
a .650 save percentage, while allowing
7.15 goals per game.
“Syracuse is not a terribly tough team to
get ready for in terms of what they do but
tough in terms of who does it,” Coach Urick
said. “There’s pride at stake, certainly, and
maybe there’s some impact in terms of
seeding, but our guys really look forward
to this game.”

Face-offs are going to be key for the
Hoyas this weekend, as the Orangemen
are led by Chris Cercy, who has won 170
of the 243 face-offs that he has taken.
Syracuse uses their wingmen effectively,
however, as Cercy has grabbed just 33
groundballs

all

season.

Sam

Bassett,

a

dominant wingman for the Orangemen,
has grabbed 117 groundballs.
“The guys on the wing are really important for them,

and

for us,”

Coach

Urick

said. “They control where we are putting
the ball.”
The Hoyas ended their regular season in
1999 with a 17-13 win over the Orangemen on
Harbin Field. The Hoyas rode a strong third
period to overtake the Orangemen and propel
themselves to a fifth-seed in the NCAA Tournament.
Georgetown went on to meet Syracuse
again, in the NCAA Semi-finals. The Ho-

yas fell 13-9 at Maryland’s Byrd Stadium,
in what might have been the squad’s worst
performance of the season.

HoyA SPORTS:
Check Us Out
On the Web At

www.thehoya.com/
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Sweeney Brings GU Variety of Talents

LAX, from p. 1S

third period,

RTS:

MEN’S LAX

Hoyas to Finish
Regular Season
With Matchup
Against Orangemen
MEN’S

PO

In boys’ high school lacrosse, there is a
group of elite schools that year in and year out
turn out some of the best talent in the nation.
Generally,

these

schools

are

located

Slate,

DiPaolo,

one could be accommodated. Football,
soccer, basketball, baseball and la-

crosse were easier to cover because
they were on-campus sports with actioy

and

Sweeney — these names do not mean much to
just a casual lacrosse fan, but they are all part
of the foundation of a strong lacrosse program that is developing a high school in suburban Philadelphia.
In fact,

if you

ask some,

a new

kind

and

age with his stick and can send a harder shot

past the goalie.
So why would a relatively obscure school in
Philadelphia, a school that annually is ranked
high in the Pennsylvania scholastic polls but
has won only one state championship under

Tim LLEWELLYN/ Ti Hora

Freshman Kyle Sweeney (right) has four assists and one goal so far this season.
a mental adjustment in other ways,” Georgetown Head Coach Dave Urick said.
Urick likened the natual transition from
scholastic lacrosse to collegiate lacrosse to
the move from collegiate basketball to the
National Basketball Association.
“Particularly in the younger guys, the freshman hit the wall by two-thirds of the season,
physically hit the wall.”
Now that Sweeney is in
the

collegiate

ranks,

In

1992,

defensman

Tom

Slate headlined

the Springfield defense. Slate’s team won the
only state championship for Heisman. Slate
went on to play at Essex and now plays for the
Philadelphia Wings, a professional indoor
lacrosse team.
David DiPaola, a 1996 Springfield graduate,
picked up where Slate left off on defense for
Springfield. DiPaola has made his own impact
on the collegiate scene as a long-stick
midfielder for the 1999 Division III Champions
Salisbury State. DiPaola scored the only
longstick goal in the champsionship game.
1998 graduate John Brasko is a defenseman
for the Johns Hopkins team that qualified for
the 1999 Final Four.
Who was the latest defensive specialist to
come out of Springfield? Enter Georgetown
freshman and longstick defenseman Kyle
Sweeney. Sweeney, a 6-foot-2, 185-pound
defenseman,

led his high school team to the

Pennsylvania state playoffs.
Sweeney played man-up offense for
Springfield and as a junior teamed up with
Brasko to form one of the most intimidating
extra-man offenses that Pennsylvania high
schools had seen.
“As a junior, Jon and I were both on manup offense, one at the point, one on the wing,”
Sweeney said. “We certainly got strange reactions.”
So can a defenseman who played both
sides of the ball in high school make the
transition to the collegiate level and still maintain his game?
“It’s a physical adjustment in many ways,

Council Ji

7 —

America's Student Travel

Leader for over

50 years

EUROSTAR OPEN Voucher
> London to Brussels or Paris
> $79, valid for 2 months

>you decide the date & time

Youth passengers
must be under 26

when you get there
> valid only for youth under age 26

Ride the FAST TRACK through Europe

Europass Youth
>5days in 2 months $233
France, Germany, Italy,
Spain & Switzerland.

Eurail Youthpass
>15days for $388
16 countries in
Western Europe

*Add on countries available

plus Ireland

Eurail Youth Flexipass
>10 Days in 2 months for $458
3301 M Street NW

202 - 337-6464

Open

SAT 10 to 6

www.counciltravel.com

as the quality of play increases each season and
the players become more
p
ome mo
and more specialized in

and

one

better,” Sweeney

said.

freshman,”

goal

on

one

shot

on

goal. However, the fact that Sweeney is
second on the team in groundballs (44)
shows his willingness to mix things up with
opposing players.
Sweeney attributes one of the keys to his
and his fellow Springfield teammates’ success to their skill at taking the ball from
opposing attack units with a strong hit to
the wrist in order to knock the ball loose —
an especially potent tactic when it comes
from a longstick. But collegiate attack units
are not on the same skill level as a high
school unit, according to Sweeney, apparently a fast-learner of the ways of the col-

Urick

said.

“He gives a lot of sup&
J
p
port on the wing on face-

— Dave Urick

“It’s one thing to do it
[play both offense and
defense] in high school, but in college you
come to play defense,” Sweeney said. His
statistics prove this commitment to the defensive side of the ball: 11 games played,
assists,

that much

they have to go against
;
”
himid in practice.

their particular position.

four

lege game.
“In college, you don’t throw as many checks.
You pick and choose more because the play is

Sweeney has made an immediate impact on
the Georgetown team. Coming off of a season
in which the Hoyas went all the way to the
Final Four but graduated several key players
who could play both ways, Georgetown has
been a great match for a
player like Sweeney, according to Urick.
“He makes our guys
“Kyle’s been asked to
better players because
do more than any other

the

the defensive end is there,

a trendsetter

easy-to-understang

|

like 6-4

and 11:23.43 that didn’t amount to much
of an exciting story. In my four semesters, while the sports section continue
to expand — to a Tuesday pullout
section, additional box scores, stats,
photographs, polls and national storie
— we were never able to adequately
cover some of the “other” sports.
My greatest joy, though, came as
reporter, namely the last two years
when I covered the men’s basketball

collegiate recruiting circle? What brought about
the innovation at Springfield?
The Springfield lacrosse program had seen
some down years and Heisman was looking
to build the program up to a higher level, to
build a team that could compete with the best
in the state.
Rather than innovation, it was a necessity
for Heisman to encourage his defense to pick
it up on offense as well — simply because the
team needed to score and he was going to do
it anyway he could.
Heisman himself was a stellar lacrosse
player who was twice named to the AllAmerica squad as a defenseman at Ithaca.
When he began coaching at the high school
level, he applied many of the same defensive
techniques that he used on the college level
— an interesting and unique blend of aggressive defense and fine-tuned stick work.

considered

and

event, all we saw were numbers

temptation to just play on

be

scores

and tennis were harder to cover because when we couldn’t attend the

in the

Heisman,

box

statistics. Sports like crew, sailing, trac

of

collegiate defenseman is being crafted at
Springfield High School in Delaware
County, Pa.
Springfield Head Coach Jon Heisman has
taken a unique approach to molding young
high school athletes into defensive threats
that bring an interesting and definitely unorthodox style to the college game. Heisman’s
players are taught and bred to be more than
just defensive — even the longstickmen have
excellent ball-handling skills and can be called
on to take the ball to the net.
At Springfield, defensemen are worked to
be skilled on both sides of the ball and
longstickmen are often seen on man-up offense, looking to send the ball to the back of
the net and score. This tends to give opposing
teams
severe
headaches,
as
a
longstickman on offense has greater lever-

Reporter to Fan
Eagerly Awaited
the people who came to write for the
sports section either wanted to write
men’s basketball or write columns,
which meant that of course not every

in the

Brasko

1x

FLYNN, rrom p. 1S

sprawling suburbs of Baltimore, the shores of
Long Island or anywhere in upstate New York.
But in recent years, one school outside of
those lacrosse meccas has been turning out a
new breed of lacrosse player.
Heisman,

Transition From

offs. It’s been a good

year for him, a learning
experience.
“He makes our guys better players because
they have to go against him in practice.”
“I came in hoping to get some minutes, I
didn’t have too high of expectations,”
Sweeney said. “I didn’t know they’d be moving Rodger Colbert down close; I thought I
would be the second pole and maybe get in
some time.
“Anything more than that is just gravy. It’s
nice to get in.”
Sweeney made his impact this season and
after a summer of weight training and working
out,

Urick

expects

him

to come

back

even

stronger than this season.
“He’s realized that he is a good player but
also how much better he’ll be when he gets
stronger,” Urick said. “He watches tapes, takes

it very seriously. You can’t ask for a better
attitude.”

team. The two seasons in which I

|

=

|

watched nearly every Georgetown
game were perhaps the most tumultyous at the Hilltop since the early 70s,
John Thompson resigned abruptly on
a snowy morning in January 1999.
These 15 months under Craig Esherick
have

been just as wild,

with

the Hoyas

|

|

rarely gaining an easy win and more
often than not losing games they
shouldn’t.
On press row, I tried my hardest to
be an impartial observer, but sometimes I couldn’t help but throw that ou
the window. Usually I sat with my
notebook, swearing and using the
Lord’s

name

in vain under my

breath

while the Hoyas bounced another one
off their foot. But as the days wound
down, my impartiality became less ofa
concern.
At the Big East Tournament, student
media is placed in the nose-bleed
section of the Madison Square Garden,
so I figured that I would cheer the
Hoyas on. When Kevin Braswell made
the game-winner against West Virginia
in March,I pumped both fists in the air
and yelled, “Yes!” The next day against
Syracuse, I stood up and gave an
ovation when the Orangemen were
finally eradicated. At Virginia for the
triple-overtime NIT thriller, by the
second overtime I was pumping my fist,
swearing out loud and giving in- and
out-of-the-office moral supporter Sarah
Walsh pats on the back.
La
It has been fun; but next year it’ 11 be

nice to finally be able to watch
:
Georgetown sports as a vocal, completely partial Hoya fan, and not
worry about where it will show up in
the newspaper.

GOLF

GU Finishes a Disappointing Seventh at Big East
By MerepiTH

McCLOSKEY

Hoya Starr WRITER

The 1998 Big East Champion Georgetown golf team failed to
defend its title at this year’s Big East Championships held at the
Warren Golf Course in Notre Dame, Ind., this weekend. The Hoyas

finished a disappointing seventh place out of nine teams with a
two-day score of 627 on the par-71 course.
Seton Hall, which placed fourth in 1998, posted a score of 580 to
win its second title. Rutgers and Notre Dame rounded out the top
three, with scores of 591 and 594, respectively.
This year marked the first time the Big East Championships were
held during the spring season. Previously, they were held at the
end of the fall season

in November.

The Hoyas’ showing did not even slightly measure up to last
season’s performance, as they had only one top-10 finisher.
Sophomore Tristan Lewis was Georgetown’s highest finisher,
tying for fifth place with a score of 145 (72, 73). Lewis was one of
eight named to the 2000 All-Big East Team.
Sophomore Cody Courbier fired a 155 (75, 80) tying him for
24th place. Senior co-captain Greg Koush finished in a tie for

36th place with a score of 162 (81, 81). Sophomore Andreas
Huber, who won the 1998 Big East Championships individually
by shooting a 141
to set a low-score record, finished in a
disheartening 41st place with a 27-over-par score of 169 (83,
86). Senior Todd Vender rounded out the Georgetown squad,
posting a 171 (89, 82) placing him 44th.
Seton Hall’s Eugene Smith took individual medalist honors at
the tournament, finishing with a two-day score of 141 (69, 72),
edging out Rutger’s Daniel Lee by one shot for the win. Lee shot
a Big East Championship record 66, with seven birdies on the
second day of competition. Smith had matched the previous
record of 69 on the first day of competition. Andrew Svoboda
from St. John’s and Seton Hall’s Brian McGowan tied for third,
both shooting a 144.
The Hoyas’ performance will not gain Georgetown its aspired
bid to the NCAA Eastern Regional Tournament, therefore culminating its spring season. The Hoyas hope to gain a new group of |
recruits to help build the team’s skills back up to the level they
were at during Georgetown’s prime in the fall of 1998.

|

|

They ve performed for visiting Heads of State in Kuwait,
now they re performing for the first time before crowds in Washington...

The Kuwait Television Folklore Troupe
WHEN: Friday, May 5th, from 6:30-8:00 p.m. The performance is free and open to the general
public.
WHERE: Gaston Hall, Georgetown University. This elegant room is on the third floor of Healy
Hall, a gray stone building connected to the clock tower on the main campus. The closest parking is the
University’s Parking Lot 3 at the end of Prospect Street.
WHAT: The Kuwait Television Folklore Troupe is one of the Arab world’s most authentic musical
traditions. Although the troupe performs on national occasions in Kuwait, it is also Kuwait’s ambassador
of folkloric arts to the world. Its rhythmic and powerful music is unique to Kuwait, and the troupe’s |
presence in Washington represents a rare opportunity to observe their spellbinding and tightly woven
traditional compositions firsthand.
This program is co-sponsored by the Kuwait Information Office and Georgetown’s Center for
Contemporary Arab Studies. For additional information call (202) 338-4020.
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Celebrating Our Campus Community
Wednesday, May 3, 2000

» |

(Rain date: Thursday, May 4, 2000)

at out

|

8:30 AM - 9:00 PM

th

Healy Gates

one

-

12:00 PM ~ 4:00 PM

Schedules and Press Kits

Red Square

ALUMNI & UNIVERSITY RELATIONS INFORMATION BOOTH
-

Come learn more about your Alumni Association

/

ind

i
dent

INFO TABLE / LOST & FOUND

|

9:00 AM ~ 11:00 AM
Red Square

| |:
od

BREAKFAST
- Allowing students, faculty and staff to interact in a
less formal setting

ii
ads

-

nia
air |
ainst

10:30 AM - 11:00 AM
Copley Lawn

‘dn:
CROWNING OF MARY
- Catholic Daughters Society

11:00 AM - 2:00 PM

GUMAIL INFORMATION & PROMOTION

1€

pid

Red Square

12:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Healy Lawn

ARTS & CRAFTS EXHIBITS
- See the talents of the GU community on display

1:00 PM ~ 6:00 PM

CARNIVAL RIDES & GAMES

FREE Bagels, Donuts, Juice and Coffee

-

Healy & Copley Lawn

1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Learn more about GU’s new e-mail system

Walsh Art Gallery

-

FREE RIDES & GAMES!!!
Dunk Booth to raise money for Its For The Kids
(Fr. Scott Pilarz, Ron Palmese and more!!!)

THE ANNUAL SENIOR SHOW
-

View the projects of Georgetown Senior Art Majors

1

arah

|

11 be

, 11:00AM+ 2:00PM ©

:

Red Square’

LUNCH,
-

n-

ih

| |

on

re

2

FREE barbeque provided by Auxiliary Services’

1:05PM - 1:15PM
Red Square

+! SINGING OF THE FIGHT SONG '* |
-

Ta

Led by The Georgetown Chimes

:

2
—

11:00 AM ~ 2:06 PM
Lauinger Library Patio

LAUINGER LIBRARY USED BOOK SALE
- To raise money for the purchase of new books

2:00 PM ~ 4:00 PM
Jesuit Residence

JESUIT RESIDENCE OPEN HOUSE
- Meet and Greet the Jesuits

J
;

11:00 AM - 5:30 PM
Red Square

CAMPUS MINISTRY RAFFLE
- Prizes include one domestic round-trip ticket for two,
dinner for two at The 1789, or a Moto Photo gift package

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Quadrangle

INTERFAITH RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS CAMPAIGN KICK-OFF
- Dedication of the new menorah at 4:45pm

11:30 AM - 8:06 PM

STUDENT/FACULTY/ADMINISTRATOR PERFORMANCES

as

ly |

4:00 PM - 7:00 PM

|

2
2

at
)
W

-

"

- 3:00PM:

da

-

3:30PM:

Trading Campus

-

4:00PM:

Cabaret, Doug Britt

-

5:00 PM:
5:30PM:

Pat Croke Band
Dr. Zaius Band

-

6:15PM:

Billi Danoff and Friends

-

6:45PM:
7:15PM:

Keith Dunsmore Band
The Sugar’s Band

4
o
oy

WGR Steps & Healy

|

|

11:30 AM:
12:00 PM:
12:30 PM:
1:30PM:
2:00PM:
2:30PM:

- 4:30PM:

|
|

ey

—
som]

South Asian Society
Cliff Moore, GU Dance Company
Georgetown Chimes, Cheerleaders
DJ Spin Off & Break Dancing
Fr. Pat, Black Movements Theater
Pat Winter, Superfood

Rangila, Grace Notes

{

-

5:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Dahlgren Chapel

Copley Walkway

]

Games/rides/performances geared toward the children

of Georgetown employees.
Petting Zoo Demonstration of the cello, violin, clarinet,
viola, oboe and flute with the GU Orchestra
Pictures with Jack the Bulldog from 5-6 PM

INTERFAITH SERVICES
-

Rev. Adam E. Bunnell, OFM Conv.

6:00 PM
Red Square

SPECIAL RECOGNITION FOR DEAN DONAHUE
- Come bid our Dean of Students farewell

6:45 PM - 8:45 PM

DINNER

Red Square

-

\

11:30 AM - 4:00 PM

FAMILY HOUR

-

Kosh Band

WGTB DJ's between the performances

|

Copley Lawn

FREE Subway subs, Clyde’s Corporation sandwiches,

ot
ve
Domino's pizza, Thomas Sweets’ ice cream and a barbeque!

FACULTY AUTHORS
-

11:30 AM:
12:00 PM:

-

12:30 PM:
1:00 PM:
2:00PM:

Rev. Thomas M. King, S.1., Professor of Theology ~~ 8:30 PM ~ 11:00 PM
Rev. William Byron, S.J.
WGR Steps
Alison Mackey, Professor of Linguistics
Paul Kainen, Professor of Mathematics
Wilfried Ver Eecke, Professor of Philosophy
11:00 PM
Frank Ambrosio, Professor of Philosophy
Bulldog Alley

-

2:30PM:

Michael Hudson, Professor of Arab Studies

-

3:00 PM:

“FIGHTING GRAVITY” CONCERT
- FREE Concert by the rock-ska combo from Richmond, VA
“FINAL PROJECT” DANCE PARTY
- FREE party featuring DJ's DieselBoy, Sean M. and Centauri

Deborah Tannen, Professor of Linguistics
Raffaella Zanuttini, Professor of Linguistics

-

3:30PM:

Lf
12:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Healy Steps
[i
|e
|

Patricia McWade, Dean of Financial Services
Olga Meerson, Professor of Slavic Languages

Do you bleed

GU Trivia COMPETITIONS

-

12:00 PM:
1:00 PM:
2:00PM:

Jesuit $64,000 Pyramid
Georgetown Trivial Pursuit
Jeopardy

-

3:00PM:
4:00 PM:

Who wants to be a Thousandaire?
Family Oriented Wheel of Fortune

Hoya Blue or Saxa Gray?
F or

:
n fo . Saxa. georgetown

.ed u /G U day

Much thanks and gratitude for those organizations and individuals who helped make Georgetown Day possible:
Allied Rental, Auxiliary Services, Campus Ministry, Chesapeake Bagel Company, Clyde's Corporation, Department of Public Safety, Doming's Pizza, Facilities Management, Georgetown Univ. Bookstore,
Georgetown College, Georgetown Dining Services, Georgetown Program Board (GPB), Habitat for Humanity, Hoya Kids, John Carroll Scholars, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, Mailboxes, Etc., M&M's,
Office of Communications, Office of the President, Office of the Provost, Office of Transportation Management, Registrar's Office, Senior Class Committee (SCC), Special Events, Starland Café,
Student Activities Commission {SAC), Students of Georgetown, Inc., Subway, The Hoya, Thomas Sweets, Uncommon Grounds and Wisemiller's. Jane Banister, Robbie Bantom, Dr. Dorothy Brown,
Margie Bryant, Rev. Adam Bunnell, Bill Danoff, Laurea DiJoseph, Jim Donahue, Bethany Hanley, Anne Elizabeth Giuliani, Marianne Green, Joyce jackson, Sonia Jacobson, Jeanne Lord, Mary Anne Mahin,

Barbara Mosley, Alice Norris, Mike Pontti, Officer Jim Proctor, Jeannie Quirk, Steve Sakach, Mary Kay Schneider, Donna Scott, Martha Swanson, Pete Taylor and David Vaughan.
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SAILING

Random Thoughts Around
The Busy World of Sports

GU’s Fleet Racing Team
; Hova SPORTS:

Get Ready —

| It’sAlmost
Say
Titome

Falls Short of Nationals
By Ep PrzyLucki
Hoya Starr WRITER

The Georgetown University sailing teams
have been performing at record levels recently. Never before have Hoya teams successfully qualified for two national championship regattas. Two weekends ago, they
accomplished that feat with a win at the
MAISA women’s national qualifier. This
past weekend, the Hoyas once again had
the opportunity to make school history as
they competed in the MAISA Co-ed National Fleet Race Qualifier. A top-four finish
would guarantee Georgetown’s third invitation to a national championship regatta
this season.
However, if the Hoyas’ plan on making it
to the coed national championships, they
are going to need help.
Finishing with 149 points at the qualifier,
Georgetown missed an automatic bid by 35
points. Old Dominion finished in fourth
place

with

114

points,

while

Hobart,

St.

I=

Mary’s College and Navy rounded out the
top three. The Hoyas will now have to hope
for an at-large bid to qualify for their third
national championship.
In the A-Division,

Georgetown

utilized

the talents of two boats, composed of juniors Ryan Costello and Dana Scalere, and
sophomores Ken Ward and Leah Williams.
The two teams combined to finish in fourth
place in the division with a total score of 60
points.
In the B-Division, Georgetown once again
utilized two teams. Here, the duos of sophomore Brian Bissell and junior Baye Emery, and
juniors John Camera and Kate Hewson helped
Georgetown place sixth in the division.
While the team holds out for news of the
at-large bid, they will continue to practice
for the two national championships for
which they have already qualified. The first
of which, the ICYRA Team Race Nationals,

will be held May 31 through June 2 at St.
Mary’s College.

TRACK

Hoyas Get Cosby’s Congrats

the race in 1996, placed

second

at the Duke

Invitational in April with atime of 11:26.20 and
took fifth in the event at the NCAA indoor
championships posting a time of 11:14.03.
Saturday, the four topped those performances,
finishing in a time of 11:13.07. In another

: Countin g i )

distance

contest,

the

women’s

3,000-meter,

Enstice and freshman Marni Kruppa both
finished in the top 20, logging 9:34.56 and
9:41.17 times, respectively.
For the men’s team, distance medley

ners

sophomore

student

Chris Miltenberg,

Johnathan

Howard,

run-

graduate

senior

Isidro

Pimentel and graduate student Justin
McCarthy ran a 9:38.54 race for a sixth-place
finish. In a close contest, the Hoya team lost
out to the first place. Connecticut Huskies by
a mere five seconds.
This weekend the Hoyas will compete at the
Big East Championships and the George
Mason Invitational.

CREW
Crew Captures Crown at Cadle
CREW,
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eight outran Boston College with a time of
5:46.16.
Other men’s teams, including the varsity
eight, freshman/novice eight and varsity
lightweight four all turned in top-three performances in their respective races.
The women’s varsity lightweight four

eight was able to win the closest race of the
day, overcoming a late surge by Villanova’s
boat to win by one-tenth of a second with
atime of 6:50.37.
This

weekend,

the

women’s

team

will

square off with George Washington and
Princeton at a regatta to be held at
Princeton,

while

the

men’s

team

sends

won a close race with Villanova, defeating
them by a mere four seconds with a time of

heavyweight boats to a regatta at George
Washington and lightweight boats to

7:45.1.

Camden, N.J., to face Rutgers and Harvard.

The

women’s

varsity

lightweight

their upset over the Capitals in the first royyg
of the playoffs was no fluke, as they lead th,
top-seeded Flyers 2-0 in their playoff serie

This at least provides a little consolation
us disillusioned Caps fans.
—It’s amazing that the Detroit Tigers apg
Chicago

White

Sox

different rules, but baseball

has always

been screwed up. The DH is simply an excuse
for big name players and guys who can’t field
worth a damn to stay in the majors past their
prime — it contributes nothing to the game and
allows half of the pitchers in the pros to never
have to play an essential part of the game.
—When you go to make a joke about
overpriced baseball teams that can’t break
.500, you’re going to have to look outside of
Baltimore this season because the Orioles
are for real. They have amassed a 14-10 record
with ace Mike Mussina getting only his first
win of the season en Sunday. The distractions of Cal Ripken Jr.’s 3,000 hits are behind

have

any

players [ef

available to play after 16 were suspended fo;
a combined 82 games for their role a braw]
Comiskey Park April 22. Not that it will hay
any effect on the aby.
mal 6-17 Tigers, why
sport the worst record
in baseball and only
seem to get worse ey.

SEAN GORMLEY

have

TRACK, From p. 1S
for an impressive showing in the 4-x-1500meter relays. The quartet finished seventh in
the championships with an 18:04.43 run. The
Villanova Wildcats won the race for the eighth
time in 12 years, finishing in 17:30.38.
Sicher and Linck also joined Heath and
Bowman to take ninth in the Distance Medley
Championships on Saturday. The Hoyas won

NOT GOING TO LIE TO YOU. I HAVE THREE

papers due by the end of classes tomorrow, so my column’s love is going to be
crammed into one power-hour. Despite this,
I will attempt to enrich your life with numerous sports tidbits that I can come up with.
Unlike other Hoya Sports columnists,
however, I will not lower myself to the point
at which I am dissing on Canadian basketball ... not that it doesn’t deserve it.
No, instead you will
have the distinct pleasure of hearing about a
plethora of issues regarding sports that have
been bothering me recently, gnawing at me
and preventing me from
focusing in class or
sleeping or doing anything productive.
—1I used to be on the
other side of this issue, but it has finally gotten
to me. The designated hitter has got to go. It is
ridiculous that two leagues in the same sport

Athletic
Supporter

‘ery year.

It certainly

hasn’t seemed to of.
fect the pale hose, wh
are winners of fouriny

|

row and have the beg

|

record in the AL at].
8, either.

~The ball thet trickled between Bi] |

Buckner’s legs in 1986 and cost the BoSoy

their first World Series since 1918 has a ney

owner. Mets fan Seth Swirsky of Beverly
Hills bought the ball at auction for $63,943
from

Charlie

Sheen, who

bought the ball i

1992 for $93,500.
—The

Redskins

are the cream of the crop

in the NFL right now after the draft in which
they selected second and third. Linebacker
LaVar Arrington and tackle Samuel Brow
are already practicing with the starters, and
the potential signing of Deion Sanders will
only serve to put the ’Skins farther ahead of
the rest of the pack. When they win the Super |
Bowl next January, I’m going to give the
whole world an ‘I told you so.’
—Georgetown alums are ruling the Eastem |

him now, and once Albert Belle heats up, this

Conference in the NBA playoffs, where threeof

team will be neck-and-neck with the Yankees

the remaining four teams in the East are led by

until October.

Hoyas. Patrick Ewing’s (CAS

—Pedro Martinez is freakin’ awesome. A
5-0 record,

1.27 ERA

and

five starts.

It doesn’t

get any better than

that, juiced

ball

era

or

50

not,

strikeouts
and

the

in

only

pitcher in all of baseball who is even close
to Pedro is the Big Unit, Randy Johnson.
Pedro will continue to pitch the Red Sox into
the playoffs for as long as he is around, and
his career 112-50 record and 2.81 ERA will
only improve as he pitches himself into
history (he has averaged a 20-6 record, 2.29
ERA and 290 strickeouts over his past three
seasons).

—Casey Martin is proving himself to be
more than a litigant in a landmark court case.
The PGA golfer, who sued to use a cart in
competition due to a leg disease that prevents him from being able to walk 18 holes,
finished in 45th place at the Houston Open
over the weekend despite struggling on Sunday with 77.
The Pittsburgh Penguins are showing that

’85) New York

Knicks will battle Alonzo Mourning’s (COL
’92) Miami Heat in the second round, while
Allen Iverson led the Philadelphia 76ers over
the Charlotte Hornets in the first round, as he

continues to make his mark on the NBA is just
his fourth season.
—And, finally, congratulations to junior
lacrosse player Sheehan Stanwick, who

now holds Georgetown’s career poinis
record. In only three years as a Hoya,
Stanwick has rewritten the women’s [a
crosse

record

books,

holding

single-sea-

son records in points, goals and assists.
She is now only four goals away from breaking the mark for career goals.
Stanwick

has

been

an

essential

part of

Georgetown, becoming a top-five program.
With more than a season remaining on the
Hilltop, hopefully a final-four berth or evena |
national championship await her and the rest |
of the lacrosse team. I don’t know about you,
but I’ll be watching to find out.

GEORGETOWN ATHLETIC CALENDAR
Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Women’s lacrosse
vs. George

4 p.m.

Mason,

Thursday

Friday

Baseball
at George

Baseball vs.
Connecticut, noon
Men’s lacrosse at

Mason,
3 p.

Women’s lacrosse at
NCAA First Round

Baseball vs.
Connecticut, noon

Men’s lacrosse at
NCAA First Round
Track at UNC,

Track atBigEast
Championships

James

SpringeEampio

Regatta

Collegiate
aw

Crew at NCAA
ionship
Regatta

Cham

SailingatICYRA
Women’s

National

Championship

Madison

Track at IC4A
Outdoor Championship,
ECAC
doo:

Men’s lacrosse at
NCAA First Round
Crew at EAWRE

International

Saturday

SailingatICYRA
Team Race Nationals
Trackat NCAA.

OutdoorChampionships

